PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
November 18, 2020
7:30 P.M.

1. Call To Order
This meeting is being held both in person in Council Chambers and electronically by “Go
to Meeting” application, pursuant to City Council Ord. 20-05, An Ordinance to Address
Continuity of City Government during the Pendency of a Pandemic Disaster.
Members of the public have been invited to attend in person with social distancing
practices and masks required or access this meeting by public access television Cox
Channel 84, Verizon Channel 42, online at www.regionalwebtv.com/fredcc, or Facebook
live at www.facebook.com/FXBGgov
The members participating are [list members by name]
2. Pledge Of Allegiance
3. Determination Of A Quorum
4. Approval Of Agenda
5. Approval Of Minutes
5.I. October 28, 2020 Draft Minutes
Documents:
5-2020-10-28 DRAFT MINUTES WATTACHMENTS.PDF
6. Declaration Of Conflict Of Interest
7. Public Hearing Items
Citizens who wish to participate in the public hearing will be able to send their comments
in writing by (1) dropping them in the Deposit Box at City Hall, (2) U.S. Mail at PO Box
7447, Fredericksburg, VA 22404, or (3) email to planning@fredericksburgva.gov.
Comments must be received by 4:30 p.m. the day of the meeting. The plan is to read
these comments out loud during the public comment portion of the Planning Commission
meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must identify himself
or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her remarks to 5 minutes
or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public comments submitted
during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will not be considered
part of the official public comments of the meeting.
7.I. Continued Item

meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must identify himself
or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her remarks to 5 minutes
or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public comments submitted
during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will not be considered
part of the official public comments of the meeting.
7.I. Continued Item
7.I.i. Brompton Community School LLC
Documents:
7-BROMPTON.PDF
7.II. New Business
7.II.i. Royal Farms
Documents:
7B1 AND 2 ROYAL FARMS.PDF
7.II.ii. Area 2, Fall Hill Small Area Plan
Documents:
7-3-AREA 2.PDF
7.II.iii. Commercial Downtown And Mixed Use Text Amendment
Documents:
7B4 CD UDOTA.PDF
8. General Public Comments
Citizens who wish to participate in the public hearing will be able to send their comments
in writing by (1) dropping them in the Deposit Box at City Hall, (2) U.S. Mail at PO Box
7447, Fredericksburg, VA 22404, ir (3) email to planning@fredericksburgva.gov.
Comments must be received by 4:30 p.m. the day of the meeting. The plan is to read
these comments out loud during the public comment portion of the Planning Commission
meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must identify himself
or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her remarks to 3 minutes
or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public comments submitted
during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will not be considered
part of the official public comments of the meeting.
9. Other Business
9.I. Planning Commissioner Comment
9.II. Fredericksburg Boards & Commissions Racial Equity Feedback
9.III. Discussion Of Retail Uses And The Concept For The Neighborhood Commercial /
Residential Zoning District
9.III.i. Retail Uses And Concepts For NCR
Documents:
9C-2020-11-13 PC MEMO.PDF
9.IV. Transmission To City Council Of FY20 Annual Land Use Report And FY21 CIP
Recommendations At A Joint Council/Commission Work Session On December 8
9.IV.i. Land Use Report And CIP
Documents:

9.IV. Transmission To City Council Of FY20 Annual Land Use Report And FY21 CIP
Recommendations At A Joint Council/Commission Work Session On December 8
9.IV.i. Land Use Report And CIP
Documents:
9D-2020-10-22 PC MEMO.PDF
9.V. Planning Director Comment
10. Adjournment

City of Fredericksburg

PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
October 28, 2020
7:30 p.m.
ELECTRONIC MEETING / COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL

You may view and listen to the meeting in its entirety by going to the Planning Commission page on the City’s
website:
https://amsva.wistia.com/medias/b9834vuw3d
The Agenda, Staff Report, Applications and Supporting Documents are also available on the Planning
Commission page.
MEMBERS

CITY STAFF

Rene Rodriguez, Chairman (live)
Steve Slominski, Vice-Chairman (electronic)
David Durham (electronic)
Kenneth Gantt (live)
Chris Hornung (live)
Tom O’Toole (electronic)
Jim Pates (electronic)

Chuck Johnston, Ping & Bldg Dept Director (live)
Mike Craig, Senior Planner (live)
James Newman, Zoning Administrator (live)
Cathy Eckles, Administrative Assistant (live)

1.

CALL TO ORDER

This meeting was held live and electronically by ‘Go to Meeting’ application, pursuant to City Council Ord. 20-05,
An Ordinance to Address Continuity of City Government during the Pendency of a Pandemic Disaster.
Members of the public were invited to attend in person with social distancing practices and masks required or
access this meeting by public access television Cox Channel 84, Verizon Channel 42, online at
www.regionalwebtv.com/fredcc, or Facebook live at www.facebook.com/FXBGgov.
Chairman Rodriguez called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. and explained electronic meeting procedures.
2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3. DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM
All members were present.
4.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Mr. Hornung moved for approval of the agenda as submitted. Mr. Gantt seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
5.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

A. September 16, 2020
Mr. Hornung motioned to approve the minutes. Mr. Gantt seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
6.

DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
None.
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7.

PUBLIC HEARING
A. Brompton Community School LLC requests a Special Use Permit to permit an Elementary School at 123 Lee
Drive/GPIN 7778-76-8624. This property is the historic Braehead Manor. It is located adjacent to
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park property. It is approximately 2,500 feet south of the
intersection of Lee Drive and Lafayette Boulevard and approximately 650 feet west of the terminus of
Central Road. The property is zoned R2, which requires the approval of a Special Use Permit for an
Elementary School. The Comprehensive Plan designates this area as ‘Preservation’, which has no
recommended maximum nonresidential floor-area-ratio

Mr. Newman reviewed the staff report with a power point presentation (Att. 1) and noted that a vote on this matter
would be taken at the November 18, 2020 Planning Commission meeting. Applicant Amber Dawson was present
electronically. Two public comments were received and read into the record from Jacqueline Phillips and Rebecca
Rubin. (Att. 2 and 3, respectively).
Mr. Horn ung questioned the lack of details on this project, why no General Development Plan (GDP) was with the
project, why there were no specific use conditions, what details are governed by the easement, and what are the
details on the outdoor education aspect of the project? Mr. Newman said staff has not developed a
recommendation or conditions for this application, pending the resolution of some outstanding issues. He stated
that the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (VDHR) has an easement governing the property (Att. 4), which
will be provided to the Commissioners. Mr. Craig further discussed the easement’s specific restrictions in the
easement and how that controls the property.
Mr. Durham asked about the Fire Code changes required that will need to be approved by VDHR and the likelihood
these will be identified and approved prior to the next Commission meeting on November 18, 2020. Mr. Craig noted
that the driveway area affected by Fire Code site improvements is governed by the National Park Service (NPS) not
VDHR. The City Fire Department, NPS, the applicant, and the City have met and identified the necessary changes
regarding the driveway widening and the water accessibility. Mr. Craig said that applicant has also met with the City
Building Official to identify any necessary interior changes but nothing significant was identified. Mr. Craig further
noted that VDHR has 30 days to review and respond to any requests of applicant, so the changes may or may not
be addressed by the November 18, 2020 Commission meeting. Mr. Durham stated that although the final say is
with the Council, he is hesitant to approve this application without all questions being resolved even though the
applicant is required to be in compliance with VDHR. Mr. Craig suggested that prior to the next meeting the staff
will identify the type and nature of any changes to the building necessary to permit the change in occupancy.
Mr. Pates questioned if the property would still be used as a residence. The applicant said no. Mr. Pates asked why
there were no conditions or recommendations in the staff report. Mr. Craig noted that staff has not formulated a
recommendation at this time and that Commissioners discuss recommended conditions. Mr. Craig said one
condition that will definitely be required will be that access to the property will be limited to Central Road with the
Lee Drive access to be used for emergency vehicles and people with disabilities.
Mr. Pates stated three conditions should be that: 1) the property owner remain in compliance with the VDHR
easement; 2) the NPS state their approval; and 3) future uses be limited. Mr. Newman read into record a letter from
the Superintendent of the Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania National Military Park (NPS) (Att. 5) conditioning that
access to the school be via Central Road. Mr. Pates said that although a GDP may not be necessary for this project,
the elements required are relevant.
Mr. Slominski questioned if any changes are being planned for the 490 Central Road portion of the project and
access area, whether the surrounding businesses are aware of this application, and how much consideration has
been given to the increased traffic through an industrial area. Mr. Craig noted that applicant has noted that if
expansion did occur, that would be the preferred location however schools are not a by-right use in the General
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Industrial, 12, Zoning District. Mr. Craig noted that although this would increase traffic in the area, the roads are
wide with good turning radii built to move vehicles.
Mr. Gantt questioned if the staff and student numbers are a gradual build and the numbers in the application are
the end total, and what long-term expansion is being considered. Mr. Newman deferred these questions to
applicant.
Chairman Rodriguez asked if the staff historic preservation planner, Kate Schwartz, had been consulted.
Mr. Newman noted she has, but has no authority over the project as it is not in the City’s Historic District. Chairman
Rodriguez asked who covers the cost of the hydrant. Mr. Craig said the applicant. Chairman Rodriguez asked what
a typical structure requirement would be in square footage per students. Mr. Craig said he did not know but would
research that.
Mr. Durham also questioned the occupancy allowance for a 3,776 square foot school and would the occupancy all
be in the existing Braehead Manor. Mr. Craig noted that staff will research, but that applicant has been working
with the Building Official to be sure they can occupy the structure in compliance with the Building Code.
Applicant Amber Dawson responded to some of the issues raised. Ms. Dawson noted that the total occupancy will
be no more than 116 and there is a total of 6,000 plus square feet total above and below grade. Ms. Dawson said
there will be no structural changes; per the VDHR easement, all inside renovations must be reversible; and according
to fire and building codes, no major changes are required besides the addition of a hydrant. Ms. Dawson discussed
the nature-based element wherein students will be outside 60% and inside 40% year round; however, the
curriculum is a traditional one. As to expansion, Ms. Dawson said that there first choice would be to add a building
on the nine acre parcel attached to the parking lot on 490 Central Road, but she understands that would require a
rezoning as a school is not allowed in the 12 zoning district.
No public speakers were present. Chairman Rodriguez noted that the public hearing would remain open until
November 18, 2020 for further time to receive public comments, with the vote planned for that session.
Mr. Hornung requested that staff provide a listing of government regulatory offices that oversee private schools.
8.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT

None.
9.

OTHER BUSINESS

A.

Planning Commissioner Comments
Mr. Gantt thanked the City Council for his reappointment and spoke regarding his service on the
Commission and other committees, most especially the need for diversity in City government.
Mr. Slominski spoke regarding the end of his tenure on the Commission and his enjoyment in being on the
Commission.

B.

Discussion of 2020 Housing Affordability Study and Action Plan
Mr. Johnston discussed the current study. As it did not sufficiently identify the need in the City and the
definition of affordable housing is not clear, City staff are working with the George Washington Regional
Committee (GWRC). This matter would possibly be presented at a joint Council and Planning Commission
Work Session on December 2, 2020, if the revised study is received in time. Mr. Durham asked what the
expectation is for the revision. Mr. Johnston said hopefully two-three weeks. Mr. Gantt questioned the
deficiencies. Mr. Johnston said there needs to be more specific goals and more of an action plan with doable
tasks.
3

C.

Review the establishment of additional types retail uses will be continued to the November 18 Commission
meeting for discussion in conjunction with the introduction of proposed Neighborhood Commercial
Residential Zoning District. Mr. Craig discussed retail uses and form-based code in the development of the
Neighborhood Commercial Residential districts. Mr. Gantt noted Chapter 17 of the Zoning Law for the
Virginia Zoning Official’ handbook is very prescriptive and asked if the goal is to make the City Code more
prescriptive. Mr. Craig said the goal is to present a preliminary use table for a new zoning district. Discussion
ensued regarding specific retail uses and interpretation of same. Mr. Hornung agreed with this approach
but is still concerned not having options to accept a special use permit while still limiting uses. Further
discussion ensued regarding the use classifications and standards, the differentiation between the uses; the
potential for issues, and that use classifications must be based on legitimate land use considerations and
not illegitimate or personal reasons.

D. Comments to City Council on amendments to City Code Section 10-333, Planning Commission membership
and officers: Mr. Johnston discussed proposed amendments to City Code Section 10-333 to adjust
appointment procedures and membership qualifications (requiring at least four members to own property
in the City instead of all members to own property in the City, as currently specified). Mr. Durham noted
his approval of the proposed changes and feels it will make for a better, more diverse Commission. Mr.
Pates questioned why and how these issues arose. Mr. Johnston noted that several Commission
applications came in wherein the applicants were not City property owners and this was then discussed
among staff while reviewing State Code. The issue was then discussed with the City Attorney who presented
options for change. Mr. Johnston said that staff was not making a recommendation, simply pointing out
State Code. Mr. Pates said he strongly disagrees with changing City Code with regard to the composition of
the Commission being property owners but does agree that three of the seven current Commissioners
terms expiring at the same time doesn’t allow for good continuity in land business. Discussion ensued
regarding the value of property owners and renters as Commission members, and that effect on their
mindset and knowledge of the City.
Discussion then ensued the proposed staggering of terms, how soon this can be done, and retroactively
staggering the terms of the Commissioners just reappointed. Mr. Johnston said that the Commissioners can
make the recommendations they wish to Council.
Mr. Durham motioned to recommend approval of the proposed City Code Section 10-333 amendments
regarding appointment procedures nd membership qualifications. Mr. Hornung seconded. Discussion
ensued with Commission members expressing a preference for the language in the amendment to be
applied by the Council retroactively, to change the terms of the recent appointments. Mr. Johnston said he
would have to defer to the City Attorney on that question.
Motion passed 6-1 (Pates-no)
E.

Transmission to City Council of FY20 Annual Land Use Report and FY21 CIP recommendations at a joint
Council/Commission Work Session on December 8
Mr. Craig presented with a power point (Att. 6) and discussed staff’s priorities for the upcoming fiscal year’s
Capital Improvements Plan, along with staff’s recommendation that the Commissioner’s form a committee
to complete this work.
Mr. Durham asked about the trailhead project at the Canal Street Wharf and improvements to the sewer
and the impact on the Canal. Mr. Craig said there would be no impacts to the Canal. Mr. Durham also asked
about the two-way streets projects but is wondering why Caroline and Princess Anne or William and Amelia

Virginia Association Zoning Officials, Greg Kampmer, 2016
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are not considered. Mr. Craig stated that each road was included in a concept review approved in the Area
Plan. The next step is to analyze the proposed changes through an engineering study to be funded in
FY2022. The City will then be in a position to implement changes to the road network. Mr. Durham
questioned if those stretches will include bicycle lanes when the study is completed. Mr. Craig said in Area
6 there wasn’t enough room to include bicycle lanes within existing street right-of-way, but that the
engineering study for Area 7 will identify where they may be deployed.
Chairman Rodriguez thought the two-way street study for William and Amelia had already been done.
Mr. Craig said the funding has to be restored. Chairman Rodriguez asked what year the millwork is identified
to be done. Mr. Craig said he will research that and get more clarity from Public Works.
Chairman Rodriguez appointed Mr. Gantt and Mr. Durham to a working group committee to focus on the
CIP recommendations to City Council.
F.

Review of Council Remote Participation Policy
Mr. Johnston reviewed Council’s amendment of the Continuity of Government ordinance (Ord. 20-05)
regarding remote participation policies for in-person meetings during the pandemic. Mr. Johnston stressed
that this is totally voluntary, not a requirement, and not obligatory but simply an option that if any Board
or Commission wishes to resume having regular meetings wherein a majority of the members are present
in person, other members shall have the option to attend virtually multiple times, without limits, during the
course of the pandemic. Mr. Johnston said if the Commission decides to resume in-person meetings with a
quorum in the Chambers, a resolution shall be passed for that meeting stating that members can continue
to attend virtually without limits.

G. Transmission of Procedures Manual Updates
Mr. Johnston stated this was simply getting the Procedures Manual updates to Commissioners based on
changes to the Code.
H.

Planning Director Comments
1. Council actions
Mr. Johnston reviewed that Council appointed Mr. Lynch as the successor to Mr. Slominski.
2. Anticipated projects
Mr. Johnston reviewed some of the anticipated projects for the November 18, 2020 Commission meeting;
namely, (i) a Special Use and a Special Exception from Royal Farms for the Alum Spring Road intersection;
(ii) amendments to the downtown density regarding Area 7; and (iii) amendments to the City
Comprehensive Plan for Area 2.
Mr. Durham asked if any alternatives would be recommended by staff allowing access to the proposed Wild
River Park besides a parking lot that close to the river. Mr. Johnston said that site visits are being planned
for Council members so they can see the environment and circumstances and understand that a parking lot
close to the river will not be an issue.
3. December meeting shift from
to 2nd
Mr. Johnston discussed the reason for the shift in order to move the November 18, 2020 items forward for
a vote on December 2, 2020, in time for the December 8, 2020 Council meeting rather than these items not
going forward to Council until January 2021.

Chairman Rodriguez questioned the outcome of the Council work session on the Caretaker’s Cottage. Mr. Johnston
said that the Washington Heritage Museum Board stepped forward and expressed an interest in helping determine
the fate. There are various scenarios being discussed.

5

10. ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Mr. O’Toole nominated Chairman Rodriguez for Chairman, Mr. Durham as Vice Chairman, and Mr. Pates as
Secretary. Mr. Gantt seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
11. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further items to be discussed, the Planning Commission meeting adjourned at 9:48 p.m.
Next meeting is November 18, 2020.

Rene Rodriguez, Chairman
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Overview
• Issue: Special Use Permit for a School in a Residential-2 Zoning District.
• Historic Braehead Manor

City of Fredericksburg

• School: A public or private school offering general, technical, or alternative instruction at the

elementary, middle, and/or high school levels that operates in buildings or structures or on

premises on land leased or owned by the educational institution for administrative purposes. Such

uses include classrooms, vocational training (including that of an industrial nature for instructional

purposes only), laboratories, auditoriums, libraries, cafeterias, before and after school care, athletic

facilities, dormitories, and other facilities that further the educational mission of the institution.
• Issues with fire and building codes, property subject to an easement

• Recommendation: Deferral of vote to Nov. 18, 2020
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City of Fredericksburg

• All changes to the structure and site must be approved by VDHR

• Subject to an easement held by the Virginia Dept. Historic Resources (VDHR)

• Previous SUPs approved in 2013, 2014 for a Bed & Breakfast, and an events
center

• Adjacent to the Nat’l Park

• 18.8 acre parcel with historic manor built in 1858

Property Information
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• Appropriate transitional use between the Nat’l Park and the Industrial
Park.

• Meets goals of the Comp. Plan for historic preservation and providing
education opportunities

• 2015 Comprehensive Plan calls for ‘active use’ as a key tool in
preserving historic structures.

• R2 Zoning allows for ‘selected uses compatible with low-density
residential’ neighborhoods.

Requirements

City of Fredericksburg

J(J33

Impacts

City of Fredericksburg

• 50 parking spaces provided for property at their Central Road parking lot

• Central Road to be access point. Access from Lee Drive for emergency
services and disabled persons only.

• Water availability and fire dept. vehicle access may require changes to site

• Structure must be modified to meet building and fire code requirements
• Modifications must be approved by VDHR

• 2 public comments: both in favor

• 116 students and staff

• Previous approvals for Bed & Breakfast, Events Center
• School K8th grade

• Historic Property next to Nat’l Park

• R2 Zoning District

ConcIuson
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City of Fredericksburg
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Thss document was prepared by
Department or Historic Resources

2801 Kensington Avenue
Richmond, VA 23221
The prepares is uiawaie of aiiy

ritk Insurance issued on the prnpcrt htrcin cc,nve,cd
PiN:
TAX MAP NO. OR
AI0-123
Exempted from recordation taxes
under thc Code of Virginia (1950). as amended,
sections 58.1-81 I(A)(3) and 58.1-81 1(D)
and from Circuit Court Clcrks Fees under section 17.1-266

DEED OF GIFT OF EASEMENT
BRAEI LEAD
CITY OF FRE[)ERICKSBIJRG
DEER file nwnbcr: 111-0306

THIS DEED OF GIFT OF EASEMENT made this 3 day oft)
z.L4 2007,
by WISLEY GRAHAM STEPHENS, and his heirs, successors, and assigns, (“Grantor”), whose
address is 123 Lee Drive, Fredericksburg, Virginia 40c1JCOMMONWEAl4TH of
VIRGINIA, BOARD OF HISTORIC RESO1JRCES,drcss is Department of Historic
Resources, 2801 Kensington Avenue. Richmond, Virginia 23221 (“Grantee”),

WITN ESSETH:
WI IEREAS1 Chapter 22. Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“historic Resources,” was enacted to support the preservation and protection of the Commonwealth
of Virginia’s significant historic, architectural, archaeological, and cultural rcsourccs, and charges
the Board of Historic Resources to designate as historic landmarks to be listed in the Virginia
Landmarks Register such buildings, structures, districts, and sites which it determines to have local,
statewide, or national significance, and to receive properties and easements in gross or other
interests in properties for the purpose o1 among other things, the preservation and protection of
such designated landmarks; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 17, Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“Open-Space Land Act,” was enacted to preserve open-space lands for historic or scenic purposes,
and authorizes any public body to receive easements in gross or other interests in properties for the
purpose of preserving such historic or scenic open-space lands; and
WHEREAS, Article Xl of the 1971 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Virginia
declares the preservation of historic properties and sites to be a goal and obligation of Slate
government, and Section 1 “Natural resources and historical sites of the Comn,onwcalth,” provides
that “lilt shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utilize its natural
Page I

resources, its public lands and its historic sites and buildings. Further, it shall be the
Commonwealth’s policy to protect its atmosphere. lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, or
destruction. for the benefit, enjoymeni and general welfare of the people of the Commonwealth”:
and
WIWREAS, the Grantor is the owner in fee simpLe of a property known as Braehead,
consisting of a tract of land containing 18.846 acres, more or less, as more particularly described on
“Attachment A” attached hereto, which land is in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia and which
together with its surrounding acreage has historic, scenic, and open space value, and is listed on the
Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of Historic Places; and

WHEREAS, both the Grantor and the Grantee desire to ensure the preservation of
l3raehead and the protection of the historic and architectural features that led it to he placed on such
Registers; and
WHEREAS, Braehead was originally built for dairy farmer John Howison in 1858 on the
brow of a hill overlooking thc Rappahannock River; and
WHEREAS. Brachead remains within the ownership of the ilowison family lineage; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is located within the established boundaries of the Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park in the City of Fredericksburg; and
WHEREAS, l3rachead was well known landmark during the 1862, 1863, and 1864 Civil
War Battles of Fredericksburg; and
WHEREAS, Branhead is situated three-fifths of a mile south of I Cazel Run and on the
eastern slope of the heights stretching south front Lee’s liii!; and
WHEREAS, during the 1862 Civil War Battle of Fredericksburg, General Robert 13. Lee
had his headquarters on the Brachead property at a point now called Lee’s I liii located northwest of
the house and breakfasted at Braehead before the battle began; and
WHEREAS, the Brachead property was occupied by members of Confederate General
hA. Peny’s brigade during the June 1863 Civil War l3attle of Fredericksburg during which rifle
pits were dug near the Brachead house and along the railroad below; and
WHEREAS, in May 1864 the Union Army took control of Braehead, utilizing the house as
a hospital for Union soldiers; and

WHEREAS, Braehead is the only nineteenth-century house surviving at the Southern
portion of the Fredericksburg l3attlclicld; and
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WHEREAS, the City of Fredencksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1999. refers to
Brachead in Chapter 3 as a “historic residential building” worthy olhistoric designation and
preservation not only for its intrinsic value but also for its contribution toward maintaining the
City of Fredericksburg’s historic character and appeal as a tourist destination; and
WHEREAS, the City of Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1999, lists in
Chapter 9 among its goals for the Historic and Cultural environment the cvaluation of “proposed
development adjacent to historic and environmentally sensitive areas, such as the Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania National Military Park, to ensure the setting and visitor atmosphere arc not
compromised or impaired” and also lists consideration of “the vicwshcds and historic vistas of
battlefield lines-of-sight when evaluating development or redevelopment in areas of the City that
are visible from Lee Hill, Willis 11111. and Chatham;” and
WHEREAS. the City of Fredericksburg Planning Commission’s Recommended Draft of
the Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, dated August 14. 2007, lists in Chapter 12 as one of its
goals for Historic Preservation “to recognize, protect, and interpret significant architectural,
historical, and archeological resources that are part of the community’s heritage” and Ilirther lists
among its goals the “promotion of historic and conservation easements;” and
WHEREAS, Grantor and the Grantee desire to protect in perpetuity the “Historic
Preservation and Open Space Values” herein specified: and

WHEREAS, the Grantor and the Grantee intend to accomplish such protection by
restricting the USC of the Property as hereinafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the restrictions hereinafter set forth (the
“Restrictions”) will preserve and protect in perpetuity the “Historic Preservation and Open Space
Values” of the Property, which values are reflected herein and in the Grantee’s evaluation of the
Property, and the documentation of the condition of the Property is contained in its respective
files and records; and

WHEREAS, the conservation purpose of this easement is to preserve and protect in
perpetuity the Historic Preservation and Open Space Values of the Property; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the Restrictions will limit the uses of the
Property to those uses consistent with, and not adversely affecting, the Historie Preservation and
Open Space Values of the Property and the other governmental conservation policies furthered
by this easement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is intended to constitute (i) a “qualified conservation
contribution” as that term is defined in 4l7O(h)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code (rc1irences to
the Internal Revenue Code in this Fascmcnt shall be to the United States Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended, or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent Federal tax Laws, and
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the applicable regulations and rulings issued thereunder) (the “IRC”), and (ii) a qualifying
“interest in land” under the V irgini a I sand Conservation Incentives Act of 1999 (58. 1-510 et
seq. of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended); and
WHEREAS, this casement is intended to constitute “a restriction (granted in perpetuity)
on the use which may bc made of real property’s, which is “a qualilied real property interest”
under IRC I 70(h)(2)(c); and
WHEREAS. Grantee is a “qualified organization” as defined in 1RC §170(h)(3) and
Grantee is a qualified public body under the Open Space Act, as an agency of the Commonwealth
of Virginia authorized under Chapter 22, Title 10.1 of the Codc of Virginia of 1950, as amended,
to receive properties and casements in gross or other interests in properties for the purpose of
among other things, the preservation and protection of such designated landmarks; and Grantee,
as an agency of the Commonwealth of Virginia, has the resources to enforce the restrictions in
this casement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is granted “excLusively for conservation purposes” under lR’
§170(h)(l)(C) because it effects “the preservation of certain open space,” The preservation of
open space on the Property as provided in this easement (i) is pursuant to certain clearly
delineated State and local governmental conservation policies referred to in the preceding
WHEREAS clauses that indicate the type of property identified by Grantee as worthy of
preservation and (ii) will yield a significant public benefit, in that among other things it will: (1)
protect the Property from inappropriate development, which foreseeable trends in the vicinity of
the l’roperty indicate is increasing and which could contribute to the degradation of the scenic
and natural character of the area; (2) prevent the excessive development, soil disturbance, and
pollution on the Property, thus enhancing water quality in the Chesapeake Bay (3) is consistent
with existing conservation and historic preservation programs in the area and augments openspace easements held by the Grantee on othcr historic registered landmarks in the Fredericksburg
and Northern Virginia region, which also helps to (a) preserve the scenic local and regional
landscape in general and the historic landmarks therein, (b) aLtract tourism and conmierce to the
area, and (c) enhance the quality of life for area residents and visitors; and
NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the foregoing, the Grantor does hereby grant and
convey to the Grantee an easement in gross and right in perpetuity to restrict as herein provided the
use of the property described in “Attachment A” attached hereto (“Basement Property”);
AND SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the restriction that the Grantee may not transfr or
convey the easement herein conveyed to the Grantee unless the Grantee conditions such transfer
or conveyance on the requirement that (1) all restrictions, limitations, and conservation purposes
set forth in the conveyance of the Easement Property accomplished by this deed arc to be
continued in perpetuity, and (2) the transferee is an organization then qualifying as an eligible
donec as defined by section 170(h)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the
applicable Treasury Regulations promulgated there under.
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The restrictions hereby imposed on the use of the Easement Property arc in accord with the
policy of the Commonwealth of Virginia, as set forth in Chapters 22 and 17 of Title 10.1 of the
Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, to preserve the CommonwealtWs designated historic
landmarks, and to preserve historic and scenic open-space lands in the Commonwealth. The acts
which the Grantor covenants to do and not to do upon the Easement Property, and the restrictions
which the Grantee is hereby entitled to enforce, shall be as INlows:
1. DOCUMEN’I’ATION: The parties agree that the photographs of the Easement Property
taken by Wendy Musumeci of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources on August 23,
2007 (Virginia Department of Historic Resources negative number 23630) accurately
document the appearance and condition of the Easement Property as of the date of this
Easement, The negatives of the photographs shall be stored permanently in the archives of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which is located at 2801 Kensington Avenue,
Richmond. Virginia. or its successors. I lereafter, the Easement Property shall be maintained,
preserved, and protected in its documented state as nearly as practicable, except for changes
that are expressly permitted hereunder. Such documentation is de.signcd to protect the
conservation interests associated with the Property. The parties agree that the documentation
supplied and contained in the files of the Grantee is an accurate representation of the Property.

2. PERMITTED BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES: No building or structure shall he built or
maintained on the Easement Propcrty other than (1) the manor house (ii) the existing twentiethcentury woodshed (iii) the historic stone ice house and chimney ruins (iv) a stable or related
farm building or structure (v) other buildings or structures whose size, design, and location are
consistent with the historic character and setting of the Property (vi) reconstruclions of historic
outbuildings or structures which are documented through professional historical or
archaeological investigation to have been located on the Easement Property, which shall be
consistent with and evaluated according to the Secrctary of the interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties, specifically, the Standards for Rcconstruction.
3. ALTEIATIONS AND NEW CONSTRUCTION: The manor house shall not be
demolished or removed from the Easement Property, nor shall it be materially altered, restored,
renovated, or extended, except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee, be consistent
with the applicable Secretaty of the interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall
have been obtained. No other building or structure shall be constructed, altered, restored,
renovated, extended, or demolished except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee.
be in keeping with the historic, architectural, and scenic character of the Easement Property,
and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall have been
obtained. The location, size, and design of any new building or structure is expressly made
subject to the prior written approval of the Grantee.
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4. DESTRUCTION: In the event that the manor house or any other building or structure named
in Paragraph 2 above is destroyed or damaged by causes beyond the Grantor’ reasonable
control including fire, flood, storm, earth movement, or other acts of God, to such an extent
that in the opinion of the Grantee the building’s historic integrity is irrcmediahly compromised,
nothing herein shall obligate the Grantor to reconstruct the building or return it to its condition
prior to such calamity.
5. MASONRY: No cleaning, repointing, waterproofing, or painting of the exterior masonry of
the manor house shall be undertaken unless the prior written approval of the Grantee shall have
been obtained.
6. INTERIORS: The character-defining historic interior architectural elements of the manor
house, including windows, window frames, doors, door frames, stairs, staircases, mantles,
baseboards, cornices. arehitrave molding, pocket doors, floorboards, and hardware shall not be
altered or removed from the Ea.sement Property without the prior written approval of the
Grantee. The historic faux graining on interior woodwork, including window surrounds,
architrave molding. and staircases, shall not be removed or painted over. The Grantor shall
exercise care to preserve this historic decorative treatment and to protect it from damagc.
7. ARCH.AEOLOGY: rchacologicaI1y significant deposits, sites. OT features on the 1ia.ccmcnt
Property shall not be intentionally disturbed or excavated except by or under the supervision of
a professionally qualified archaeologist and provided plans for such archaeological activity
have been submitted to, and approved by thc Grantee prior to any ground-disturbing activities.
Artifacts and objects of antiquity professionally excavated from archaeological deposits, Sites,
or features on the Easement Property shall be treated and preserved according to the
Department of Historic Resources State Curation Standards (March 24, 1998). The Cirantor
shall take all reasonable precautions to protect archaeological deposits, sites, or tatures on the
Easement Property from looting, vandalism, erosion, mutilation, or destruction from any cause.
8. TRASH: No permanent dump ofjunk. trash, rubbish, or any other unsightly or offensive
material shall be permitted on the Easement Property visible from a public right of way or
from the manor house.
9. TREES ANt) VEGETATiON: Management of trees and vegetation on the Easement
Property shall be in accordance with sound arboreal, horticultural, and/or agricultural, practices
and in such a way that is Consistent with the historic, archeological, open-space, and scenic
character of the proper and in such a way as to prevent damage to the manor house and its
setting. Best Management Practices, as defined by the Virginia Department of Forestry, shall
be used to control erosion and protect water quality when any timber ham’est or land-clearing
activity is undertaken. Management, including removal of r.imher consistent with established
forestry practices may be undertaken on forested lands, as well as to clear fallen trees and
branches or to fell dead trees that pose a hazard to the permitted buildings and structures. In the
event of a natural disaster or upon the event of converting the propcrty from forest cover to
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open field in order to restore the property to its documented historic tree cover related to the
Civil War battlefield, clear cutting shall be permitted with a pre-han’est plan having been first
approved by the Grantee.
10. TOPOGRAPHy: Grading and earth removal shall not alter the topographic aspect of the
Easement Property, except as required in the construction of pemiitted buildings, structures, or
roads. Generally accepted agricultural activities shall not constitute any such alteration.
Mining on the Easement Property by surface mining or any other method is prohibited.
ii. ROADS AND UTILITY LiNES: The location of any new roads or any new utility lines on
the Easement Property (except over existing rights of way) shall be subject to the prior written
approval of the Grantee.

12. SUBDIVISION: The Easement Property shall not be divided, subdivided, or eonveycd in fcc
other than as a single tract.
13. SIGNS: No sign. billboard, or outdoor advertising structure shall be displayed on the
Easement Property without the consent of the Grantee, other than signs not exceeding three
square feet for any or all of the following purposes: (i) to state the name and address of the
Easement Property or property owners, (ii) to provide information necessary for the normal
conduct of any permitted business or activity on the Easement Property, (iii) to advertise the
Easement Property for sale or rental, and (iv) to provide notice necessary for the protection of
the Easement Property and for giving directions to visitors.
14. PUBLIC ACCESS: The parties hereby acknowledge that the Easement Property is visible
from Lee Drive, which is a public right-of-way and within the boundaries oIthc
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park, and that members of the general
public may view the Easement Property from said right-of-way. The Grantor also agrees that
photographs of the Easement Property taken by the Grantee for purposes of’ documenting the
appearance, condition, and features of the Easement Property, or for other purposes pursuant to
this Easement, may be published or otherwise made available to the public at the discretion of
the Grantee. The Grantor further agrees that the Easement Property may be opened to the
public, which may be the public at large, or in smaller groups, as designated by the Grantee, for
one day from 10 AM to 5 PM every year hereafter, provided that the Grantee makes a written
request for such opening by no later than February 1 in any such year. The scheduling of the
date for such opening shall be by mutual consent. Any such public admission may be subject
to restrictions mutually agreed upon a.s reasonably designed for the protection of the Easement
Property. Such admission may also be subject to a reasonable fee payable to the Grantor. The
Grantor also agrees that the Easement Property may be opened by appointment with the
Grantor, upon reasonable request by Grantee and at a time convenient to Grantor, to a limited
number of persons designated by Grantee who are affiliated with an educational organization
or a professional architectural association or a historical society. Although this casement in
gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing herein shall he construed to
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convey a right to the public of access to or use of the Easement Property, and the Grantor shall
retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to this provision and other provisions
of this easement.
15. INSPECTIONS: The Grantee and its representatives may enter the Easement Property from
time to time. upon reasonable notice to the Grantor, for the sole purposc of inspections and
enforcement of the terms of the cascmcnt granted herein.
16. EASEMENT MARKER: The Grantee, in its discretion, and upon reasonable notice to the
Grantor, may erect at a location acceptable to the Grantor, a single marker or sign, not
exceeding two feet by two feet, which states the name of the Grantee and advises that the
Grantee owns thc easement granted herein.
17. ENFORCEMENT: The Grantee has the right to bring an action at law or in equity to
enforce the Restrictions contained herein. This right specifically includes the right to require
restoration of the Easement Property to a condition of compliance with the tcrms of this
casement as existed on the date of this Occd of Gift of Easement except to the extent such
condition thcreaftcr changed in a manner consistent with the restrictions; to recover any
damages arising from non-compliance, and to enjoin non-compliance by temporary or
permanent injunction. If the court determincs that the Grantor failed to comply with this
easement, the Grantor shall reimburse the Grantee any reasonable costs of ent’orccrnent,
including costs of restoration, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees, in addition to any
other payments ordered by such court. The Grantee does not waive or forfeit the right to
take action as may he necessary to ensure compliance with this casement by any prior failure
to act and the Grantor hereby waives any defenses of waiver, estoppels or Iachcs with
respect to any failure to act by the Grantee.
18. APPROVALS: Whenever a writicu request for the Grantee’s approval is submitted pursuant
hereto and the Grantee fails to respond in writing within 30 days of receipt of such request,
then the Grantee shall be deemed to have approved the request, and the Grantor may proceed
with the action for which approval was requested. Nothing herein shall be construed, however,
to require the Grantee to issue a final decision on such request within such 30-clay period,
provided that such final decisions axe issued in as timely a fashion as is practicable under the
circumstances. Such circumstances shall include the complexity of the request or proposed
project, the amount of information submitted with the initial request, and the need for on-site
inspections or consultations. No approval required hereunder shall he unreasonably withheld
by the Grantee.
19. TRANSFER OF TITLE: Prior to any inter vivos transfer of title to the Easement Property,
excluding deeds of trust given for the purpose of securing loans, the Grantor shall notify the
Grantee in writing.
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20. UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS: The invalidity or unen.forceability ol any provision of
this cascmcnt shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision of this
easement or any ancillary or supplementary agreement relating to the subject matter hereof.
21. EXTINGUIShMENT: The restrictions set forth in the casement can be extinguished only
by judicial proceeding. In any sale or exchange of the Easement Property subsequent to
such extinguishment, the Grantee shall be entitled to a portion of the proceeds at least equal
to the proportionate value of the perpetual conservation restriction computed as set forth
below, but not. to be less than the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the time of the extinguishment bears to the then value of the Easement Property
as a whole. The Grantor agrees that the donation of the perpetual conservation restriction in
this easement gives rise to a property right, immediately vested in the Grantee, with a fair
market value that is at least equal to the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the time of the gift bears to the value of the Easement Property as a whole at
that time. The Grantee shall usc all its share of the proceeds from the sale of the Easement
Property in a manner consistent with the conservation purposes of this easement, of Virginia
Code Section 10.1-2200 et seq., and oIthc Open-Space Land Act. No pan ofthe Eascrncnt
Property may be converted or diverted from preservation or open space uses as herein
defined except in accordance with Virginia Code Section 10. 1-1704.
22. DEFINITIONS: In this Deed of Gift of Easement the term “Grantor” shall include Grantor
and their successors and assigns, and the term “Grantee” shall include Grantee and its
successors and assigns.
23. APPRAISAL: The parties hereto agree and understand that any value of this easement
claimed for tax purposes as a charitable gift must be fully and accurately substantiated by an
appraisal from a qualified appraiser as defined in IRS regulations (see section 1.1 70A13(c(5)), and that the appraisal is subject to review, audit and challenge by all appropriate
tax authorities. The l3oard of l4istoric Resources makes no express or implied warranties
that any tax benefits will be available to the Grantor from donation of this easement, or that
any such tax benefits might be transferable, or that there will be any market for any tax
benefits that might be transferable. The parties hereto intend that the easement conveyed
herein shall be a qualified conservation contribution within the meaning of Section 170(h) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the restrictions and other provisions of
this instrument shall be construed and applied in a manner that will not prevent this
easement from being a qualified conservation contribution. l3y its execution hereof, the
Grantee acknowledges and confirms receipt of the Easement and further acknowledges that
the Grantee has not provided any goods or services to the Grantor in consideration of the
grant of the Easement.
Although this easement in gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing herein
shall be construed to convey a right to the public of access to or usc of the Easement Property, and
the Grantor shall retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to the provisions herein
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recited.
Acceptance by the Board of Historic Resources of this conveyance is authorized by sections 10.12204 and 10.1-1701 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended.

Witness the following signatures and seal:

COMMON WtALTH oVlRC3LN1A
tc(Q r c

)

crr of
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to—wit:

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged beforc me this
2007, by Wesley Graham Stephens, the Grantor thcrcin.
-

Notay Publih
My commission expires:
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Notary Public
249065

_________

_________________________

Accepted:
COMMONWEALTH OF VrRCHNTA. ROARD of HISTORIC RESOURCES

By:

;-

--—•--

Kathlecn S. Kiipatrick
Director, Department of Historic Resourecs
Date:

../‘.

.

:-,

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
CITY of RIChMOND

)

), to-wit:

day of
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
Department
of Historic
Director,
cDee.e4,
, 2007, by Kathleen S. Kilpatrick,
Resources, on behalf of the Board of Historic Resources, the Grantee therein.

Nota1Yjiblic

My commission expires:
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ATTACI IMENT A
ALL that certain tract or parcel of land with all buildings and improvements thereon and
all rights and privileges thereto appurtenant, situate, lying, and being in the City of
l1rcclcricksburg, Virginia, formerly Spotsylvania County, Virginia, containing 18.846 acres, more
or less, it being conveyed in gross and not by the acre, and being and lying on the East side of
Lee Drive and bounded on the West by Lee Drive and the lands of the United States of America,
on the South by the lands of the United States of America, on the 1ast by other land of the United
States of American and lands now or formerly owned by Snead, and on the North by lands now
or formerly owned by McWhirt: and being all of the remaining portion of the onginal
“I3raehead” property containing 585.62 acres which lies on the East side of Lee Drive and the
National Military Park. The real estatc described herein is conveyed togetlr with all rights that
the Grantor has with respect to the National Military’ Park reserved in that certain dced dated
October 15, 1929 to the United States of America, duly recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the
Circuit Court of Spotsylvania County, Virginia. in Deed Book 1(14, at page 475, or any other
rights at any time hcrctoli.rc obtained by the Grantor or his predecessors in title from the United
States Government. The said real estate described herein is further conveyed t.ogcthcr with all
casements of ingress and egress and any other rights at any time heretofore obtained by the
Grantor or his predecessors in i(1e.
BEING that same property that was conveyed to Wesley Graham Stephens from
Braehead Intcrprises LC on l)cccmber 23, 2002 and recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the City of
Fredericksburg as Instrument Number 20020003392.
AND BEING more particularly described by a plat of survey prepared by Jack Griffin of
Gene Watson & Associates, P.C., Land Surveyors, dated July 31, 2007, and titled “Existing
Conditions on an 18.846 Acre Parcel of Land Being the Remainder of the ‘l3raehead’ Property
and Lying on the East Side of Lee Drive in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia,” to which plat
reference is hereby made for a more complete and accurate description of said lands.
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Arr.2

Jacqueline S. Phillips
622 Wolfe Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 455-4784
jackie. s.phillips@gmail.com

October 21, 2020

Dear Chairman & Members of the Commission,

I am writing you today to ask for your support of the Special Use Permit for Brompton
Community School LLC at 123 Lee Drive/GPIN 7778-76-8624. I am a parent of a
three-year-old and a five-year-old and we live on Wolfe Street in the City of
Fredericksburg. My husband and I have lived in the City of Fredericksburg for almost
10 years. We recently heard about the Brompton Community School and believe that
this school will provide an incredible option for parents that live in City of
Fredericksburg. This Special Use Permit will further preserve the property through
sustainable beneficial business use. Additionally, this special use permit will allow
the youth of the community to benefit from the history of the property and provide
a
unique and unparalleled learning experience. Again, I hope you will support the
Special Use for Brompton Community School. Thank you for considering my views.

Sincerely,
eeLi’e 4.

Jacqueline S. Phillips

ATT. 3

Rebecca Rubin
724 Lee Avenue
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

This is a letter of strong support for the Brompton Community School.
Not only is it a great reuse of the existing Braehead Manor, it is also a
much-needed asset to our community. At this point, Fredericksburg
has zero nature-based schools and zero outdoor school programs.
Brompton would change all of that and would be a huge draw for
families seeking outdoor education which number, already
substantial, is growing in the time of COVID. Knowing that their
children could attend an outdoor school might entice some families
to move to this region. It would also help change Fredericksburg’s
profile, which at the moment does not have any school that is able
to educate children on the criticality of nature and habitat in an era
of climate change. In short, this is an incredibly rare and valuable
opportunity for our region and one that my family and I believe
should be wholeheartedly endorsed by city council.
-

.

4.1

Af.4

Thhs document was prepared

by

Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensin9ton Avenue
Richmond, VA 2221
The prepcr Is unaware of any ritk insurance issued on the prnpcrt huern cornecd

TAX MAP NO. OR PIN: A10-123

kxcmpted from recordation taxes
under the Code of Virginia (1950). as amended,
sections 58,1-81 l(A)(3) and 58.1-81 1(D)
and from Circuit Court Clerk’s Fees under section 17.1-266

DEED OF GIFT OF EASEMENT
BRAH lEAD
CITY OF FREF)ERICKSBURG
DIER fUenwnber: 111-0306
THIS DEED OF GIFFOF EASEMEN’T made this ..3 day of e,L20O7,
by WFSLEY GRAHAM STEPHENS, and his heirs, successors, and assigns, (“Grantor”), whose
address is 123 Lee Drive, Fredericksburg, Virginia
WEALTH of
VmGINIA, BOARD OF HISTORIC RESOURCJiS,dress is Department oU-hstoric
Resources, 2801 Kensington Avenue. Richmond. Virginia 23221 (“Grantee”),

WITN ESSETH:
WHEREAS, Chapter 22. Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“Historic Resources,” was enacted to support the preservation and protection of the Commonwealth
of Virginia’s significant historic, architectural, archaeological, and cultural resources, and charges
the Board of historic Resources to designate as historic landmarks to be listed in the Virginia
Landmarks Register such buildings, structures, districts, arid sites which it determines to have local,
statewide, or national significance, and to receive properties and easements in gross or other
interests in properties for the purpose o1 among other things, the preservation and protection of
such designated landmarks; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 17, Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“Open-Space Land Act,’1 was enacted to preserve open-space lands for historic or scenic purposes,
and authorizes any public body to receive easements in gross or other interests in properties for the
purpose of preserving such historic or scenic open-space lands; and
WhEREAS, Article XI of the 1971 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Virginia
declares the preservation of historic properties and sites to be a goat and obligation of Slate
government, and Scction I “Natural resources and historical sites of the Commonwealth,” provides
that “lilt shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utilize its natural
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resources, its public lands and its historic sites and buildings. Further, it shall be the
Commonwealth’s policy to protect its atmosphere. lands, and watcrs from pollution, impairment, or
destruction. for the benefit, enjoyment and general wclfarc of the people of the Commonwealth”:
and
WIWREAS, the Grantor is the owner in fee simple of a property known as Bruehead,
consisting of a tract of land containing 18.846 acres, more or less. as more particularly described on
“Attachment A” attached hereto, which land is in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia and which
together with its surrounding acreage has historic, scenic, and open space value, and is listed on the
Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of Historic Places; and

WHEREAS, both the Grantor and the Grantee desire to ensure the preservation of
l3raehead and the protection of the historic and architectural (atures that led it to he placed on such
Registers; and
WHEREAS, Braehead was originally built for dairy farmer John Howison in 858 on the
brow of ahill overlooking the Rappahannock River; and
WHEREAS, Brachead remains within the ownership of the ilowison family lineage; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is located within the established boundarics of the Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park in the City of Fredericksburg; and
WHEREAS, l3raehead was well known Landmark during the 1862, 1863, and 1864 Civil
War l3attles of Fredericksburg; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is situated three-fifths of a mile south of I lazel Run and on the
eastern slope of the heights stretching south from Lee’s I liii; arid
WHEREAS, during the 1862 Civil War Battle of Ercdericksburg, General Robert 13. Lee
had his headquarters on the Brachead property at a point now called Lee’s 11111 located northwest of
the house and brcakfhstcd at Braehead before the battle began; and
WHEREAS, the Brachcad property was occupied by members of Confederate General
E.A. Perry’s brigade during the June 1863 Civil War Rattle of Fredericksburg during which rifle
pits werc dug near the Braeheud house and along the railroad below; and
WHEREAS, in May 1864 the Union Azmy took control of Brdehead, utilizing the house as
a hospital for Union soldiers; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is the only nineteenth-century house surviving at the Southern
portion of the Fredericksburg Battlefield; and
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WHEREAS, the City of Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1999, refers to
Brachead in Chapter 3 as a “historic residential building” worthy of historic designation and
preservation not only for its intrinsic value but also for its contribution toward maintaining the
City of Fredericksburg’s historic character and appeal as a tourist destination; and
WHEREAS, the City of Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in [999, lists in
Chapter 9 among its goals for the Historic and Cultural environment the evaluation of “proposed
development adjacent to historic and environmentally sensitive areas, such as the Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania National Military Park, to ensure the setting and visitor atmosphere are not
compromised or impaired” and also lists consideration of “the viewshcds and historic vistas of
battlefield lines-of-sight when evaluating development or redevelopment in areas of the City that
are visible from Lee Hill, Willis I liii, and Chatham;” and
WHEREAS. the City of Fredericksburg Planning Commission’s Recommended Draft of
the Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, dated August 14, 2007, lists in Chapter 12 as one of its
goals for Historic Preservation “to recognize, protect, and intcrpret significant architectural,
historical, and archeological resources that are part of the community’s heritage” and further lists
among its goals the “promotion of historic and conservation easements;” and
WHEREAS, Grantor arid the Grantee desire to protect in perpetuity the “Historic
Preservation and Open Space Values” herein specified: and
WHEREAS, the Grantor and the Grantee intend to accomplish such protection by
restricting the usc of the Property as hereinafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the restrictions hereinafter set forth (the
“Restrictions”) will preserve and protect in perpetuity the “Historic Preservation and Open Space
Values” of the Property, which values are reflected herein and in the Grantee’s evaluation of the
Property, and the documentation of the condition of the Property is contained in its respective
files and records; and
WHEREAS, the conservation purpose of this easement is to preserve and protect in
perpetuity the Historic Preservation and Open Space Values of the Property; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the Restrictions will limit the uses of the
Property to those uses consistent with, and not adversely affecting, the Historic Preservation and
Open Space Values of the Property and the other governmental conservation policies furthered
by this easement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is intended to constitute (i) a “qualified conservation
conttibution’ as that term is defined in §170(h)(l) of the Internal Revenue Code (reibrences to
the Internal Revenue Code in this l-ascmcnt shall be to the United States Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended, or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent Federal tax Laws, and
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the applicable regulations and rulings issued thereunder) (the “IRC”), and (ii) a qualifying
“interest in land” under the Virginia Land Conservation Incentives Act of [999 (5.l-5 10 et
seq. of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended); and
WHEREAS, this casement is intended to constitute “a restriction (granted in perpetuity)
on the use which may be made of real property”, which is “a qualilied real property interest”
under IRC § I 70(h)(2)(c); and
WHEREAS. Grantee is a “qualilied organization” as defined in IRC § 170(h)(3) and
Grantee is a qualified public body under the Open Space Act, as an agency of the Commonwealth
of Virginia authorized under Chapter 22, Title 10.1 of’ the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended,
to receive properties and casements in gross or other interests in properties for the purpose o1
among other things, the preservation and protection of such designated landmarks; and Grantee,
as an agency of the Commonwealth of Virginia, has the resources to enforce the restrictions in
this casement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is granted “exclusively for conservation purposes” under IRC

§ 1 70(h)( 1 )(C) because it effects “the preservation of certain open space.” [bc preservation of

open space on the Property as provided in this easement (i) is pursuant to certain clearly
delineated State and local governmental conservation policies referred to in the preceding
WHEREAS clauses that indicate the type of property identified by Grantee as worthy of
preservation and (ii) ‘ill yield a significant public benefit, in that among other things it will: (1)
protect the Property from inappropriate development, which foreseeable trends in the vicinity of
the Property indicate is increasing and which could contribute to the degradation of the scenic
and natural character of the area; (2) prevent the excessive dcvclopment. soil disturbance, and
pollution on the Property, thus enhancing water quality in the Chesapeake Bay (3) is consistent
with existing conservation and historic preservation programs in the area and augments openspace easements held by the Grantee on other historic registered landmarks in the Fredericksburg
and Northern Virginia region, which also helps to (a) preserve the scenic local and regional
landscape in general and the historic landmarks therein, (b) attract tourism and commerce to the
area, and (c) enhance the quality of lilè for area residents and visitors; and
NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the foregoing, the Grantor does hereby grant and
convey to the Grantee an easement in gross and right in perpetuity to restrict as herein provided the
use of the property described in “Attachment A” attached hereto (“Basement Property”);
AND SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the restriction that the Grantee may not transfr or
convey the easement herein conveyed to the Grantee unless the Grantee conditions such transfer
or conveyance on the requirement that (1) all restrictions, limitations, and conservation purposes
set forth in the conveyance of the Easement Property accomplished by this deed arc to be
continued in perpetuity, and (2) the transferee is an organization then qualifying as an eligible
donec as defined by section 170(h)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the
applicable Treasury’ Regulations promulgated there under.
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The restrictions hereby imposed on thc use of the Easement Property arc in accord with the
policy of the Commonwealth of Virginia, as set forth in Chapters 22 and 17 of Title 10.1 of the
Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, to preserve the Commonwealth’s designated historic
landmarks, and to preserve historic and scenic open-space lands in the Commonwealth. The acts
which the Grantor covenants to do and not to do upon the Eascmcnt Property, and the restrictions
which the Grantee is hereby entitled to enforce, shall be asThilows:
1. DOCUMEN’I’ATION: The parties agree that the photographs of the Easement Property
taken by Wendy Musumeci of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources on August 23,
2007 (Virginia Department of Historic Resources negative number 23630) accurately
document the appearance and condition of the Easement Property as of the date of this
Easement. The negatives of the photographs shall be stored pennanentLy in the archives of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which is located at 2801 Kensington Avenue,
Richmond. Virginia. or its successors. I Icreatier, the Easement Property shall be maintained,
preserved, arid protected in its documented state as nearly as practicable, except for changes
that arc expressly permitted hereunder. Such documentation is designed to protect the
conscrvation interests associated with the Property. The parties agree that the documentation
supplied and contained in the files of the Grantee is an accurate representation ofthe Property.
2. PER14ITLlD BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES: No building or structure shall he built or
maintained on the Easement Property other than (1) the manor house (ii) the existing twentiethcentury woodshed (iii) the historic stone ice house and chimney ruins (iv) a stable or related
farm building or structure (v) other buildings or structures whose size, design, and location are
consistent with the historic character and setting of the Property (vi) rcconstructions of historic
outbuildings or structures which are documented through professional historical or
archaeological investigation to hove been located on the Easement Property, which shall bc
consistent with and evaluated according to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties, specifically, the Standards for Reconstruction.

3. ALTEIATIONS AND NEW CONSTRUCTION: The manor house shall not be
demolished or removed from the Easement Property, nor shall it be materially altered, restored,
renovated, or extended, except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee, be consistent
with the applicable Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall
have been obtained. No other building or structure shall be constructed, altered, restored,
renovated, extended, or demolished except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee.
be in keeping with the historic, architectural, and scenic character of the Easement Property,
and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall have been
obtained. The Location, size, and design of any new building or structure is expressly made
subject o the prior written approval of the Grantee.
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4. DESTRUCTION: In the event that the manor house or any other building or structure named
in Paragraph 2 above is destroyed or damaged by causes beyond the Grantor’ reasonable
control including lIre, flood, storm, earth movement, or other acts of God, to such an extent
that in the opinion of the Grantee the building’s historic integrity is irremediably compromised,
nothing herein shall obligate the Grantor to reconstruct the building or return it to its condition
prior to such calamity.

5. MASONRY: No cleaning, repointing, waterproofing, or painting of the exterior masonry of
the manor house shall be undertaken unless the prior written approval of the Grantee shall have
been obtained.
6. INTERIORS: The character-defining historic intcrior architectural elements of the manor
house, including windows, window frames, doors, door frames, stairs, staircases, mantles,
baseboards, cornices. architravc molding, pocket doors, floorboards, and hardware shall not be
altercd or removed from the Easement Property without the prior written approval of the
Grantee. The historic faux graining on interior woodwork. including window surrounds,
architrave molding. and staircases, shall not be removed or painted over. The Grantor shall
exercise care to prcscrvc this historic decorative treatment and to protect it from damage.
7. ARCHAEOLOGY: i\rchacologically significant deposits, sites, or features on the Easement
Property shall not be intentionally disturbed or excavated except by or under the supervision of
a professionally qualified archaeologist and provided plans for such archaeological activity
have been submitted to, and approved by the Grantee prior to any ground-disturbing activities.
Artifacts and objects of antiquity professionally excavated from archaeological deposits, sites,
or features on the Easement Property shall be treated and preserved according to the
Department of Historic Resources State Curation Standards (March 24, 1998). The Grantor
shall take all reasonable precautions to protect archaeological deposits, sites, or latures on the
Easement Properly from looting, vandalism, erosion, mutilation, or destruction from any cause,

8. TRASH: No permanent dump of junk. trash, nibbish, or any other unsightly or offensive
material shall be permitted on the Easement Property visible from a public right of way or
from the manor house.
9. TREES AND VEGETATION: Management of trees and vegetation on the Easement
Property shall be in accordance with sound arboreal, horticultural, and/or agricultural, practices
and in such a way that is consistent with the historic, archeological, open-space, and scenic
character of the property and in such a way as to prevent damage to the manor house and its
setting. Best Management Practices, as defined by thc Virginia Department of Forestry, shall
be used to control erosion and protect water quality when any timber harvest or land-clearing
activity is undertaken. Management, including removal of timber consistent with established
forestry practices may be undertaken on forested lands, as well as to clear fallen trees and
branches or to fell dead trees that pose a hazard to the permitted buildings and structures. In the
event of a natural disaster or upon the event of converting the property from forest cover to
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open field in order to restore the property to its documented historic tree cover related to the
Civil War battlefield, clear cutting shall be permitted with a prc-han’est plan having been first
approved by the Grantee.
10. TOPOGRAPHY: Grading and earth removal shall not alter the topographic aspect of the
Easement Property, except as required in the construction of permitted buildings, structures, or
roads. Generally accepted agricultural activities shall not constitute any such alteration.
Mining on the Easement Property by surface mining or any other method is prohibited.
11. ROADS AND UTILITY LiNES: The location of any new roads or any new utility lines on
the Easement Property (except over existing rights of way) shall be subject to the prior written
approval of the Grantee.

12. SUBDIVISION: The Easement Property shall not be divided, subdivided, or conveyed in fcc
other than as a single tract.
13. SIGNS: No sign. billboard, or outdoor advertising structure shall be displayed on the
Easement Property without the consent of the Grantee, other than signs not exceeding three
square feet for any or all of the following purposes: (1) to state the name and address of the
Easement Property or property owners, (ii) to provide information necessary for the normal
conduct of any permitted business or activity on the Easement Property, (iii) to advertise the
Easement Property for sale or rental, and (iv) to provide notice necessary for the protection of
the Easement Property and for giving directions to visitors.
14. PUBLIC ACCESS: The parties hereby acknowledge that the Easement Property is visible
from Lee Drive, which is a public right-of-way and within the boundaries of the
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park, and that members of the general
public may view the Easement Property from said right-of-way. The Grantor also agrees that
photographs of the Easement Property taken by the Grantee for purposes of documenting the
appearance, condition, and features of the Easement Property, or for other purposes pursuant to
this Easement, may be published or otherwise made available to the public at the discretion of
the Grantee. The Grantor further agrees that the Easement Property may be opened to the
public, which may be the public at large, or in smaller groups, as designated by the Grantee, for
one day from 10 AM to 5 PM every year hereafter, provided that the Grantee makes a written
request for such opening by no later than February 1 in any such year. The scheduling of the
date for such opening shall be by mutual consent. Any such public admission may be subject
to restrictions niutually agreed upon a.s reasonably designed for the protection of the Easement
Property. Such admission may also be subject to a reasonable fee payable to the Grantor. The
Grantor also agrees that the Easement Property may be opened by appointment with the
Grantor, upon reasonable request by Grantee and at a time convenient to Grantor, to a limited
number of persons designated by Grantee who are affiliated with an educational organization
or a professional architectural association or a historical society. Although this casement in
gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing herein shall he construed to
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convey a right to the public of access to or use of the Easement Property, and the Grantor shall
retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to this provision and other provisions
of this easement.
15. INSPECTIONS: The Grantee and its representatives may enter the Easement Property from
time to time, upon reasonable notice to the Grantor, for the sole purpose of inspections and
enforcement nithe terms of the easement granted herein.
16. EASEMENT MARKER:
Grantee, in its discretion, and upon reasonable notice to the
Grantor, may erect at a location acceptable to the Grantor, a single marker or sign, not
exceeding two feet by two feet, which states the name of the Grantee and advises that the
Grantec owns the easement granted herein.
17. ENFORCEMENT: The Grantee has the right to bring an action at law or in cqu icy to
enforce the Restrictions contained herein. This right specifically includes the right to require
restoration of the Easement Property to a condition of compliance with the terms of this
casement as existed on the date of this Deed of Gift of Easement except to the ctent such
condition thereafter changed in a maimer consistent with the restrictions; to recover any
damages arising from non-compliance, and to enjoin non-compliance by temporary or
permanent injunction. If the court determines that the Grantor failed to comply with this
easement, the Grantor shall reimburse the Grantee any reasonable costs of enforcement,
including costs of restoration, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees, in addition to any
other payments ordered by such court. The Grantee does riot waive or forfeit the right to
take acdon as may bc necessary to ensure compliance with this easement by any prior failure
to act and the Grantor hereby waives any defenses of waiver, estoppels or laches with
respect to any failure to act by the Grantee.
18. APPROVALS; Whenever a written request for the Grantee’s approval is submitted pursuant
hereto and the Grantee fails to respond in writing within 30 days of receipt of such request,
then the Grantee shall be deemed to have approved the request, and the Grantor may proceed
with the action for which approval was requested. Nothing herein shall be construed, however,
to require the Grantee to issue a final decision on such request within such 30-day period,
provided that such final decisions are issued in as timely a fashion as is practicable under the
circumstances. Such circumstances shall include the complexity of the request or proposed
project, the amount of information submitted with the initial request, and the need for on-site
inspections or consultations. No approval required hereunder shall he unreasonably withheld
by the Grantee.
19. TRANSFER OF TITLE: Prior to any inter vjvos transfer of title to the Easement Property,
excluding deeds of trust given for the purpose of securing loans, the Grantor shall notify the
Grantee in writing.
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20. UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS: The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of
this casement shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision of this
easement or any ancillary or supplementary agreement relating to the subject matter hereof.
21. EXTINGUISHMENT: The restrictions set forth in the cascmcnt can be extinguished only
by judicial proceeding. In any sale or exchange of the Easement Property subsequent to
such extinguishment, the Grantee shall be entitled to a portion of the proceeds at least equal
to the proportionate value of the perpetual conservation restriction computed as sct forth
below, but not to be less than the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the time of the extinguishment bears to the then value of the lasement Property
as a whole. The Grantor agrees that the donation of the perpetuaL conservation restriction in
this easement gives rise to a property right, immediately vested in the Grantee, with a fair
market value that is at least equal to the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the timc of the gift bears to the value of the Easement Property as a whole at
that time. The Grantee shall use all its share of thc proceeds from the sale of the Easement
Property in a manner consistent with the conservation purposes of this easement, of Virginia
Code Section 10.1-2200 ci seq., and oIthc Open-Space Land Act. No part of the Easement
Property may be converted or diverted from preservation or open space uses as herein
defined except in accordance with Virginia Code Section 10. 1-1704.
22. DEFINITIONS: In this Deed of Gift of Easement the term “Grantor” shall include Grantor
and their successors and assigns, and the term “Grantee” shall include Grantee and its
successors and assigns.
23. APPRAISAL: The parties hereto agree and understand that any value of this easement
claimed for tax purposes as a charitable gift must be fully and accurately substantiated by an
appraisal from a qualified appraiser as defined in IRS regulations (see section 1 .1 70A13(c)(5)), and that the appraisal is subject to review, audit and challenge by all appropriate
tax authorities. The Board of Historic Resources makes no express or implied warranties
that any tax benefits will be available to the Grantor from donation of this easement, or that
any such tax benefits might be transferable, or that there will be any market for any tax
benefits that might be transferable. The parties hereto intend that the easement conveyed
herein shall be a qualified conservation contribution within the meaning of Section 170(h) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the restrictions and other provisions of
this instrument shall be construed and applied in a manner that will not prevent this
easement from being a qualified conservation contribution. By its execution hereof, the
Grantee acknowledges and confirms receipt of the Easement and further acknowledges that
the Grantee has not provided any goods or services to the Grantor in consideration of the
grant of the Easement.
Although this easement in gross will benefit the public in thc ways recited above, nothing herein
shall be construed to convey a right to the public of access to or use of the Easement Property, and
the Grantor shall retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to the provisions herein
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recited.
Acceptance by the i3oard of Historic Resources of this conveyance is authorized by scctions 10.12204 and 10.1-1701 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended.

Witness the following signatures and seal:

Wesley Graha Sfcpfens

COMMONWEALTh oVlRGlN1A

crr of F;d€ r iC O’v9

/

)

). to-wit:

The foregoing insui.mient was acknowledged beforc me this
2007, by Wesley Graham Stephens, the Grantor thercin.

nY.4iL

3

day of

L. c

‘

rr ).J ‘e

U(A/7Th

Notary PubIi/
My commission expires:

Cc. 1 )I-X v 3 i &.Co ‘

•

Nata,y Pubc
COmmonw.o,,h of VIraJnIo
My Commii
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r.a Oct 31, 2009

r

_______

_____________________

Accepted:
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINTA. BOARD of HISTORIC RESOLTRCES

By:
Kathlccn S. Kilpatrick
Director, Department of Historic Resources
-.

Date:

s’”.

‘

;

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
CITY of RICHMOND

), to-wit:

day of
The forcgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
of Historic
Department
Director,
Kilpatrick,
Kathleen.
.2007,
S.
by
j.e-4
Grantee
therein.
the
Resources, on behalf of the Board of Historic Resources,

DQC.e4,

Notayb1ic

My commission expires:
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ATTAClJMINTA
ALL that certain tract or parcel of land with all buildings and improvements thcrcon and
all rights and privileges thereto appurtenant, situate, lying, and being in the City of
Fredericksburg, Virginia, formerly Spotsylvania County. Virginia, containing 18.846 acres, more
or less, it being conveyed in gross and not by the acre, and being and lying on the East side of
Lee Drive and bounded on the West by Lee Drive and the lands of the United States of America,
on the South by the lands of the United States of America, on the last by other land of the United
States of American and lands now or formerly owned by Snead, and on the North by lands now
or formerly owned by Mc WhirL; and being all of the remaining portion of the original
“Braehead” property containing 585.62 acres which lies on the East side of Lee Drive and the
National Military Park. The real estatc described herein is conveyed together with alt rights that
the Grantor has with respect to the National Military Park reserved in that certain deed dated
October 15, 1929 to the United States of America, duly recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the
Circuit Court of Spotsylvania County, Virginia. in Deed Book 104, at page 475, or any other
rights at any time heretoibre obtained by the Grantor or his predecessors in title from the United
States Government. The said real estate described herein is further conveyed together with all
casements of ingress and egress and any other rights at any time heretofore obtained by the
Grantor or his predecessors in tiUc.
BEING that same property that was conveyed to Wesley Graham Stephens from
Braeliead Enterprises LC on l)ccember 23, 2002 and recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the City of
Fredericksburg as Instrument Number 20020003392.
AND BEING more particularly described by a plat of survey prepared by Jack Griffin of
Gene Watson & Associates, P.C., Land Surveyors, dated July 31, 2007, and titled ‘Exisling
Conditions on an 18.846 Acre Parcel of Land Being the Remainder of the ‘I3raehead’ Property
and Lying on the East Side of Lee Drive in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia,” to which plat
reference is hereby made for a more complete and accurate description of said lands.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Talken-Snauldina. Kirsten
James D. Newman
Charles R. Johnston; Amber Dawson
[EXTERNAL] NPS conments re: Brompton Community School at Braehead SUP
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:38:55 PM

CORRESPONDENCE TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Fredericksburg and Spolsylvania
National Military Park
120 Chatham Lane
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

IN REPLY REFER TO:

1.A.1

September 16, 2020

James Newman
Zoning Administrator
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street, Room L6
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
jdnewman@fredericksburgva.gov
Dear Mr. Newman:
We have received a copy of the special use permit application submitted by Ms. Amber Dawson, Director
of Brompton Community School, LLC, to allow a use of 123 Lee Drive, also known as Braehead, as a private
school for kindergarten through 8th grade. Braehead is an 1859 residence associated with both the First and
Second Battles of Fredericksburg. The house is listed on both the National Register of Historic Places and the
Virginia Landmarks Register. The 18.88-acre property also lies within the authorized boundary of the
Fredericksburg Battlefield unit of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. The Virginia
Department of Historic Resources holds a conservation and preservation easement on Braehead, and we highly
recommend consulting with that office concerning the terms of the easement and any restrictions that may
affect this project.
Based upon the information provided in the application, we believe that the applicant has addressed a number
of our concerns. In particular, we support the proposal to use Central Road for all access related to the school,
to avoid putting additional traffic onto the park’s Lee Drive. The use of Central Road also will avoid any need
for placing intrusive signage onto Lee Drive for the Braehead facility. Accordingly, we request that all
communications related to the school facility clearly indicate the Central Road access for all school traffic, in
order to further discourage use of Lee Drive as an alternate access, as increased use of the park tour road by
non-park related traffic remains an ongoing concern for us.
Ms. Dawson also has indicated that no significant changes will be made to the historic building, its fabric, or its
grounds. We would request that if any additional changes are proposed that would form a visual intrusion for
park visitors on Lee Drive that the park have an opportunity to comment and to work with the applicant on
measures to mitigate those changes.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this proposal and the present application. If you have any questions
concerning our review, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,
/s/ Kirsten Talken-Spaulding
Kirsten Talken-Spaulding
Superintendent
cc: (electronic)
Charles Johnston
Director, Community Planning and Building, City of Fredericksburg
Amber Dawson
(applicant)

Confidentiality Notice: This E-mail may contain Privacy Act Data/Sensitive Data, which is intended only for the
use of the individual to whom it is addressed. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential or
otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable laws.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
FROM: Mike Craig, Senior Planner, and James Newman, Zoning
.Administrator
DATE: November 13, 2020 for the November 18, 2020 Meeting
RE:
Special Use Permit for a School in the R-2 Zoning District at 123
Lee Drive

Issue
Should the Planning Commission recommend approval of a Special Use Permit for a School in the
R-2 Zoning District at 123 Lee Drive?

123 Lee Drive (proposed school) outlined
in red, and subject of this SUP request.
490 Central Drive (existing parking lot)
outlined in green, not included in area
subject to this request.

RECOMMENDATION
Approval subject to conditions
CONDITIONS
1. Central Road shall be the primary access point. Lee Drive is to be used for emergency
vehicles and disabled persons only.
2. The use is permitted while the use and property are in compliance with the easement
held by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. Failure to comply with the
easement will result in revocation of this special use permit.
3. No signage (other than signage necessary for traffic management) shall be placed on
the Lee Drive access.

4. The applicant shall complete a Fire Service Plan, to be approved by the Fire Marshal
and National Park Service prior to the commencement of the use on-site.
5. Any additions to the 1859 Braehead Manor historic building, construction of new
buildings, or substantial modifications of the grounds at 123 Lee Drive shall require an
amendment to this special use permit in accordance with § 72-22.6 Special Use
Permits. The construction of improvements required by the Fire Service Plan shall not
require an amended special use permit.
6. The use shall commence within 24 months of the date of adoption of this resolution.
The use is permitted only so long as it continues and is not discontinued for more than
24 months
GENERAL BACKGROUND
Brompton Community School, LLC proposes to operate a school at 123 Lee Drive in the R-2 Zoning
Districts. Operating a school in the R-2 Zoning District requires a Special Use Permit. The school
would teach Kindergarten through 8th grade with approximately 116 students and staff.
123 Lee Drive is an 18.85-acre property adjacent to the Fredericksburg National Battlefield. The
property generally slopes from Lee Drive down toward the Battlefield Industrial Park and is
wooded. The school would operate from Braehead, which is an historic home built in 1859. Per
the applicant, the structure is two stories in height with an additional basement level. The
basement and first floor are each 2,123 sq. ft., and the second floor area is 1,256 sq. ft, for a total
of 5,502 sq. ft. Several minor outbuildings surround the main structure.
In 2013 and 2014 Council approved Special Use Permits for the property. These permitted the
home to be used as a Bed and Breakfast Inn and an events center. Per the Commissioner of the
Revenue, the Bed and Breakfast and events center uses ceased operation as of November 1,
2018. Therefore the Special Use Permits expired on November 1, 2020.
A 50-space parking lot and vehicular and pedestrian access way from Central Road were
developed through an adjoining parcel at 490 Central Road as part of those projects. The 490
Central Road parcel is zoned I-2, General Industrial and is in the Battlefield Industrial Park. The
school would use the parking lot on this parcel and travel way from Central Road as their main
access point. Limited access to the 123 Lee Drive parcel is available from Lee Drive through the
Fredericksburg National Battlefield. Access through from Lee Drive will be limited to disabled
persons and emergency vehicles.
The property is historic, but is not within the City’s Old and Historic Overlay District. 123 Lee
Drive is the subject of a historic preservation easement administered by the Virginia Department
of Historic Resources (VDHR). The easement requires VDHR approval prior to any interior or
exterior changes to the building or alterations to the site. The site was previously rehabilitated
between 2009-2011 to make it suitable for a residence, with modern electrical, plumbing, and
mechanical systems installed.
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ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL
Schools are defined in City Code Section 72-84 as:
“A public or private school offering general, technical, or alternative instruction at the elementary,
middle, and / or high school levels that operates in buildings or structure or on premises on land
leased or owned by the education institution for administrative purposes. Such uses include
classrooms, vocational training (including that of an industrial nature for instructional purposes
only), laboratories, auditoriums, libraries, cafeterias, before and after school care, athletic
facilities, dormitories, and other facilities that further the educational mission of the institution.”
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING – OCTOBER 28, 2020
The Planning Commission held a public hearing on October 28, 2020. At this meeting two public
comment letters were read into the record, both in favor of the application. The Commissioners
asked a variety of questions:
1. What changes to the building are required by the building code?
The applicant will need to install emergency exit signage and lighting; they will need to
make improvements to their heating system, and provide improved access for disabled
persons. The Building Official has discussed these issues with the applicant and the project
architect, but no permits have been officially submitted yet.
2. How is the occupancy limit determined?
The occupancy limit is determined by the Virginia Building Code. The Code would allow an
occupancy limit of approximately 120 people for this structure, depending on the final
layout of the rooms.
3. Are there any changes being made to the site?
Internal changes are being made to the property to make it in compliance with the building
code. These changes include adding emergency lighting (battery backup) and exit signage
(photo luminescent sigane), as well as improved access for disabled persons, such as with
removable ramps.
4. What agencies govern the operations of private schools?
Per the United States Dept. of Education, licensing and accreditation are optional for
private schools in Virginia. Licensing is required if the school will have disabled students;
the applicant states they do not work with disabled students. The applicant aims to
achieve accreditation within 5 years of operating.
5. What will the utilities impact of the use be?
The site utilizes well water, but is connected to the City’s sanitary sewer system for waste
disposal. Per the applicant, while the well water is treated and drinkable, potable water
will be brought into the site.
PREVIOUS SPECIAL USE PERMITS
Two previous Special Use Permits were approved for this property. On August 13, 2013 Council
approved an SUP for a bed-and breakfast, subject to three conditions:
1. The use of the property shall commence within 18 months of adoption of this Resolution.
2. The use is permitted only so long as it continues and is not discontinued for more than
two years.
3. Meetings and events shall be limited to 30 or fewer attendees.
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On January 14th, 2014, City Council approved an SUP for the addition of an outdoor event venue.
The application was approved subject to conditions:
1. The use shall be in accordance with the application and supporting materials dated May
31, 2013, and November 1, 2013.
2. Before the outdoor event venue use commences, the applicant shall submit a site plan to
the City showing all facilities on the property and the property to be used for off-site
parking. The plan must identify and appropriately protect any wetlands and RPA area, and
include an alternative parking plan that complies with the UDO.
3. The outdoor event venue is permitted only as it is not discontinued for more than two
years.
4. Outdoor events are limited to a maximum of 200 attendees.
5. Outdoor events shall comply with the City’s noise ordinance.
SPECIAL USE PERMIT ANALYSIS
Special User Permit applications are evaluated according to the criteria contained in the UDO,
Section 72-22.6, as follows:
(1) The proposed special use at a specified location shall be:
(a) In harmony with the adopted Comprehensive Plan;
The property lies within Land Use Planning Area 9: Braehead / National Park. 123 Lee
Drive is listed as a Historic Resource in Table 11-40 and is described as “within the Park
boundary is the Braehead Manor, which is privately owned but protected through a
preservation easement held by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources” (page
11(9)-1).
The future land use map in the Comprehensive Plan designates this property as
Preservation. This category provides for:
“Land expected to remain essentially undeveloped has been designated under this
general category, which acknowledges existing constraints and limitations of floodplains
and certain Chesapeake Bay resource protection areas. Limited development may occur
in certain areas, but with severe restrictions.”

Kate Schwartz, the City’s Historic Resources Planner, has reviewed the application to
ensure it meets the goals of the Comprehensive Plan. She stated it meets the goals and
policies set forth in Chapter 8 “Historic Preservation” includes a vision for historic
preservation in the City of Fredericksburg. The section entitled Managing Change on page
8-3 states:
“Since the key to preservation is for buildings to remain in active use, the Fredericksburg
review board works with property owners who seek a viable use of their property
whether residential, commercial, or otherwise. The City has recognized that the historic
parts of the City remain attractive as well as active because they have been adapted to
meet changing needs (such as plumbing and air conditioning). Old buildings not adapted
to contemporary uses end up abandoned as economically unfeasible….”
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The Historic Preservation Goals, Policies, and Initiatives on pages 8-10 through 8-11
include:
Goal 3: Heritage Resources
Continue to recognize, protect, and interpret significant architectural, historical, and
archaeological resources that constitute the community’s heritage.
Policy 4:
When considering the adaptive reuse of any public building, ensure that the structure’s
historic integrity will be preserved.
Initiative 10:
Continue to work with the National Park Service, to protect the integrity of the National
Military Park as well as to address infrastructure issues and traffic patterns.
The 2010 Historic Preservation Plan expands upon the Comprehensive Plan and includes the
following provisions:

Goal 3:
To aid in the preservation of Fredericksburg historic properties, zoning regulations and
granting special use permits should be reviewed when a historic building or structure is
to be restored, preserved, or reused.
Initiative 1:
Applicants who are working on rehabilitating, restoring, reusing, or preserving historic
buildings or structures may apply for a special exception from zoning regulations to
include issues related to set backs, use, density, height, and parking.
Comprehensive Plan, Chapter 4 Public Services, Public Facilities, and Preserved Open
Space generally focuses on the public aspects of these components, though private
schools and health services are discussed on page 4-3 and 4-7 respectively. Goals include:
Goal 3: Education Facilities
Provide high quality education facilities.
Goal 4: Educational System
Provide a quality education that assures opportunity for all students, so that they are
encouraged to meet high academic standards and empowered to become productive
citizens.
(b) In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations;
The purpose of the R-2 Residential (R2) Zoning District states “…The district also allows
selected uses which are compatible with the low-density residential character of the
district and to implement the stated purposes and intent of the Comprehensive Plan.”
The proposed school would be a limited use compatible with the adjacent R2.
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(c) In harmony with the existing uses or planned uses of neighboring properties.
123 Lee Drive is between the Fredericksburg National Battlefield and the Battlefield
Industrial Park. Utilizing the historic structure as a school between these two uses is an
appropriate transition.
In considering an application for a Special Use Permit, the City Council shall consider potential
adverse impacts including:
1. Traffic or parking congestion;
The primary vehicular access to the school will be from Central Road to the 50 space
parking lot at 490 Central Road. Secondary and emergency vehicle access will be from
Lee Drive. The Fire Department requires that the access from Lee Drive be widened by to
accommodate the City’s tower truck in case of emergency. The National Park Service met
on-site with the Fire Department and will permit the driveway expansion and are
investigating the feasibility of widening the access point.
2. Noise, lights, dust, odor, fumes, vibration, and other factors which adversely affect the
natural environment;
No excessive noise, odor, fumes, or vibration are associated with the proposed use.
3. Discouragement of economic development activities that may provide desirable
employment or enlarge the tax base;
The use constitutes economic development.
4. Undue density of population or intensity of use in relation to the community facilities
existing or available;
The Fire Department identified two site modifications necessary to adequately provide
fire suppression services: the installation of a fire hydrant in proximity to the property
and the widening of the driveway to the property from Lee Drive. The driveway is within
the Fredericksburg National Battlefield. The Park Service is working with the applicant to
review and approve the proposed widening. The fire hydrant will be located on the
property at 490 Central Road and will not require oversight from the National Park Service
or the Virginia Department of Historic Resources.
5. Reduction in the availability of affordable housing in the neighborhood;
Not applicable, this Special Use application is for a commercial use in an existing building.
6. Impact on school population and facilities;
This Special Use application is for a private school, which would provide additional
educational facilities for the residents of the City of Fredericksburg.
7. Destruction of or encroachment upon conservation or historic districts;
123 Lee Drive is not within the City’s historic preservation overlay district. However, it is
subject to a historic preservation easement from the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources. The proposed project will not significantly alter the grounds or the historic
structure.
6

8. Conformity with federal, state and local laws, as demonstrated and certified by the
applicant; and
The applicant states they have conformed to all federal, state, and local laws.
9. Massing and scale of the project.
The business will operate within the existing building; no expansion is proposed as part
of this Special Use Permit.
CONCLUSION
Brompton Community Schools proposes to reuse 123 Lee Drive for a community school serving
kindergarten through 8th grade. The proposal requires minimal change to the interior and
exterior of the property. The proposal meets the Comprehensive Plan by providing for an
adaptive reuse of Braehead, providing educational facilities for the region, and limiting the
impact on the resource and the adjacent National Battlefield. The Applicant is working with the
Fire Department and National Park Service to ensure that adequate emergency vehicle access
can be provided. If access can be provided, then this proposal meets all the criteria for approval.
Approval is recommended.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Resolution (being prepared by City Attorney)
2. Application
3. Description
4. Easement
5. Room Plans
6. Private School Review Guide
7. SUP 13-07
8. SUP 13-13
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Application 1SUP: c,?D,2O O
Date:
9.1. c?Q
Fee/Check#C/Q
$300.00 for an Individual Single-Family Lot; or
$750.00 ÷ $150.00 per Acre for All Others

(

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG
PLANNING SERVICES DIVISION

APPLICATION
SPECIAL USE PERMIT
APPLICANT NAME:

XkcL1

MAILING ADDRESS:

iZ4

TELEPHONE:____________________

E-MAIL: 3rix

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY APPLIES FOR A SPECIAL USE FOR:

Th

THE SUBJECT PROPERTY IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
Property
Location
Property Owned By

c—i

c 1)tøP

S.Lpc{

Owner’s Mailing Addressj-\\

‘Jcots

Proposed Use of Property (be specific) ?9wv’i
tc

tç

Th

-

S

-

HOURS OF OPERATION

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
-

-

c2 c%’j

Anticipated Number of Patrons or Clients
Description of the developrnents impact on neighboring and adjacent properties (please
submit a
complete and accurate description on a separate sheet of paper):
1.
Compliance with Comprehensive Plan:
2.
In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations:
3.
In harmony with the existing uses or planned use of the neighboring properties:
4.
Traffic Impact:
Revised: November 2019

LC

_____
_____

_____

_____

Special Use Permit Request
(Application Continued)

I do hereby make oath or affirmation that to the best of my knowledge, the forego
ing
information contained in this application is true.

Sig

ioZ-o

ure of Applicant

Date

PRINT NAME OF APPLICANT
The above oath or affirmation was signed before me and witnessed by rn this 1 day
of
in the County / City of c-idi 1thA1çin the
state oPVirginia.
C!

2i)

Notary Signature
Notary Registration #

/
I’

Commission Expires

5/i / t7iJ

I

Date
PRINT NAME OF OWNER

4

41:

The above oath or affirmation w signed before me and witnessed by me this_
j_ day of
in the County / City of
in th
state f Virginia.
C.’
Notary Signature

Notary Registration #

Commission expires:

—

I
Revised: November 2019

I
I

EVA MARtAACEVEDO
NOTARY PUBLIC
REG.#78e2414

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINJA
coMMISsION Ep1RS M.y 31. 2024

OWNERSHIP
Applicant is (Circle One):
Property Owner

Agent of Owner

Lessee

Property Purchaser

Other

If ‘Other’, describe:
Souxce of Property Title
eL3C

/ Instrument #:
c3__________________________________________

If Property is owned by a Limited Liability Corporation (LLC):
1. Attach a “Certificate of Fact of Existence” from the State Corporation Commission; and
2. List the names and tides with authority to sign on behalf of the LLC (add additional sheets
if
needed):

OR
If Property is owned by a Corporation (Inc.):
1. Attach a “Certificate of Good Standing” from the State Corporation Commission; and
2. List the names and titles with authority to sign on behalf of the corporation (add additional
sheets if needed):

Revised: November 2019

Amber Dawson
Brompton Community School
905 Brompton St
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
August 30, 2020
RE: Special Use Permit for 123 Lee Drive
To Whom it May Concern,
No member of the City Council or the Planning Commission or any member of their
immediate
household or family owns or has any financial interest in such property or has any financial
interest in the outcome of the decision.

Sincerejy,

Amber Dawson
Direcetor, Brompton Community School

Amber Dawson
Brompton Community School
905 Brompton St
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
30 August 2020

RE: Special Use Permit for 123 Lee Drive (Braehead Manor)
To Whom it May Concern,
The property at 123 Lee Drive, as well as the adjacent parking lot located at 490 Central Rd,
would be utilized as a K-8th grade private school. The property is owned by Robert Almy and
will be leased by Brompton Community School, LLC, with Amber Dawson as the owner. The
school is currently an LLC but will convert to a B-Corporation next year. BCS will employ about
6 staff members our first year of operation and will increase to approximately 25 staff over the
next 10 years. Hours of operation will be 7:3Oam-5:3Opm Monday-Friday. School hours will
be
9am-3pm Monday-Friday. The additional hours are for limited before/after school care.
The mission

core values of Brompton Community School align well with the City of
Fredericksburg’s Comprehensive Plan. Our mission is to nurture and educate
+

as they become
problem soVvers ih

n’ J

ion of servant leaders, entrepreneurs. artists, tr
iion to chiro the world through good works and kind

a:

Our
core values of integrity, service, excellence, community, and sustainability are reflected in
everything we do. This mission and our core values are reflected in the Comprehensive Plan
by
way of the following:
.

1. be an employment epicenter: BCS will employ about 25 full time staff members and
will also contract with several local businesses to provide necessary school items!
services.

2. have effective public services: as a school operating in city limits, most of the
families we serve are projected to come from the downtown area. BCS will help offset
the overcrowding issue by at least one class per grade level in the Fredericksburg City
Public School system. We offer a rich educational experience for students, a stress free,
all encompassing school for parents, an inviting workplace for passionate teachers and
staff, and a commitment to building and supporting the surrounding community.

3. be a place where learning is a way of life: we offer a whole child approach
focusing on; teaching literacy, numeracy, literature, establishing strong founda
tions in
science, mathematics, geography, history, social sciences, sustainability, nature,
mindfulness, leadership, critical thinking, social/emotional regulation, self-concept,
teamwork, community building, inclusion, sense of agency, relationships with others
(love + empathy), trust, empowerment, and physical development including spatial
awareness, fine and gross motor skills.

4. be a leader in historic preservation: as a Historic Preservation major from the
University of Mary Washington, I understand that Braehead Manor is on the list
of
National Historic Places, has an easement through the Office of Historic Preservation,
and I understand the ramifications of such an easement. It is not the intent of BCS
to
change the structure, fabric, or grounds of Braehead Manor, nor operate in such
a way
as to jeopardize the historic nature of the building. It is my personal goal to show
how
adaptive reuse can benefit the business model, historic structure, and the commu
nity.
5. build community through cultural vibrancy: it is important that the school build
and
support our community at every opportunity. As much as possible we will offer
outside
programming and invite the public to be part of our school. It is also in our long
term
plan to be able to offer a robust scholarship program beginning with Headstart
students
in Kindergarten. These students would then be offered a scholarship all the way
through
8th grade. Upon graduating from BCS all students will be encouraged to return
to
public high school. Our teachers, staff, and administrators are dedicated to makin
g
sure that students are ready for this transition.

6. have a green and clean environment: an over-arching tenet of the school is to
be
sustainable and teach our students good sustainability practices. Some ways
that we
will do this is through; composting, vermi-composting, teaching water conser
vation and
clean water, gardening, taking care of our classrooms (agency) and outdoor
areas, and
connecting children to nature to make them aware of the importance of
environmental stewardship and to build on their natural excitement and curiosi
ty about
the world around them. We will also work to make our school zero-waste.

7. transportation: this year parents will be responsible for drop off and pick up at the
school.They will be encouraged to get to know one another and carpool as much as
possible. School traffic will be routed to the parking lot at 490 Central Road to prevent
traffic from traveling down Lafayette Blvd and Lee Drive. This pattern will also prevent
large numbers of vehicles from traveling through the battlefield park.

Other Notes:
Signage for the school will be placed at 490 Central Rd and NOT on Lee Drive. No
negative impact is expected on surrounding neighbors or businesses.
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Amber Dawson
Brompton Community School
905 Brompton St
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
30 August 2020

RE: Special Use Permit for 123 Lee Drive (Braehead Manor)
To Whom it May Concern,
The property at 123 Lee Drive, as well as the adjacent parking lot located at 490 Central Rd,
would be utilized as a K-8th grade private school. The property is owned by Robert Almy and
will be leased by Brompton Community School, LLC, with Amber Dawson as the owner. The
school is currently an LLC but will convert to a B-Corporation next year. BCS will employ about
6 staff members our first year of operation and will increase to approximately 25 staff over the
next 10 years. Hours of operation will be 7:3Oam-5:3Opm Monday-Friday. School hours will
be
9am-3pm Monday-Friday. The additional hours are for limited before/after school care.
The mission

core values of Brompton Community School align well with the City of
Fredericksburg’s Comprehensive Plan. Our mission is to nurture and educate
+

as they become
problem soVvers ih
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ion of servant leaders, entrepreneurs. artists, tr
iion to chiro the world through good works and kind

a:

Our
core values of integrity, service, excellence, community, and sustainability are reflected in
everything we do. This mission and our core values are reflected in the Comprehensive Plan
by
way of the following:
.

1. be an employment epicenter: BCS will employ about 25 full time staff members and
will also contract with several local businesses to provide necessary school items!
services.

2. have effective public services: as a school operating in city limits, most of the
families we serve are projected to come from the downtown area. BCS will help offset
the overcrowding issue by at least one class per grade level in the Fredericksburg City
Public School system. We offer a rich educational experience for students, a stress free,
all encompassing school for parents, an inviting workplace for passionate teachers and
staff, and a commitment to building and supporting the surrounding community.

3. be a place where learning is a way of life: we offer a whole child approach
focusing on; teaching literacy, numeracy, literature, establishing strong founda
tions in
science, mathematics, geography, history, social sciences, sustainability, nature,
mindfulness, leadership, critical thinking, social/emotional regulation, self-concept,
teamwork, community building, inclusion, sense of agency, relationships with others
(love + empathy), trust, empowerment, and physical development including spatial
awareness, fine and gross motor skills.

4. be a leader in historic preservation: as a Historic Preservation major from the
University of Mary Washington, I understand that Braehead Manor is on the list
of
National Historic Places, has an easement through the Office of Historic Preservation,
and I understand the ramifications of such an easement. It is not the intent of BCS
to
change the structure, fabric, or grounds of Braehead Manor, nor operate in such
a way
as to jeopardize the historic nature of the building. It is my personal goal to show
how
adaptive reuse can benefit the business model, historic structure, and the commu
nity.
5. build community through cultural vibrancy: it is important that the school build
and
support our community at every opportunity. As much as possible we will offer
outside
programming and invite the public to be part of our school. It is also in our long
term
plan to be able to offer a robust scholarship program beginning with Headstart
students
in Kindergarten. These students would then be offered a scholarship all the way
through
8th grade. Upon graduating from BCS all students will be encouraged to return
to
public high school. Our teachers, staff, and administrators are dedicated to makin
g
sure that students are ready for this transition.

6. have a green and clean environment: an over-arching tenet of the school is to
be
sustainable and teach our students good sustainability practices. Some ways
that we
will do this is through; composting, vermi-composting, teaching water conser
vation and
clean water, gardening, taking care of our classrooms (agency) and outdoor
areas, and
connecting children to nature to make them aware of the importance of
environmental stewardship and to build on their natural excitement and curiosi
ty about
the world around them. We will also work to make our school zero-waste.

7. transportation: this year parents will be responsible for drop off and pick up at the
school.They will be encouraged to get to know one another and carpool as much as
possible. School traffic will be routed to the parking lot at 490 Central Road to prevent
traffic from traveling down Lafayette Blvd and Lee Drive. This pattern will also prevent
large numbers of vehicles from traveling through the battlefield park.

Other Notes:
Signage for the school will be placed at 490 Central Rd and NOT on Lee Drive. No
negative impact is expected on surrounding neighbors or businesses.
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This document was prepared by
Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue
Richmond, VA 23221
The preparer is iinawaie of aiiy file Insurance issued on the pmpcrt licresi cnnsescd

tAX MAP NO. OR PiN: A10-123
Exempted from recordation taxes
under the Code of Virginia (1950). as amended,
sections 58.1-81 1(A)(3) and 58.1-81 1(E))
and from Circuit Court Clerk’s Fees under section 17. 1-266

DEED OF GIFT OF EASEMENT
BRAXI lEA!.)
CITY OF FREDERICKSBIJRG
DEIR file number: 111-0306

.3 day of Deqt 2007,
successors, and assigns, (“Grantor”), whose
WESLEY
heirs.
GRAHAM STEPHENS, and his
by
of
address is 123 Lee Drive, Fredericksburg, Virginia
VTRGINIA, BOARD OF HISTORIC RESOURCES, w?.dress is 1)epartment of Historic
Resources, 2801 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 2322 1 (“Grantee”),
TillS DEED OF GIFT Of’ EASEMENT made this

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Chapter 22. Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“historic Resources,” was enacted to support the preservation and protection of the Commonwealth
of Virginia’s significant historic, architectural, archaeological, and cultural resources, and charges
the Board of historic Resources to designate as historic landmarks to he listed in the Virginia
Landmarks Register such buildings, structures, districts, and sites which it determines to have local,
statewide, or national significance, and to receive properties and easements in gross or other
interests in properties for the purpose of; among other things, the preservation and protection of
such designated landmarks; and
WT{EREAS, Chapter 17, Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, entitled
“Open-Space Land Act,” was enacted to preserve open-space lands for historic or scenic purposes,
and authorizes any public body to receive easements in gross or other interests in properties for the
purpose of preserving such historic or scenic open-space lands; and

WHEREAS, Article Xl of the 1971 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Virginia
declares the preservation of historic properties and sites to be a goal and obligation of State
government, and Section 1 “Natural resources and historical sites of the Comnionwcalth,” provides
that “I lit shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utiliz.e its natural
Page I

resources, its public lands and its historic sites and buildings. Further, it shall he the
Connnonwealth’s policy to protect its atmosphere, lands, and watcrs from pollution. impairment, or
destruction, for the benefit, enjoyment and general welfare of the people of the Commonwealth”:
and
WHEREAS, the Grantor is the owner in fee simple of a property known as Braehead,
consisting of a tract of land containing 18.846 acres, more or less, as more particularly described on

LAttad_e11t A” attached hereto, which land is in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia and which
together with its surrounding acreage has historic, scenic, and open space value, and is listed on the
Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of Historic Places; and

WHEREAS, both the Grantor and the Grantee desire to ensure the preservation of
Braehead and the protection of the historic and architectural features that led it to he placed on such

Registers; and
WHEREAS, Braehead was originally built for dairy farmer Joirn Howison in 1858 on the
brow of a hill overlooking the Rappahannock River; and
WHEREAS. Braehead remains within the ownership of the llowison family lineage; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is located within the established boundaries of’ the Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park in the City of Fredericksburg; and

WHEREAS, Braehead was well known landmark during the 1862, 1863, and 1864 Civil
War Battles of Fredericksburg; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is situated three-fifths of a mile south of I (azel Run and on the
eastem slope of the heights stretching south from Lee’s Ilill; and
WHEREAS, during the 1862 Civil War Battle of Fredericksburg, General Robert F. Lee
had his headquarters on the Braehead property at a point now called Lee’s lull located northwest of
the house and breakfasted at Braehead before the battle began; and

‘WHEREAS, the Braehead property was occupied by members of Confederate General
hA. I’erry’s brigade during the June 1863 Civil War Rattle of Fredericksburg during which rifle
pits were dug near the Braehead house and along the railroad below; and
WHEREAS, in May 1 864 the Union Army took control of Braehead, utilizing the house as
a hospital for Union soldiers; and
WHEREAS, Braehead is the only nineteenth-century house surviving at the Southern
portion of’ the Fredericksburg liattlelield; and
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WHEREAS, the City of Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1999, refers to
Braehead in Chapter 3 as a “historic residential building” worthy of historic designation and
preservation not only for its intrinsic value but also for its contribution toward maintaining the
City of Fredericksburg’s historic character and appeal as a tourist destination; and
WHEREAS, the City of Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1999, lists in
Chapter 9 among its goals for the historic and Cultural environment the evaluation of “proposed
development adjacent to historic and environmentally sensitive areas, such as the Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania National Military Park, to ensure the setting and visitor atmosphere are not
compromised or impaired” and also lists consideration of “the viewsheds and historic vistas of
battlefield 1incsof-sight when evaluating development or redevelopment in areas of the City that
are visible from Lee Hill, Willis I lill, and Chatham;” and
WHEREAS. the City of Fredericksburg Planning Commission’s Recommended Draft of
the Fredericksburg Comprehensive Plan, dated August 14, 2007, lists in Chapter 12 as one of its
goals 11w Historic Preservation “10 recognize, protect, and interpret significant urchiiectural,
historical, and archeological resources that are part of the community’s heritage” and further lists
among its goals the “promotion of historic and conservation easements;” and
WHEREAS, Grantor and the Grantee desire to protect in perpetuity the “Historic
Preservation and Open Space Values” herein specilIeth and
WHEREAS, the Grantor and the Grantee intend to accomplish such protection by
restricting the use of the Property as hereinafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the restrictions hereinafter set forth (the
“Restrictions”) will preserve and protect in perpetuity the “Historic Preservation and Open Space
Values” of the Property, which values are reflected herein and in the Grantee’s evaluation of the
Property. and the documentation of the condition of the Property is contained in its respective
files and records; and
WHEREAS, the conservation purpose of this easement is to preserve and protect in
perpetuity the Historic Preservation and Open Space Values of the Property; and
WHEREAS, the Grantee has determined that the Restrictions will limit the uses of the
Property to those uses consistent with, and not adversely affecting, the Historic Preservation and
Open Space Values of the Property and the other governmental conservation policies furthered
by this easement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is intended to constitute (i) a “qualified conservation
contribution” as that term is defined in §l70(h)(l) of the Intemal Revenue Code (rclbrenees to
the Internal Revenue Code in this Easement shall he to the United States Internal Revenue Code
of 1 986, as amended, or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent Federal tax laws, and
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the applicable regulations and rulings issued thereunder) (the “IRC”), and (ii) a qualifying
“interest in land” under the Virginia Land Conservation Incentives Act uf 1999 (5.l-5l0
seq. of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended); and

ci

WHEREAS, this easement is intended to constitute “a restriction (granted in perpetuity)
on the use which may be made of real property”, which is “a qualified real property interest”
under IRC § I 70Q )(2)(c); and
WHEREAS. Grantee is a “qualified organization” as defined in IRC § 170(h)(3) and
Grantee is a qualified public body under the Open Space Act, as an agency of the Commonwealth
of Virginia authorized under Chapter 22, Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended.
to receive properties and easements in gross or other interests in properties for the purpose of
among other things, the preservation and protection of such designated landmarks; and Grantee,
as an agency of the Commonwealth of Virginia, has the resources to enforce the restrictions in
this easement; and
WHEREAS, this easement is granted “exclusively for conservation purposes’ under IRC
§l70(h)(I)(C) because it effects “the preservation of certain open space.” The preservation of
open space on the Property as provided in this easement (i) is pursuant to certain clearly
delineated State and local governmental conservation policies referred to in the preceding
WHEREAS clauses that indicate the type of property identified by Grantee as worthy of
preservation and (ii) will yield a significant public benefit, in that among other things it will: (1)
protect the Property from inappropriate development, which foreseeable trends in the vicinity of
the Property indicate is increasing and which could con tribute to tIre degradation of the scenic
and natural character of the area; (2) prevent the excessive development, soil disturbance, and
pollution on the Property, thus enhancing water quality in the Chesapeake Bay (3) is consistent
with existing conservation and historic preservation programs in the area and augments openspace easements held by the Grantee on other historic registered landmarks in the Fredericksburg
and Northern Virginia region, which also helps to (a) preserve the scenic local and regional
landscape in general and the historic landmarks therein, (b) attract tourism and commerce to the
area, and (c) enhance the quality of life for area residents and visitors; and
NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the foregoing, the Grantor does hereby grant and
convey to the Grantee an easement in gross and right in perpetuity to restrict as herein provided the
use of the property described in “Attachment A” attached hereto (“Easement Property”);
AND SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the restriction that the Grantee may not transfer or
convey the easement herein conveyed to the Grantee unless the Grantee conditions such transfer
or conveyance on the requirement that (I) all restrictions, limitations, and conservation purposes
set forth in the conveyance of the Easement Property accomplished by this deed are to be
continued in perpetuity, and (2) the transferee is an organization then qualifying as an eligible
donec as defined by section 170(h)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1926. as amended, and the
applicable Ireasury Regulations promulgated there under.
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The restrictions hereby imposed on the use of the Easement Property are in accord with the
policy of the Commonwealth of Virginia, as set forth in Chapters 22 and 17 of Title 10.1 of the
Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, to preserve the Commonwealth’s designated historic
landmarks, and to preserve historic and scenic open-space lands in the Commonwealth. The acts
which the Grantor covenants to do and not to do upon the Easement Property, and the restrictions
which the Grantee is hereby entitled to enibree, shall he as follows:
1. DOCUMENTATION: The parties agree that the photographs of the Easement Property
taken by Wendy Musumeci of the Virginia Department of historic Resources on August 23,
2007 (Virginia Department of Historic Resources negative number 23630) accurately
document the appearance and condition of the Easement Property as of the date of this
Easement, Thc negatives of the photographs shall be stored permanently in the archives of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which is located at 2801 Kensington Avenue,
Richmond. Virginia. or its successors. I lereafter, the Easement Property shall be maintained,
preserved, and protected in its documented state as nearly as practicable, except for changes
that are expressly permitted hereunder. Such documentation is designed to protect the
conservation interests associated with the Property. The parties agree that the documentation
supplied and contained in the files of the Grantee is an accurate representation of the Property.
2. PERMITTED BL’ILDINGS AND STRUCTURES: No building or structure shall he built or
maintained on the Easement Property other than (i) the manor house (ii) the existing twentieth
centu woodshed (iii) the historic stone ice house and chimney ruins (iv) a stable or related
farm building or structure (v) other buildings or structures whose size, desipi, and localion are
consistent with the historic character and setting of the Property (vi) reconstructions of historic
outbuildings or structures which are documented through professional historicaL or
archaeological investigation to have been located on the Easement Property, which shall be
consistent with and evaluated according to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for (he
‘treatment of Historic Properties, specifically, the Standards for Reconstruction.

3. ALTERATIONS AND NEW CONSTRUCTION: The manor house shall not he
demolished or removed from the Easement Property, nor shall it be materially altered, restored,
renovated, or extended, except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee, he consistent
with the applicable Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall
have been obtained. No other building or structure shall be constructed, altered, restored,
renovated, extended, or demolished except in a way that would, in the opinion of the Grantee.
he in keeping with the historic, architectural, and scenic character of the Easement Property,
and provided that the prior written approval of the Grantee to such actions shall have been
obtained. The location, size, and design of any new building or structure is expressly made
subject to the prior written approval of the Grantee.
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4. DESTRUCTION: In the event that the manor house or any other building or structure named
in Paragraph 2 above is destroyed or damaged by causes beyond the Grantor’ reasonable
control including fire, flood, storm, earth movement, or oilier acts of God, to such an extent
that in the opinion of the Grantee the building’s historic integrity is irremediably compromised.
nothing herein shall obligate the Grantor to reconstruct the building or return it to its condition
prior to such calamity.
5. MASONRY: No cleaning, repointing, waterproofing, or painting of the exterior masonry of
the manor house shall he undertaken unless the prior written approval of the Grantee shall have
been obtained.
6. INTERIORS: The character-defining historic interior architectural elements of the manor
house, including windows, window frames, doors, door frames, stairs, staircases, mantles,
baseboards, cornices. architrave molding, pocket doors, floorboards, and hardware shall not he
altered or removed from the Easement Property without the prior Titten approval of the
Grantee. The historic Ihux graining on interior woodwork, including window surrounds,
architrave molding. and staircases, shall not be removed or painted over. The Grantor shall
exercise care to prcscrvc this historic decorative treatment and to protect it from damage.
7. ARCFIAEOLOCY: Archacologically significant deposits, sites, or features on the Easement
Property shall not be intentionally disturbed or excavated except by or under the supervision of
a professionally qualilied archaeologist and provided plans for such archaeological activity
have been submitted to, and approved by the Grantee prior to any ground-disturhing activities.
Artifacts and objects of antiquity professionally excavated from archaeological deposits, sites,
or features on the Easement Property shall be treated and preserved according to the
Department of historic Resources State Curation Standards (March 24, 1998). The Grantor
shall take all reasonable precautions to protect archaeological deposits, sites, or features on the
Easement Property from looting, vandalism, erosion, mutilation, or destruction from any cause.
8. TRASH: No permanent dump ofjunk. trash, rubbish, or any other unsightly or offensive
material shall he permitted on the Easement Property visible from a public right of way or
from the manor house.

9. TREES AN!) VEGETATION: Management of trees and vegetation on the Easement
Property shall be in accordance vith sound arboreal, horticultural, andlor agricultural, practices
and in such a way that is consistent with the historic, archeological, open-space, and scenic
character of the property and in such a way as to prevent damage to the manor house and its
setting. Best Management Practices, as defined by the Virginia Department of Forestry, shall
be used to control erosion and protect water quality when any timber harvest or land-clearing
activity is undertaken. Management, including removal of timber consistent with established
forestry practices may be undertaken on forested lands, as well as to clear lhllen trees and
branches or to fell dead trees that pose a haxard to the permitted buildings and structures. In the
event of a natural disaster or upon the event of converting the property from forest cover to
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open field in order to restore the property to its documented historic tree cover related to the
Civil War battlefield, clear cutting shall he permitted with a pre-harvest plan having been first
approved by the Grantee.
10. TOPOGRAPHY: Grading and earth removal shall not alter the topographic aspect of the
Easement Property, except as required in the construction of permitted buildings, structures. or
roads. Generally accepted agricultural activities shall not constitute any such alteration.
Mining on the Easement Property by surface mining or any other method is prohibited.
II. ROADS AND UTILITY LINES: The location of any new roads or any new utility lines on
the Easement Property (except over existing rights of\vay) shall be subject to the prior written
approval of the Grantee.

12. SUBDIVISION: The Easement Property shall not he divided, subdivided, or conveyed in fee
other than as a single tract.
13. SIGNS: No sign. billboard, or outdoor advertising structure shall he displayed on the
Easement Property without the consent of the Grantee, other than signs not exceeding three
square feet for any or all of the following purposes: (i) to state the name and address of the
Easement Property or property owners, (ii) to provide information necessary for the normal
conduct of any permitted business or activity on the Easement Property, (iii) to advertise the
Easement Property for sale or rental, and (iv) to provide notice necessary for the protection of
the Easement Property and for giving directions to visitors.
14. PUBLIC ACCESS: The parties hereby acknowledge that the Easement Property is visible
from Lee Drive, which is a public right-of-way and within the boundaries ofthe
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park, and that members of the general
public may view the Easement Property from said right-of-way. The Grantor also agrees that
photographs of the Easement Property taken by the Grantee for purposes of documenting the
appearance, condition, and features of the Easement Property, or for other purposes pursuant to
this Easement, may be published or otherwise made available to the public at the discretion of
the Grantee. The Grantor further agrees that the Easement Property may be opened to the
public, which may be the public at large, or in smaller groups, as designated by the Grantee, for
one day from 10 AM to 5 PM every year hereafter, provided that the Grantee makes a written
request for such opening by no later than February 1 in any such year. The scheduling of the
date for such opening shall be by mutual consent. Any such public admission may he subject
to restrictions mutually agreed upon as reasonably designed for the protection of the Easement
Property. Such admission may also he subject to a reasonable fee payable to the Grantor. The
Grantor also agrees that the Easement Property may be opened by appointment with the
Grantor, upon reasonable request by Grantee and at a time convenient to Grantor, to a limited
number of persons designated by Grantee who are affiliated with an educational organization
or a professional architectural association or a historical society. Although this casement in
gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing herein shall he construed to
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convey a right to the public of access to or use of the Easement Property, and the Grantor shall
retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to this provision and other provisions
of this easement.
15. INSPECTiONS: The Grantee and its representatives may enter the Easement Property from
time to time. upon reasonable notice to the Grantor. for the sole purpose of inspections and
enfrircement of the terms of’ the easement granted herein.
16. EASEMENT MARKER: The Grantee, in its discretion, and upon reasonable notice to the
Grantor, may erect at a location acceptable to the Grantor, a single marker or sign, not
exceeding two feet by two feet, which states the name of the Grantee and advises that the
Grantee owns the easement granted herein.
17. ENFORCEMENT: The Grantee has the right to bring an action at law or in equity to
enforce the Restrictions contained herein. This right specifically includes the right to require
restoration of the Easement Property to a condition of compliance with the terms of this
easement as existed on the date of this Deed of Gift of Easement except to the extent such
condition thereafter changed in a manner consistent with the restrictions; to recover any
damages arising from non-compliance, and to enjoin non-compliance by temporary or
permanent injunction. If the court determines that the Grantor failed to comply with this
easement, the Grantor shall reimburse the Grantee any reasonable costs of enforcement,
including costs of resturatiun, court costs and reasonable attorncys fees, in addition to any
other payments ordered by such court. The Grantee does not waive or forfeit the right to
take action as may he necessary to ensure compliance with this easement by any prior failure
to act and the Grantor hereby waives any defenses of waiver, estoppels or laches with
respect to any failure to act by the Grantee.
18. APPROVALS: Whenever a written request for the Grantee’s approval is submitted pursuant
hereto and the Grantee fails to respond in writing within 30 days of receipt of such request,
then the Grantee shall he deemed to have approved the request, and the Grantor may proceed
with the action for which approval was requested. Nothing herein shall be construed, however,
to require the Grantee to issue a final decision on such request within such 30-day period,
provided that such final decisions are issued in as timely a fashion as is practicable under the
circumstances. Such circumstances shall include the complexity of the request or proposed
project, the amount of information submitted with the initial request, and the need for on-site
inspections or consultations. No approval required hereunder shall he unreasonably withheld
by the Grantee.
19. TRANSFER OF TITLE: Prior to any inter vivos transfer of title to the Easement Property,
excluding deeds of’ trust given for the purpose of securing loans, the Grantor shall notify the
Grantee in niting.
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20. UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS: The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of
this eascmcnt shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision of this
easement or any ancillary or supplementary agreement relating to the subject matter hereof
21. EXTINGUIShMENT: The restrictions set forth in the casement can be extinguished only
by judicial proceeding. In any sale or exchange of the Easement Property subsequent to
such extinguishment, the Grantee shall be entitled to a portion of the proceeds at least equal
to the proportionate value of the perpetual conservation restriction computed as set forth
below, but not to be less than the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the time of the extinguishment bears to the then value of the Easement Property
as a whole. The Grantor agrees that the donation of the perpetual conservation restriction in
this easement gives rise to a property right, immediately vested in the Grantee, with a fair
market value that is at least equal to the proportionate value that the perpetual conservation
restriction at the time of the gift bears to the value of the Easement Property as a whole at
that time. ‘[he Grantee shall use all its share of the proceeds from the sale of the Easement
Property in a manner consistent with the conservation purposes of this easement, of Virginia
Code Section 10.1-2200 ci seq., and ol’the Open-Space Land Act. No part of the Easement
Property may be converted or diverted from preservation or open space uses as herein
defined except in accordance with \‘irginia Code Section 10.1-1704.
22. DEFINITIONS: In this Deed of Gift of Easement the term “Grantor” shall include Grantor
and their successors and assigns, and the term “Grantee” shall include Grantee and its
successors and assigns.
23. APPRAISAL: The parties hereto agree and understand that any value of this easement
claimed for tax purposes as a charitable gift must be fully and accurately substantiated by an
appraisal from a qualified appraiser as defined in IRS regulations (sec section 1 .1 70A13(c)(5)), and that the appraisal is subject to review, audit and challenge by all appropriate
tax authorities, The Board of 1-listorie Resources makes no express or implied warranties
that any tax benefits will be available to the Grantor from donation of this easement, or that
any such tax benefits might be transferable, or that there will be any market for any tax
benefits that might be transferable. The parties hereto intend that the easement conveyed
herein shall be a qualified conservation contribution within the meaning of Section 170(h) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the restrictions and other provisions of
this instrument shall be construed and applied in a manner that will not prevent this
easement from being a qualified conservation contribution. By its execution hereof, the
Grantee acknowledges and confirms receipt of the Easement and further acknowledges that
the Grantee has not provided any goods or services to the Grantor in consideration of the
grant of the Easement.
Although this easement in gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing herein
shall be construed to convey a right to the public of access to or usc of the Easement Property, and
the Grantor shall retain exclusive right to such access and use, subject only to the provisions herein
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recited.
Acceptance by the Board of Historic Resources of this conveyance is authorized by sections 10.12204 and 10.1 -1701 of the Code of Virginia of 1950. as amended.

Witness the following signatures and seal:

COMMON WEALTH o VIRGINIA
CITY of
c

). to-wit:

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
2007, by Wesley Graham Stephens, the Grantor therein.

3

1(1

day of

E rYx

t 1

Notaiy PubliQ
My commission expires:

Oc1aL>cr SI. eIcoc’t
tSEHj
Notary Public
COInFnOnW.OI,P, of Virginia

249065
missionExpIr.$Oct312o09
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F

Accepted:
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA. BOARD of HISTORIC RESOURCES

By:
:
Kathleen S. Kilpatrick
Director, Department of Historic Resources
-,

Date:

‘;S/

L

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Cf I’I’ of RIChMOND

), to-wit:

day of
1hc foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
Department
of Historic
,2007, by Kathleen S. Kilpatrick, Director.
DQC.e41
Resources, on behalf of the Board of 1-Iistoric Resources, the Grantee therein.

½
NotarY&blic
My commission expires:

io/s //.100

Pace 1.1

ôZ79M’ tD

ATTACI IMENT A
ALL that certain tract or parcel of land with all buildings and improvements thereon and
all rights and privileges thereto appurtenant, situate, lying, and being in the City of
Fredericksburg, Virginia, formerly Spotsylvania County, Virginia, containing 18.846 acres, more
or less, it being conveyed in gross and not by the acre, and being and lying on the East side of
Lee Drive and bounded on the West by Lee Drive and the lands of the United States of America,
on the South by the lands of the United States of America, on the East by other land of the United
States of American and lands now or formerly owned by Snead. and on the North by lands now
or formerly owned by MeWbirt: and being all of the remaining portion of the original
“Braehead” property containing 585.62 acres which lies on the East side of Lee Drive and the
National Military Park. The real estate described herein is conveyed together with all rights that
the Grantor has with respect to the National Military Park reserved in that certain deed dated
October 15. 1929 to the United States of America, duly recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the
Circuit Court of Spotsylvania County, Virginia. in Deed Book 104, at page 475, or any other
rights at any dine lieretoibre obtained by the Grantor or his predecessors in title from the United
States Government. The said real estate described herein is further conveyed together with all
easements of ingress and egress and any other rights at any time heretnfore obtained by the
Grantor or his predecessors in title.

BEING that same property that was conveyed to Wesley Graham Stephens from
Braehead Enterprises LC on l)eeember 23, 2002 and recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the City of
Fredericksburg as Instrument Number 20020003392.
AND BEING more particularly described by a plat of survey prepared by Jack Griffin of
Gene Watson & Associates, P.C., Land Surveyors, dated July 31, 2007, and titled “Existing
Conditions on an 18.846 Acre Parcel of Land Being the Remainder of the ‘Braehead’ Property
and Lying on the East Side of Lee Drive in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia,” to which plat
reference is hereby made for a more complete and accurate description of said lands.
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Introduction
Virginia Law and Private Schools is published annually by the Virginia Council for Private Education (VCPE) to
demonstrate its commitment to quality education in private schools in the Commonwealth of Virginia and to identify
legal issues that arise in the operation of private schools.
With each annual publication of Virginia Law and Private Schools, VCPE strives to incorporate regulatory, statutory and
other legal changes that have taken place throughout the prior year. As such, all school Heads, business officers and key
administrators are encouraged to review the publication annually.
The 2019-2020 edition of Virginia Law and Private Schools contains updates in framework and in substance. It is
intended to be more directional and user-friendly. VCPE welcomes feedback on these updates and this document as a
whole. Feedback may be sent by e-mail to: office@vcpe.org.
Notice Regarding Legal Advice: Not all private schools are organized the same way, and not all private schools operate
in the same manner. Legal issues affecting private schools can be complicated, nuanced and fact-specific. Obligations
and responsibilities of a school in a particular legal situation can depend on a number of factors. Thus, to ensure legal
compliance with federal, state and local laws and regulations, both in general and on a case-by-case basis, VCPE strongly
recommends that each school consult with legal counsel experienced in issues affecting private schools in Virginia.

Disclaimer
The information contained in Virginia Law and Private Schools is offered for informational purposes only and is not legal
advice. VCPE – with assistance from Burtch Law PLLC – has developed this publication as a resource only. Virginia Law
and Private Schools is not an all-inclusive legal manual, and it does not cover all statutes or laws that may apply to a
particular private school or issue. Private school Heads, business officers and key administrators should not act upon the
information contained in Virginia Law and Private Schools or other legal information without first seeking legal counsel
experienced in the laws applicable to private schools.

Restrictions
Virginia Law and Private Schools is protected by copyright law. Any disclosure, copying or distribution of this publication
without the prior written permission of the Virginia Council for Private Education is prohibited. VCPE reserves all rights in
this publication.

1802 Bayberry Court | Suite 302 | Richmond, Virginia 23226 | P 804 593 4003 | www.burtchlaw.com
Virginia Law and Private Schools is a publication of VCPE prepared with the assistance of Burtch Law PLLC, a Richmondbased law firm which represents private schools throughout Virginia, as both general counsel and on an as-needed basis.
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I. BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Accreditation and Licensure


VCPE is responsible for accrediting private schools in Virginia. Va. Code § 22.1-19. VCPE does this by way of the 15
approved accrediting member associations. For a list of all 15 VCPE approved accrediting associations please go to:
https://vcpe.org/page-18121



Licensure is optional for most Virginia private schools. Those private schools operating for students with disabilities
must be licensed by the Virginia Board of Education. Va. Code § 22.1-323(A). Operating a school for students with
disabilities without a license is a Class 2 misdemeanor. Va. Code § 22.1-331.



A school is exempt from licensure requirements if it does not hold itself out as serving students with disabilities and
operates primarily to provide education to students without disabilities. Likewise, if a school is not primarily serving
students with disabilities, it is not subject to licensure merely because a student with an identified disability happens
to be enrolled. 8VAC20-671-20(5).



Every licensed school must renew its license annually. A school whose license has expired may not lawfully operate
as a licensed school until a new license application is approved by the Board of Education. Va. Code § 22.1-328.



Private schools operating nursery schools, preschools, Junior Kindergarten programs, certain after-school programs
or a child day program may elect to seek licensure for those programs through the Department of Social Services.
Private schools operated or conducted under the auspices of a religious institution may also seek exemptions from
licensure for such programs through a religious exemption. Va. Code § 63.2-1716.

Tuition Management


Tuition Policy. A written tuition policy should be presented to school families each year. The policy should include
payment expectations, procedures and consequences for non-payment. Payment plans and terms should be clearly
defined. This can be accomplished in the school’s enrollment contract.



Payer Agreement. Prior to student attendance, schools should execute a written enrollment contract with all parties
responsible for paying student tuition. The contract should include the school’s tuition policy along with other
contractual provisions. Parent/guardian signatures on the enrollment contract should provide for the acceptance of
the terms of the contract and all related school policies.



Accounting. School business offices should follow generally accepted accounting procedures. Tuition accounts
receivable procedures should be standard, understood and implemented by accounting staff and vendors. Schools
should utilize accounting software to manage business operations. Schools may also use outside vendors for
accounting and money-related services.



Invoice Presentation. Schools should present invoices to families carrying a balance due at regular intervals. Among
other things, the invoice should state the account, balance due, due date and acceptable methods of payment.
Schools may consider providing families online access to student tuition accounts to view and pay statements.



Payment Processing. Schools should offer payment methods that encourage regular and timely receipt of funds for
improved school cash flow. Schools should consider options such as mobile bill payment, automatic debit, online
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banking services and credit card payments. Schools considering accepting credit card payments should review their
practices with legal counsel to ensure compliance with state laws regarding the payment of convenience fees and
surcharges.


Delinquency Follow Up. The consequences of delinquent payments should be clearly detailed in school enrollment
contract. Consequences may include the payment of late fees all the way up to the suspension of student
attendance. For consistency and continuity, schools should assign specific personnel to follow up and communicate
with delinquent payers. Contact with delinquent payers should occur soon after a missed payment and at regular
intervals.



Tuition Insurance. Schools may use tuition reimbursement insurance programs. Schools may contract with an
outside vendor or self-insure. This insurance helps protect families in the event a student withdraws or separates
from school during the school year. These insurance plans can vary and can have coverage exclusions. Schools may
require families electing certain payment plans to purchase tuition insurance through the school as a condition of
enrollment. Schools utilizing tuition insurance should address such insurance in their enrollment contracts. Tuition
life insurance may also be available from vendors to cover tuition balance due in case of the death of the
responsible payer.

Non-Profit Tax Concerns


Tax Exemptions. Schools seeking exemptions from state tax must follow statutory guidelines. A summary of these
guidelines can be found on the Virginia Department of Taxation’s website: https://www.tax.virginia.gov/nonprofitorganizations. A school seeking state tax exemptions must first be exempt from federal income tax requirements.
More information on federal non-profit exemption requirements can be found on the IRS website: www.irs.gov/eo.



Bookstore Sales. School bookstores may not charge state tax for required textbooks. Va. Code § 58.1-609.10(8).
School bookstore sales, depending on the amount and buyer, may also implicate taxable unrelated business income,
even if the school is a qualified public charity under IRS § 501(c)(3).



Charitable Gaming. Private schools may conduct charitable gaming activities for development purposes consistent
with permit requirements and applicable law. Va. Code. § 18.2-340.24.

Tuition Tax Credit Programs
Education Improvement Scholarships Tax Credits Program (EISTC). The EISTC Program provides state tax credits for
persons or businesses that donate to certain educational scholarship foundations. According to legislation passed in
2019, scholarships may now be issued to students in grades Pre-K through 12th grade. Details about the program are
available on the EISTC Program webpage:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/school_finance/scholarships_tax_credits/index.shtml
Neighborhood Assistance Act Tax Credit Program (NAP) for Education. NAP allows individuals and businesses to
receive state tax credits for contributions made toward schools and organizations serving low income students and
students disabilities. Details are available on the Department of Education’s NAP webpage:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/school_finance/neighborhood_assistance_act/index.shtml
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Textbook Purchasing Options


With the permission of the local school board and book publisher, private schools may purchase textbooks from a
local school district. The Board of Education publishes a list of approved textbooks along with pricing, which is
available on the Department of Education website: http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/textbooks/.

Receipt of State and Federal Funds


Private schools should make the affirmative decision as to whether or not to accept state and federal funds. For
some private schools, such as private schools for students with disabilities or learning differences, the acceptance of
state and federal funds is expected and almost unavoidable. However, many private schools evade the acceptance
of state and federal funds altogether. That is because receiving state or federal funding can subject a school to a
myriad of laws, obligations and regulations which the school would not otherwise be under, such as laws addressing
certain student and employee privacy, access and accommodation rights. Each state or federal program in which a
private school participates should be vetted to ensure the school is aware of the legal implications associated with
its participation in such program – implications with far-reaching affects on admissions, operations, finance and
other critical areas.

II. SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Attendance


Private school students must attend school for the same number of days and/or hours per day as public school
students. Va. Code § 22.1-254(A).



The standard school year must be 180 instructional days or 990 instructional hours. The standard school day for
kindergarten students must include a minimum of 3 instructional hours, and a minimum of 5.5 instructional hours
for students in grades 1-12. 8 VAC 20-131-150(A).



Schools may have alternative school plans, so long as a minimum of 990 hours of instructional time is provided for
grades 1-12 and 540 hours for kindergarten. Va. Code § 22.1-79.1(C).



Teachers must keep an accurate daily record of attendance of children enrolled. Va. Code § 22.1-259. Violation of
this statue is a Class 3 misdemeanor, or if willful, a Class 2 misdemeanor. Va. Code § 22.1-263.

Curriculum and Standardized Tests


Private schools are not subject to participation in Virginia’s Standards of Learning tests (SOLs), and VCPE does not
recommend that private schools participate in Virginia’s SOLs. Schools should nonetheless review the Virginia
Department of Education’s Standards and SOL-based instructional resources to ensure their curricula meet the
minimum public school standards. The standards are available on the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/sol/standards_docs/.



Students with Individual Education Plans (IEPs) may be required to take SOLs if the student is placed in the private
school by that student’s public school district. Testing arrangements for these private school placed students should
be outlined in the student IEPs. 8VAC20-81-110(G)(6).
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Driver Education Programs


The Virginia Board of Education has established a Curriculum and Administrative Guide for Driver Education and
Driver Education Standards of Learning. The sources are available on the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/driver_education/curriculum_admin_guide/index.shtml.



Instructor Reporting Requirement. At the beginning of each school year and whenever a change takes place,
schools providing a driver education program must furnish to the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) the name
and driver's license number of all driver education instructors. DMV will notify the school if an instructor’s driver’s
license is suspended or revoked, or if the instructor has been convicted of certain material driving infractions. The
school must remove instructors from providing behind-the-wheel driver education instruction for 24 months if the
school’s instructor receives more than six demerit points on his or her driver’s license in any calendar year. Va. Code
§ 46.2-340(B).



Online Driver Education. Virginia Driver Education and Traffic Safety (VADETS) offers an online driver education
course approved by the Virginia Department of Education and the DMV. School administrators may grant students
permission to take the VADETS course online under certain conditions. Additional information is available on the
VADETS website: http://vadriveredu.org/login/index.php.



Planning District 8. Students under age 19 in Planning District 8 (counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince
William and the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas and Manassas Park) along with a parent or
guardian, must participate in an additional 90-minute driver education component as a part of the in-class portion of
the driver education curriculum, emphasizing parental responsibilities regarding juvenile driver behavior, juvenile
driving restrictions and the dangers of driving while intoxicated. Va. Code § 22.1-205(A)(1).

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)


The ESSA replaced the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) and provides equitable services to schools and teachers. ESSA
applies to certain private schools. Additional information on ESSA and private schools is available on the U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Nonpublic Education website:
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oii/nonpublic/equitable-services-implementation-plan.html.

Student & Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP)


SEVP tracks international students and visitors and ensures that the foreign students and visitors are in the United
States for the purposes stated in their visa applications. SEVP also certifies schools in enrolling students with
nonimmigrant visas. Schools choosing to host foreign exchange students must adhere to protocols administered by
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. More information on SEVP can be found on the US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement website: http://www.ice.gov/sevis/.



Accreditation of English Language Training Programs Act (“Accreditation Act”). The Accreditation Act applies to
students issued nonimmigrant visas who enroll in English as a Second Language (ESL) training programs. The
Accreditation Act does not apply to private K-12 schools that admit nonimmigrant students primarily for enrollment
in a comprehensive secondary curriculum. However, SEVP schools that enroll foreign students in either a K-12 or ESL
curriculum must comply with federal regulations. More information on the Accreditation Act can be found on the US
Immigration and Customs Enforcement website: https://www.ice.gov/sevis/accreditation-act.
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III. HUMAN RESOURCES
Teacher Support and Licensure


Private school teachers are not required to be licensed to teach in Virginia. VCPE does not maintain requirements for
teaching credentials of a teacher in a private school. Private schools may develop policies requiring certain licensure
or ensuring continued professional development in various substantive or other areas. State teacher licensure
requirements are available on the Department of Education Licensure website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/teaching/licensure/.

Fingerprinting and Criminal Background Checks


K-12 Private Schools. All applicants for employment at accredited private schools who accept employment, whether
full-time or part-time, permanent or temporary, must submit to fingerprinting and provide personal descriptive
information to be forwarded to the State Police and the FBI for a criminal history record. Va. Code § 22.1-296.3(A).
This means that all private school applicants who become employees must successfully pass a background check. An
applicant who has been convicted of a barrier crime as defined in Va. Code § 19.2-392.02 does not meet the criteria
for employment.



Child Abuse & Neglect Registry. All applicants for employment at accredited private schools who accept
employment, whether full-time or part-time, permanent or temporary, who will have direct contact with students
must consent to a search of the Department of Social Services’ (DSS) registry of founded complaints of child abuse
and neglect. Where the applicant has resided in another state within the past 5 years, an equivalent abuse and
neglect search must be made of each relevant state’s registry. Va. Code § 22.1-296.4(A). Schools may not employ an
individual who has been the subject of a founded case of child abuse and neglect.



Child Day Centers. Child day centers may not hire, continue to employ or permit to serve as a volunteer who will be
alone with, in control of or supervising children an individual who have been convicted of a barrier crime as defined
in Va. Code § 19.2-392.02 or who is the subject of a founded complaint of child abuse or neglect within or outside of
Virginia. All employees and volunteers of child day centers who have contact with children must undergo
fingerprinting and a criminal background check every 5 years. Va. Code § 63.2-1720.1. VCPE recommends that all
personnel who may be called to work in the childcare setting at any time should undergo a fingerprint background
check.

Sexual and Other Harassment


Under federal law, in the employment context, sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:
o Submission to sexual conduct is an explicit or an implied term or condition of an individual’s employment;
o Submission to or rejection of sexual conduct by an individual is the basis for any employment decision
affecting that individual; or
o Sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature have the
purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance or create an
intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment. 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a).



Schools should implement a policy that defines sexual harassment and prohibits harassment of all kinds (including
sexual harassment) in the workplace. Such policy should place mandatory reporting requirements on those who
experience, witness or have knowledge about harassment in the workplace.
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Discrimination


Workplace discrimination based on an individual’s race, sex, color, religion, national origin, age, veteran status,
marital status, disability, genetic information or military service is prohibited by federal law. Some jurisdictions
prohibit workplace discrimination based on sexual orientation. In certain circumstances, religiously-affiliated private
schools may make workplace decisions on the basis of religion, though such schools should consult with legal
counsel to ensure legal compliance in doing so. Schools should also implement a policy prohibiting discrimination in
the workplace and requiring mandatory reporting by those who experience, witness or have knowledge about
discrimination in the workplace.

Retaliation


Workplace retaliation is the punishment of an employee for engaging in a legally-protected activity, such as making
a complaint of discrimination, harassment or for assisting with or otherwise participating in a workplace or
governmental investigation. Retaliation based on certain factors is prohibited by law. Schools should implement a
policy prohibiting retaliation in the workplace.

Disability Laws


State Disability Discrimination Laws. State disability discrimination laws apply to private schools that accept state
funds. Va. Code §§ 51.5-40, 42.



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The ADA is a federal civil rights law that prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities in many areas of public life, including the workplace. It is a complicated statute with
many requirements. Schools covered by the ADA may not discriminate against any applicant or employee with a
disability. In addition, schools covered by the ADA must provide reasonable accommodation to employees with a
known physical or mental disability, so long as the accommodation does not impose an undue hardship on the
school, would not constitute a safety threat and would enable the employee to perform the essential functions of
his or her job. Decisions involving the ADA should be made in consultation with legal counsel.



Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The IDEA is a federal law requiring schools to serve the
educational needs of students with disabilities. The IDEA applies to private schools under certain circumstances. The
Council for American Private Education offers resources to assist with IDEA compliance:
http://www.capenet.org/IDEA.html. The U.S. Department of Education also offers an IDEA resource page:
http://idea.ed.gov/explore/view/p/,root,dynamic,QaCorner,1,.html. Schools should consult with legal counsel to
assess the applicability of this law to the school.



Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act is a federal law that protects the rights
of individuals with disabilities in programs that receive federal funds. The law requires a school district to provide a
free appropriate public education (FAPE) to each student with a disability who is in the school district's jurisdiction,
regardless of the nature or severity of the disability. Additional information is available on the U.S. Department of
Education Office of Civil Rights website: http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/504faq.html.



Equitable Services Implementation Plan (ESIP). ESIP assists and supports state and local educational agencies in
meeting their obligations to provide equitable services to private school students and teachers under
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and the IDEA. Additional information on ESIP is available on the
U.S. Department of Education’s ESIP website: https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oii/nonpublic/esip.html.
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Employee Leave


Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA). Schools must grant unpaid medical leave to eligible employees in accordance
with the FMLA and/or applicable law. Virginia has no state-equivalent to the FMLA. Generally, the FMLA entitles
eligible employees to take up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave in a 12-month period for specified family
or medical reasons:
o Birth/care/adoption of child of employee
o Care for employee’s spouse, son, daughter or parent with a serious health condition
o Unable to work because of employee’s own serious health condition
To be eligible for FMLA leave, a school employee must have worked for the school for a minimum of 12 months and
must have worked at least 1,250 hours over the previous 12 months.



Military Leave. Schools must comply with applicable laws concerning military leave. Va. Code §§ 44-93.2-44-93.5.



Election Officer Leave. In accordance with applicable state law, private school employees may take leave to serve as
an officer of election (a person appointed by an electoral board to serve at a polling place for any election). Va. Code
§ 24.2-118.1.



Jury and Witness Duty. Schools must comply with applicable state law concerning jury and witness duty. Va. Code §
18.2-465.1.

Lactation Support


Upon notice and request by the employee, schools must provide reasonable break time for an employee to express
breast milk to feed a nursing child for 1 year after the child’s birth each time such employee has a need to express
the milk, in accordance with applicable federal law.

Child Labor


Private schools that employ teenagers, including camp counselors in summer programs, must comply with state and
federal child labor laws. Additional information on Child Labor is available on the U.S. Department of Labor Wage
and Hour Division website: https://www.dol.gov/whd/childlabor.htm. Information on state child labor laws is
available on the Virginia Department of Labor’s presentation on Virginia Child Labor Laws:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/career_technical/workbased_learning/documents/wbl_experience_works/state-and-federal-child-laborlaws/state_labor_laws_bob_armstrong.pdf.

Immigration Compliance


Private schools should employ only United States citizens and aliens who are authorized to work in the United States
and who comply with applicable immigration and employment laws. As a condition of employment, schools should
require every employee to timely complete the Employment Eligibility Verification Form I-9 and present original
forms of appropriate documentation to the school to establish proof of identity and employment eligibility.

Whistleblower Policy


It is a best practice for private schools to implement an internal whistleblower policy to encourage the reporting of
any violation of state or federal law associated with the operation of a school.
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Work-Related Injuries


Private school should maintain a policy requiring employees who sustain a work-related injury or illness to inform
management of the injury or illness immediately, no matter how minor an on-the-job injury or illness may appear.
Such policy should warn that school benefits, such as workers’ compensation benefits, may be denied in the event
an employee’s injury takes place in a voluntarily, off-duty, recreational or social activity.

Teacher Loan Forgiveness Program


The U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Federal Student Aid provides two types of loan forgiveness programs
for teachers.
o The Teacher Loan Forgiveness Program allows for loan forgiveness for teachers who teach 5 consecutive
years in a low-income school or educational service agency. Additional information is available on the
Federal Student Aid website: https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/forgiveness-cancellation/teacher.
o The Teacher Cancellation for Federal Perkins Loans allows teachers to qualify for cancellation of up to 100%
of the loan if they have taught full-time at a low-income school or have taught in certain subject areas.
Additional information is available on the Federal Student Aid website: https://studentloans.gov/
myDirectLoan/tcli.action.

IV. HEALTH & WELLNESS
Health Program Guidelines


The Virginia Department of Health’s Guidelines for Healthcare Procedures in Schools provides an overview of school
health programs, including models, historical development and planning steps. This resource was published to
benefit public and private school communities and is available at the Virginia Department of Health website:
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/content/uploads/sites/58/2016/12/VDH-Guidelines-for-Healthcare-Procedures-inSchools_2017.pdf.

Immunization Requirements, SIS and VIIS Reporting


Schools must record each student’s immunizations on the school immunization record provided by the Virginia
Department of Health Division of Immunization for the student’s permanent record. Va. Code § 22.1-271.2(E).
Exceptions to this requirement exist for students whose parents appropriately object for health or religious reasons.
The State Health Commissioner has the authority to exclude children from school who are not immunized in the
event of an outbreak, potential epidemic or epidemic. Va. Code § 32.1-47.



Student Immunization Survey (SIS). Schools must file an annual report summarizing the immunization status of
students enrolled in the school within 30 calendar days after the beginning of each school year. Va. Code § 22.1271.2(E). The data can be submitted through the Department of Health SIS website:
https://apps.vdh.virginia.gov/SIS/login.aspx. Department of Health Division of Immunization provides schools with
an annual access password at the start of each school year.



Minimum Immunization Requirements. Vaccines must be administered in accordance with state and federal
guidelines and within spacing and age requirements. For current immunization requirements, visit:
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/immunization/requirements/.
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Virginia Immunization Information System (VIIS). Private schools with a registered nurse on staff may access the
VIIS, which consolidates patient immunization histories. For information, visit:
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/immunization/viis/.

Medication Administration in Accredited Private Schools


Prescription Medication Administration. A trained, unlicensed private school employee who has completed a
medication administration training (MAT) program approved by the Board of Nursing (BON) and obtained written
authorization from a parent or guardian may administer medication in accordance with the prescription label to the
specific child for whom the medication was dispensed by the pharmacy. Va. Code § 54.1-3408(O). Medical Home
Plus, a private entity, currently administers the only BON-approved training program. Medical Home Plus’ website
contains the latest information on approved courses: http://www.medhomeplus.org/MAT/index.php.
Doctors (MD, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs) working in private schools in Virginia are
authorized to administer prescription medications with parental consent. Va. Code § 54.1-3408(A).



Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) and Medication Administration. In general, outside of emergency medical
care, EMTs are not authorized to provide medical care in school settings. Schools should not rely on EMTs for daily
medical care.



Epinephrine Administration. Authorized employees of private schools may possess and administer non-student
specific epinephrine to a student believed to be having an anaphylactic reaction. Va. Code § 54.1-3408(D). Those
employees who in good faith administer epinephrine to a student believed to be having an anaphylactic reaction are
not liable for damages arising from ordinary negligence. Additionally, when the employee is covered by the Good
Samaritan statute, the school is also covered. Va. Code § 8.01-225. Schools should adopt and implement anaphylaxis
policies to ensure safe possession and administration within the school community.



Administering Insulin and or Glucagon to Children with Diabetes. Child day care providers and non-medical
personnel in private schools who administer or plan to administer medication to students with diabetes who require
insulin and/or glucagon must successfully complete an additional MAT training course specific to diabetes. Medical
Home Plus offers Diabetes in Child Care Settings, a classroom-based training, and Administration of Emergency
Rectal Medications in Child Care Programs, an online training program. See Medical Home Plus’ website for more
information: http://www.medhomeplus.org/MAT/index.php.



Administering Injected Medications for the Treatment of Adrenal Crisis. Private school employees may be trained
in the administration of injected medications for the treatment of adrenal crisis. A BON-approved training program
is not required. Private schools should consult with legal counsel when developing a plan prior to accepting a
student with a diagnosed condition requiring this treatment. Va. Code § 54.1-3408(Z).

Physical Exams
The Guidelines for Healthcare Procedures in Schools recommend that a school physical be completed by a qualified
licensed physician, nurse practitioner or physician assistant within 12 months of pupils entering kindergarten or
elementary school for the first time. The Guidelines are available on the Virginia Department of Health website:
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/content/uploads/sites/58/2016/12/VDH-Guidelines-for-Healthcare-Procedures-inSchools_2017.pdf.
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The Virginia Independent School Athletic Association (VISAA) does not require student athletes to undergo physical
examinations prior to participation. Additional information on the VISAA eligibility requirements is available on the
VISAA website: http://www.visaa.org/about-us/policies-and-procedures/visaa-rules-and-guidelines/article-v-eligibilityrules/. Schools requiring student athletes to undergo physical examinations prior to participation should have a school
nurse or school health representative review those reports.

Mandated Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting


Employees of private schools who have a reason to suspect that a child is abused or neglected must report the
matter immediately to the local department of the county or city wherein the child resides or wherein the abuse or
neglect is believed to have occurred, or to the Department of Social Services’ child abuse and neglect hotline. Va.
Code § 63.2-1509(A). Employees who file such a report are immune from civil liability unless it can be proven that
the employee acted in bad faith or with malicious intent. Va. Code § 63.2-1512. In lieu of personal reporting, the law
allows school employees with such abuse or neglect concerns to immediately notify the person in charge of the
school, or his or her designee, who shall then take responsibility for the report. In compliance with the law, a notice
outlining child abuse and neglect reporting responsibilities must be displayed within the schools. Va. Code § 22.1291.3. This notice can be downloaded at the Department of Social Services website:
http://www.dss.virginia.gov/abuse/mr.cgi.

Tuberculosis Screening


There are no state law requirements for private schools regarding Tuberculosis (TB) screening and school
employees. There are requirements for public school employees. Va. Code § 22.1-300. Private schools may adopt
these requirements into their policies and procedures. Additionally, private schools can communicate with their
local health department to establish TB recommendations and requirements.

Concussion Guidelines


There are no legal requirements in place relating to private schools and concussion protocol. Schools may refer to
the Virginia Board of Education Guidelines for Policies on Concussions in Student-Athletes for concussion policies and
procedures, available on the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/boe/guidance/health/2016-guidelines-for-policies-on-concussions-in-students.pdf.
Schools may also look to the local school division’s policies and procedures when implementing concussion protocol.



VCPE has created two webinars for use in private schools relating to concussions:
 Concussion Basics for School Personnel Part I, available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d133axxmlK4&feature=youtu.be
 Concussion Basics for School Personnel Part II, available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6liMbZbxScM&feature=youtu.be

Disease Outbreaks


The Board of Education defines an outbreak as the occurrence of more cases of disease than expected. In cases of
disease outbreaks in private schools, a report of the outbreak must immediately be made to the local health director
or to the Commissioner of Health. Va. Code § 32.1-37(B). The reporter is immune from liability so long as the report
is made without gross negligence or malicious intent. Va. Code § 32.1-38. Outbreaks should be reported, even if no
specific disease has been diagnosed. Common outbreaks in group settings are respiratory illnesses such as influenza,
gastrointestinal illnesses that cause vomiting and/or diarrhea, and communicable diseases such as chickenpox and
pertussis.
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Eating Disorder Awareness


Public school boards are required to provide parent educational information regarding eating disorders for students
in grades 5-12. Private schools are not required to provide these resources to parents but are encouraged to use
these public school resources when appropriate. More information may be found on the Virginia Department of
Education’s School Health website: http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/health_medical/index.shtml

National School Lunch Program (NSLP)


The National School Lunch Program (NSLP) is a federally-assisted meal program operating in public and certain
private schools and residential child care institutions providing nutritionally balanced, low-cost or free lunches to
children each school day. More information may be found on the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) website:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/lunch/. Private schools are reminded that involvement in any state or federal
program – depending on the program – may subject the school to legal requirements and ramifications well-beyond
the scope of that particular program.

V. SCHOOL SAFETY
Emergency Management & Disaster Response Plan (DRP)


Private schools must have a written DRP in place, which ensures that school crisis plans include all hazards. Schools
should annually review, practice and update DRPs. Resources are available to assist with this process on the Virginia
Department of Education’s Division of School Safety webpage:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/safety_crisis_management/school_safety/index.shtml



Fire Drills and Lock-Down Drills. There is no legal requirement that Virginia private schools conduct fire drills or lockdown drills. Public schools must have two fire drills and two lock-down drills within the first 20 days of school and
then two additional of both fire and lock-down drills during the remainder of the school year. These drills are
essential to an emergency response plan and are a best practice for private schools. 8VAC20-131-260(B).

Security and Private School Campuses


Possession of Weapons.
o The following weapons are prohibited on both public and private school campuses:
 stun gun or Taser;
 knife, other than a pocket knife having a folding metal blade of less than three inches;
 any pistol, revolver or other firearm;
 any flailing instrument (e.g. nun chuck);
 any disc having at least two points or pointed blades which is designed to be thrown (i.e. throwing
star); and
 any weapon of like kind. Va. Code §§ 18.2-308, 18.2-308.1(A).
o

Exemptions to these prohibitions include the following:
 persons who possess the weapon as a part of the school’s curriculum or activities;
 a person possessing a knife used for food preparation or service and using it for such purpose;
 persons who possess the weapon as part of a school-sponsored program;
 any law enforcement officer, or qualified retired law-enforcement officer;
 any person who possesses a knife which he uses customarily in his trade;
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a person who possesses an unloaded firearm that is in a closed container, or a knife having a metal
blade, in a motor vehicle, or an unloaded shotgun or rifle in a firearms rack in a motor vehicle;
a person who has a valid concealed handgun permit and possesses a concealed handgun while in a
motor vehicle in a parking lot, traffic circle or other means of vehicular ingress or egress to the
school; and
a school security officer licensed to carry firearms onto school property to provide protection to
students and employees. Va. Code § 18.2-308.1(C).



Sale and Manufacture of Drugs. It is illegal to distribute or manufacture any controlled substance, imitation
controlled substance, or marijuana on the property of a private elementary or secondary school, within 1,000 feet of
the school or on any school bus. Va. Code §18.2-255.2(A).



School Security Officers in Private Schools. According to legislation passed in 2019, “private or religious schools
may employ school security officers”, as defined in Va. Code §22.1-208.2:1. Please carefully review the
aforementioned Va. Code and/or consult with legal counsel prior to employing a school security officer at your
school to ensure compliance with the provisions of the law.

Sex Offender Notifications and Restrictions


Upon request, the Virginia State Police will notify any school or child day center when a sex offender lives in the
same or contiguous zip code of that school or child day center. Va. Code § 9.1-914.



Subject to narrow exceptions, anyone convicted of a sexually violent offense is prohibited from working or engaging
in any volunteer activity at a private school:
o during school hours and during school-related and school-sponsored activities, upon any school or child day
center property;
o on any school bus; or
o upon any property, public or private, during hours when such property is solely being used by a school for a
school-related or school-sponsored activity. Va. Code § 18.2-370.5(A).

Protection for Private School Employees


Battery against any full-time or part-time school employee engaged in the performance of his or her duties is
punishable as a Class 1 misdemeanor. The punishment includes a sentence of 15 days in jail, two days of which shall
be a mandatory minimum sentence. Va. Code § 18.2-57(D). The punishment is more severe if the crime involves a
firearm or other weapon.

Seclusion and Restraint Policy


Private schools outside of the special education sector are not required to have seclusion and restraint policies.
Schools are encouraged to review the Virginia Board of Education’s guidelines focusing on physical restraint and
seclusion, available from the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/boe/meetings/2016/02-feb/agenda-items/item-g-presentation.pdf. Additional
information is available on the U.S. Department of Education’s resource document on restraint and seclusion,
available on the U.S. Department of Education website: https://www2.ed.gov/policy/seclusion/restraints-andseclusion-resources.pdf.
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Bullying Definition and Policy


Although public school divisions are required to have anti-bullying policies, there is no such requirement for private
schools. Private schools are nonetheless encouraged to develop, implement and enforce an anti-bullying policy.
Related resources may be found on the Department of Education’s Bullying Prevention website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/bullying/index.shtml.

Science Classroom Safety


Eye Protection. Private schools must furnish protective eye devices, free or at cost, for students, teachers and
visitors participating in specified vocational or industrial arts shops or laboratories. Va. Code § 22.1-275(2).



School Chemistry Laboratory Safety Guide. Although Virginia law does not address laboratory safety beyond eye
protection at this time, schools are encouraged to refer to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s School
Chemistry Laboratory Safety Guide, which provides information on industry standards. That guide is available from:
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2007-107/pdfs/2007-107.pdf.

VI. STUDENT RECORDS
Student Record Protection, Retention, Destruction and Distribution


Private schools should have a policy in place to protect student records. Student records should be protected against
loss by fire and theft, should only be available to authorized persons and should provide for the protection of
records into perpetuity. Data protection laws are evolving, and some laws, if applicable, may conflict with the
storage of records in perpetuity.



Schools have a legal obligation to provide any parent, regardless of whether such parent has custody, with the
academic and health records of that parent’s minor child, unless a court has ordered otherwise for good cause
shown. Va. Code § 20-124.6(A). For purposes of this obligation, the Virginia Code defines “health records” (Va. Code
§ 32.1-127.1:03(B)); it does not define “academic records” for purposes of this statute.



General Schedule No. 21 (GS-21) governs public school records and can be used by private schools to establish or
revise policies for managing student records, including retention and destruction timelines and methods. GS-21 is
available on the Library of Virginia website: http://www.lva.virginia.gov/agencies/records/sched_local/GS-21.pdf.



Social Security Numbers. Virginia law has specified procedures for destroying public records containing social
security numbers, whether in paper or hardcopy form. 17 VAC 15-120-30. Private schools should consult with legal
counsel to model policies that safeguard privacy when storing and destroying records containing social security
numbers.



Accredited private schools are required to maintain a “custodian of records” and report information regarding the
“custodian of records” to VCPE in the VCPE Annual School Survey, distributed each September.

Diploma Requirements


Private schools are not required to meet the diploma requirements of state public schools. VCPE recommends that
accredited private schools meet or exceed the public school state requirements.
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Students with Disabilities. Special education students who are publicly placed in a private school are considered
public school students and must meet public school requirements to graduate. Credit accommodations are available
to students with disabilities who meet the required participation criteria. Additional information can be found in the
Guidelines for Standard Diploma Credit Accommodations for Students with Disabilities, available on the Virginia
Department of Education website:
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.doe.virginia.gov/administrators/superintendents_memos/2017/32517a.docx&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwio7N-wjtTdAhVP0FMKHc8FDPsQFggGMAE&client=internal-udscse&cx=000783915327965917031:ydjbl4xbjqo&usg=AOvVaw0Y4Ktbf41UMqbOhsCMupLc.

Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)


FERPA is a federal law that protects the privacy of student education records. The law applies to all schools that
accept federal funds. More information on FERPA can be found on the U.S. Department of Education website:
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html.



The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) offers a guide to public schools for understanding and applying
the requirements of FERPA, entitled Forum Guide to the Privacy of Student Information: A Resource for Schools. The
guide may serve as a resource for private schools developing student privacy policies. The guide is available on the
NCES website: http://nces.ed.gov/ pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=2006805.

VI. TRANSPORTATION
Regulations Governing Pupil Transportation


The Regulations Governing Pupil Transportation pertain to the transportation of both public and private school
students. 8VAC20-70-20, et. seq. Schools should consult with legal counsel to ensure compliance with school
transportation laws.



“Share the Ride.” Private schools may enter into agreements with public school divisions to provide transportation
to and from schools and school field trips. Va. Code § 22.1-176.1.

Child Safety Seats


Children age 7 years and younger must be properly secured in a child safety seat or booster seat while riding in a
vehicle, regardless of the child’s weight or height. Va. Code § 46.2-1095(A).

Specifications for School Buses


School buses must be in compliance with state law. Information on specifications for Virginia school buses can be
found on the Virginia Department of Education’s Virginia School Bus Specifications website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/transportation/school_buses/index.shtml.



School Bus Driver Requirements. School bus drivers must meet strict state requirements in order to operate school
buses, including undergoing a Board of Education-approved physical examination, furnishing a clean driving and
criminal record from the previous 5 years, furnishing a signed statement from two persons in the school division or
the driver’s community showing the person is of good moral character, successfully completing the Virginia
commercial driver’s license school bus test and reaching the age of 18 by the first day of the school year. Va. Code §
22.1-178(A). Training requirements for persons to be employed as school bus drivers include the successful
completion of a 24-hour Department of Education classroom course and 24 hours of behind-the-wheel training.
8VAC20-70-350(2).
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Activity Buses


Multifunction School Activity Bus (MFSAB). MFSABs are school buses whose purposes do not include transporting
students to and from home or school bus stops. 8VAC20-70-10. MFSAB drivers must complete the same training as
normal school bus drivers, but MFSAB drivers are not required to obtain a commercial driver’s license. A relevant
memorandum from the Virginia Department of Education was issued in April 2018 and is available on the Virginia
Department of Education website: http://www.doe.virginia.gov/administrators/superintendents_memos/2018/09918.shtml; Va. Code § 22.1-178.



15-Passenger Vans. Conventional 12-passenger to 15-passenger vans cannot be sold or leased as new vehicles to
carry students to and from schools and child day care facilities on a regular basis. 49 U.S. Code § 30112. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration and National Transportation Safety Board found that 15-passenger vans are
prone to rollovers when at or above capacity. Passenger vans carrying 8 to 15 passengers are not required to be
manufactured to the same federal motor vehicle safety standards as traditional yellow school buses. As a result,
these vehicles do not provide the same degree of occupant protection to passengers that school buses do. VCPE
advises private schools seek legal counsel before choosing any vehicle to transport students.

VII. TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
Internet Safety Requirements


Acceptable Internet Use Policy (AUP). Schools that accept federal funds for internet access must select a technology
for school computers that filters or blocks access to child pornography and obscenity. Va. Code § 22.1-70.2. More
information on this requirement and other aspect of the mandated policy can be found on the Department of
Education’s website: Acceptable Internet Use Policy.



Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA). Schools that accept federal funds for internet access are bound by the
federal CIPA. 47 C.F.R. 54.520. These private schools must certify compliance with three requirements: an internet
safety policy that protects against obscene visual depictions, a technology protection measure that filters internet
access and a public notice and hearing to address the first two requirements. Virginia law mirrors all but the public
hearing obligations. Va. Code § 22.1-70.2.



E-Rate Program. The federal E-rate program ensures that schools have affordable access to modern
telecommunications and information services. Private schools that participate in the E-Rate program must comply
with both federal internet safety requirements, including CIPA. More information about the E-Rate program can be
found on the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/technology/edtech_plan/infrastructure_program/erate/index.shtml, as well
as the U.S. Department of Education website: http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oii/nonpublic/erate.html.

Virtual Schools


Multi-divisional Online Providers (MOPs) are generally private organizations that contract with a local school board
to provide online courses. Va. Code § 22.1-212.23. A private virtual school may apply to be a MOP. Such a virtual
school must go through an application process administered by the Department of Education. Additional
information can be found on the Virginia Department of Education website:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/virtual_learning/index.shtml
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Social Media and Use of School IT Resources


It is strongly recommended that schools maintain and enforce policies to address the use of their information
technology systems and equipment, as well as the use of social media, by employees. Schools should consult with
legal counsel to ensure such policies address the myriad of issues associated with the use of the internet, social
media, and school equipment and systems by employees. It is also recommended that schools implement
acceptable use of the internet and school equipment and systems by students.

VIII. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Asbestos


Schools must implement asbestos management plans. Asbestos inspections and management plans must follow the
federal requirements of the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA). A summary of AHERA is available on
the EPA’s Asbestos and School Buildings website: https://www.epa.gov/asbestos/asbestos-and-school-buildings.



The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) asbestos information page includes details on the
responsibility of employers in general in keeping a safe work place: http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/asbestos/index.html.



The Virginia Department of Labor and Industry offers additional information on state asbestos regulations:
https://www.doli.virginia.gov/asbestos-faqs/.

Fire Inspections


The State Fire Marshal’s Office (SFMO) must inspect child day centers operated by religious institutions that are
exempt from licensure by the Department of Social Services. Va. Code§ 63.2-1716(2). The SFMO will annually inspect
private schools in areas of the state that do not have a local fire marshal. Additional information is available on the
Virginia Department of Fire Programs, State Fire Marshal’s Office website: https://www.vafire.com/state-firemarshals-office/.

Food Service Requirements


Local health departments regulate school kitchen and kitchen staff, water supply, sewage hookups and conduct food
safety inspections. Schools should investigate and assess the state’s food service requirements before determining
whether or not to operate a cafeteria or have a kitchen on campus. Additional information can be found on the
Virginia Department of Health’s Food Safety in Virginia website: http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/environmentalhealth/food-safety-in-virginia/.



For those schools serving food, the Virginia Department of Health requires food establishment inspections. The
school must have a permit to serve food to children. The State Health Commissioner has the authority to inspect the
facility upon presentation of credentials and consent by the administrator of the private school. Va. Code § 35.1-5. If
consent is denied, the Health Commissioner may seek a warrant authorizing such inspection.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)


OSHA serves to prevent work-related injuries, illnesses and deaths and provides the standards for safety in the
workplace. Virginia private schools are bound by OSHA. For general information on OSHA requirements, visit:
http://www.osha.gov/.
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Bloodborne Pathogens Standards. OSHA regulations govern exposure to blood and bloodborne pathogens in the
workplace. Training is required to comply with these requirements and falls under OSHA. Training resources schools
may use are available online: http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/bloodbornepathogens/index.html.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)





The Title III ADA Standards for Accessible Design establish the design requirements for the construction and
alteration of facilities. Religious entities may be exempt from the requirements of Title III. Facilities constructed or
altered after January 26, 1992 must comply with the ADA Standards or the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards.
Resources providing more information available to private schools include:
o ADA Checklist for Existing Facilities: http://www.adachecklist.org
o ADA Best Practices Toolkit: http://www.ada.gov/pcatoolkit/toolkitmain.htm
o Common ADA Errors and Omissions in New Construction and Alterations:
http://www.dinf.ne.jp/doc/english/Us_Eu/ada_e/ada/crt/ada/error.html
o Guidance on the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design:
https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStandards/Guidance2010ADAstandards.htm
Additionally, ADA Information Services are listed on the United States Department of Justice website:
http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/agency.htm.
In recent years, schools have faced lawsuits over online accessibility as well, such as relating to the presentation,
accessibility and use of school websites. VCPE strongly advises that private schools seek legal counsel to ensure
compliance with or exemption from any federal or state accessibility requirement.

IX. EARLY EDUCATION
Child Day Centers


Child day centers are programs offered to two or more children under the age of 13 in a facility that is not the
residence of the provider or of any of the children in care or 13 or more children at any location. 22VAC40-185-10.
Examples of child day centers include child care centers, before-school and after-school programs, nursery schools
and certain camps. Resources and other information about child day centers may be found on the Virginia
Department of Social Services website: https://dss.virginia.gov/family/cc/index.cgi. The law places significant
regulation upon the operation of child day centers – their facilities, staff and administration.



Licensure and Exemptions. Generally, child day centers must be licensed, unless the center meets an exemption. Va.
Code § 63.2-1715, 1716 or 1717. Child day centers operated by accredited private schools may be exempt from
licensure requirements. Schools seeking licensure exemption should consult with legal counsel. The word
“exemption” in this context can be misleading, as “exempt” programs may still have to comply with significant state
regulation and oversight.
o

Certified Preschools. Preschool or nursery school programs operated by accredited private schools may be
exempt from licensure as certified preschools, subject to, among other provisions, pupil to instructional
adult ratio, age of student body, level of instruction to preschool classes and attendance specifications. Va.
Code § 63.2-1717. Additional information relating to certified preschools is available on the DSS Certified
Preschools website: http://www.dss.virginia.gov/facility/preschool.cgi.

o

Religious Exempt Child Day Centers. Child day centers operated by religious institutions may be exempt
from licensure. Religiously exempt child day centers must meet the requirements of the federal tax
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exemption for religious purposes or be exempt from paying local real estate taxes on the property owned by
a sponsoring religious institution. Va. Code § 63.2-1716. Other requirements apply.


Summer Camps. Accredited private schools may operate a summer program with both athletic and instructional
activities as an extension of the school. For purposes of licensure, these types of summer programs are considered
child day centers and do not requiring state licensing. Va. Code § 63.2-1715(A)(14).

Federal and State Child Care Assistance Programs


Child day centers that accept students through state subsidy programs must comply with state and federal safety
and health standards. Additional information is available on the DSS Child Care Assistance webpage:
https://dss.virginia.gov/family/cc/assistance_providers.cgi.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

(

Planning Commission
Chuck Johnston, Director of Planning & Community Development&
Debra Mathis, Zoning Officer .-Q /‘
July 10, 2013
Special Use Permit 2013-07: Operation of a Bed & Breakfast

ISSUE
Robert and Diana Almy are seeking approval of a special use permit in order to operate a
bed & breakfast at Braehead Manor, 123 Lee Drive. The property is zoned R-2,
Residential.
BACKGROUND
Located within the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park, the property
includes 18.8 acres and an historic house with 6,000 square feet of living area. Built in
1859 for John Howison, the Braehead mansion has historical significance from its role in
the Civil War and serves as an architectural example of the Greek Gothic Revival style of
construction.
Mr. and Mrs. Almy purchased Braehead in 2008 and have completed a restoration of the
house, guided by an historic easement placed on the property by the Virginia Department
of Historic Resources (DHR). To share the architectural and historical importance of the
house and surrounding property the Almy’s propose using the house as a bed and
breakfast with 3 suites, a small meeting venue and rental of the grounds for larger special
events.
The property is located in the R-2, Residential zoning district. The R-2 district permits
bed and breakfast lodgings with the approval of a special use permit. The Braehead
property is not included in the Old and Historic Fredericksburg District.
SPECIAL USE PERMIT ANALYSIS
Special use permits are evaluated according to the criteria contained in Section 78-994 of
the Zoning Ordinance, as follows:

(a) The proposed special use at a specified location shall be:
(1) In harmony with the adopted Comprehensive Plan;
The property lies within Planning Area 10: Lafayette Boulevard/National Park. The
future land use map in the Comprehensive Plan designates this property as parkiand.
This land use category includes open space that is used or intended for use as a
recreational area. 123 Lee Drive is situated roughly in the center of the National Park
Service’s (NPS) property which runs from Lafayette Boulevard in a south east direction
to the jurisdictional line between the City and Spotsylvania County. Properties to the east
of the Braehead site are recommended by the Comprehensive Plan as remaining general
industrial and areas to the west of the site are shown as low density residential.

A valuable source of information and data which form the foundation for the
Comprehensive Plan goals, policies and initiatives is found within Appendix A. Several
references are made in this Appendix that are appropriate in the review of this permit:
Continued protection of historic sites and adaptive reuse of historic buildings is
essential to maintaining a vibrant community that retains its character while
providingfor long term economic growth. [Page A-28j
Any community with historic buildings can adopt policies to preserve them. A
historic setting without activity, however, provides only a passive experience. A
truly vibrant community will be defined by how the zoning ordinance allows
historic buildings to be used and reused. [Page A-30}
In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district
(2)
regulations;

The R-2 zoning district was created to provide for low density residential uses and those
uses allowed by special use are those customarily expected in a residential neighborhood.
(3) In harmony with the existing uses or planned uses of neighboring
properties.

The requested special use permit is somewhat unique in that Braehead is a privately
owned estate within the boundaries of a national park. The DHR holds an easement on
the property which requires prior approval for any physical changes to the interior or
exterior of the house and grounds. The NPS closely monitors traffic and signage within
the park itself. The oversight provided by these 2 entities provides additional assurance
for the protection and maintenance of the house and grounds.
(b) The proposed special use and related improvements shall be designed,
sited, landscaped and otherwise configured such that the use will not hinder
or discourage the appropriate development or use of adjacent, neighboring

or community land and structures, or impair the economic, social or
environmental value thereof.
Staff concurs with the applicant that the proposed use of Braehead for a bed and breakfast
with live-in proprietors and as a meeting venue with a maximum of 30 attendees will
have no discernable impact on neighboring properties. The ten parking spaces existing
on site are sufficient for the bed and breakfast and limited meeting venue.
On June 17, 2013, after the submission of this special use application, the Almy’s entered
into an agreement to purchase an adjacent property accessed from Central Road in the
industrial park. [see Attachment 1] The applicants intend to consolidate this new parcel,
zoned 1-2, General Industrial, with 123 Lee Drive in order to provide parking that will
accommodate outdoor events for up to 200 guests without disturbing the historic
property. Once the applicants close on the 9.4-acre 1-2 parcel, staff recommends the
property owners initiate a Comprehensive Plan amendmentlrezoning of this parcel to R-2
and request an amendment to this special use permit that will permit development of a
parking area for outdoor events to be held on-site.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff finds that the application meets the criteria noted above for the use of 123 Lee Drive
as a bed and breakfast and small meeting venue and recommends approval of the special
use permit with the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

That the use of the property shall be in accordance with the application and
supporting materials dated May 31, 2013.
That the proposed use of the property commence within eighteen months of the
date of adoption of this Resolution.
That the proposed use is permitted only so long as it continues and is not
discontinued for more than two years.
Meetings and events shall be limited to no more than 30 attendees.

ATTACHMENT:
1.
2.

Application and Supporting Materials
Proposed Development of 123 Lee Drive

Application # SUP________

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
Prior to submitting a Special Use Permit application you ivill need to contact the Building &
Development Services Office at (540)3 72-1080 to schedule a pre-plan conference.

Definition
Special permit uses are uses which may have an undue impact or are incompatible with other land
uses within a given area. These uses may be allowed, however, with conditions specified in the
Special Use Pennit issued by the City Council. Each special permit use is carefully evaluated. The
City may decide upon conditions for approval but may also deny such uses as incompatible with
existing uses or the surrounding areas.
Please see Division 31. Variances, Special Use Permits, Special Exceptions in the Zoning Ordinance
for a full description and requirements.
Application Requirements
Special permit use applic
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Total area of the property.
Location and dimensions of all existing structures and facilities.
Location and dimensions, including height, of all proposed structures, site improvements,
facilities, parking and loading access points, utilities and landscaping.
Description of the development’s impact on neighboring and adjacent properties.
A certified plat, signed and sealed by a professional surveyor as well as by an engineer andlor
architect who is qualified to certif’ structural, grading, utility, and other site improvements.
Statement of proposed use, ownership, maintenance plan, management program, and other
information, to include hours of operation, proposed number of employees, operator’s
qualifications, traffic impact projections, market area to be served, and architectural features
of proposed structures.

Planning Commission and City Council Action

The Planning Commission will provide public notice and hold a public hearing concerning a Special
Use Permit before rendering a decision. Upon a recommendation by the Planning Commission, the
City Council will render a final decision on all applications within sixty (60) days after the Planning
Commission has acted upon it.

_____________________________________

Special Use Permit Appeal
Appeals of City Council action on special use permit applications may be filed with the Clerk of the
Circuit Court, within 30-days of City Council Action.
Conditions
The City may impose conditions upon a Special Use Permit as it may deem necessary in the public
interest to secure compliance with the Zoning Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan including, but
not limited to, the following conditions:
1.
Limit the hours of operation.
2.
Place a time limit on the Special Use Permit and require that it be periodically renewed or
extended.
The City may also revoke a Special Use Permit, but must hold a hearing on the revocation and shall
notice of the hearing.
give the holder at least ten (10) days

written

Extensions/Renewal of Permits
Applications for extension or renewal of Special Use Permits must be filed in writing to the Zoning
Administrator ninety (90) days before the expiration ofthe permit. The City will monitor the Special
Use Permit to determine if the use continues to satisfy the conditions of the original permit.

Date of Application
Name of Applicant
Mailing Address
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Description of the development’s impact on neighboring and adjacent properties (please submit a
complete and accurate description on a separate sheet of paper):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compliance with Comprehensive Plan.
In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations.
In harmony with the existing uses of planned use of the neighboring properties.
Traffic Impact.
LIST OF ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNERS

IMPORTANT: To be consideredfor a special use permit, the applicant is required to provide a
list ofthe abuttingproperty owners andproperty owners immediately across the streetfrom the
subjectproperty, as shown on the current real estate tax assessment books. This information can
be obtainedfrom the Real Estate Division of the Commissioner of the Revenue’s Office, Room
107, Fredericksburg, City Hall, 715 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia, or the City’s
GIS. The applicant shall provide a copy of a tax map or composite of several tax maps
highlighting the properties thatproperty owner information is provided. Additional sheets may be
used f necessary.
Assessor’s Parcel No.

Name of Property
Owner

Mailing Address of Abutting
Property Owner

7778-67-9090

Arnold & Nadine Aguilera

209 Braehead Drive

7778-67-9163

Jack & Lurleen Brisben

207 Braehead Drive

7778-67-9264

John & Stacy Howard

205 Braehead Drive

7778-67-9315

Stacy Scott

203 Braehead Drive

7778-77-0446

William & Barbara Simpson

9 Lockhart Circle

7778-77-1653

Victor & Sandra Meyer

8 Lockhart Circle

7778-77-1718

Richard & Patricia Blair

7 Lockhart Circle

3

The undersigned is aware that any Special Use Permit issued is revocable on the failure of either the
operator of the use covered or the owner of the property to observe all requirements of law with
respect to the maintenance and conduct of the use and all conditions in connection with the permit
that were designated by the City of Fredericksburg in issuing same.

Signature oHk’pplicant
PRINT NAME:

Date
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Signature of Pr(erty Owner
PRINT NAME:

Date
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NOTE: PLEASE BEA WARE TIM T YOU WILL NOTBE CONTA CTED PRIOR TO THE PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING UNLESS THE STAFF HAS QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE
APPLICATION A COPY OF THE STAFF MEMO WILL BE EMAILED TO THE APPLICANT.
MEMOS WILL BE A VAILABLE THE FRIDAY PRIOR TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION
MEETING.
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Action by Planning Commission___________________________________________________

Date________________________
Action by City Council___________________________________________________________
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SIGN POSTING AFFIDAVIT
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being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

(Name of Affiant)

i)1On the 3i
day of /‘1c \/
20
public hearing/notice sign(s), as
supplied by the Department of Planning and Community Development, shall be posted in accordance
with City sign posting procedures as stated on the reverse of this affidavit, on the property that is the
subject ofthis application. The sign(s) shall be maintained in good condition on said property until
after the public hearing/meeting.
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Signature of Affiant
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Commonwealth of Virginia
City of Fredericksburg
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and City aforesaid, do hreby certifj that
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a Notary Public in and for the State
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before me and acknowledged the same.
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Subscribed and sworn before me this
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Notary Signature
Notary Registration #
Commission expires
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SIGN POSTING PROCEDURES
Instructions
It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that the sign(s) remain on the project site for the required
time and are maintained in good/legible condition until after the public hearing date.

Site Postint Procedure
Sign(s) shall be posted at least five (5) business days before the public hearing/meeting. The
applicant shall complete a notarized affidavit stating the sign(s) shall be posted in accordance with
these procedures. Within three (3) days of posting the sign the applicant shall provide to the office
of Planning and Community Development a photograph of the posted sign. Failure to submit a
notarized affidavit and/or photograph of the posted sign may result in the removal of the
application from the scheduled meeting agenda.
Information required on the sign(s) shall be completed by a member of the planning staff and
provided to the applicant for posting. Sign(s) should not be returned to the Planning Department.

A minimum of one sign shall be placed along any adjacent arterial street. Signs should be posted
every 600 feet when a street frontage adjacent to a project exceeds that distance. Sign(s) shall be
placed parallel to the roadway.
Sign(s) shall be placed on the property in the most visible location available in such a manner that
landscaping or other obstructions do not impair the visibility of the sign(s) from the street. The
sign(s) shall not be placed on the public street right-of-way. The sign(s) should not be placed more
than 10 feet behind the property line adjacent to the street.
The Planning Department may vary any of the above guidelines where there are special
circumstances in order to ensure that the sign(s) will be visible to the general public.

The undersigned acknowledges that he/she has read this procedure and understands how and
where to post the required sign(s).

Date

Applicant Signaturp’
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Special Use Permit Application; BRAEHEAD MANOR
1. INTRODUCTION
Nestled adjacent to the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park is one of the best
kept secrets of the City of Fredericksburg the Braehead mansion. Built in 1859 by John
Howison, the property known as Braehead, was a witness house to the Battles of Fredericksburg.
As one of three surviving homes on the southern end of the Battlefield, Braehead was a popular
wayside stop for soldiers entering and leaving Fredericksburg. General Lee, whose command
post was yards away on what is now known as Lee’s Hill, took breakfast at Braehead on the
morning of the first day of the first Battle of Fredericksburg. After the second Battle of
Fredericksburg the Union Army occupied the home causing mayhem, destruction, and fear
among Braehead’s residents. Used for courts martial, as a hospital and a staging area for troops,
Braehead retains a record of these visitors of the past as witnessed by the graffiti on a wall, the
spur marks on the stair risers and a bullet hole by the front door.
-

In addition to its historical importance, Braehead is also unique in its architecture. An example of
the Greek Gothic Revival style the home has two towers connected by a hyphen and boasts an
English basement. The home was constructed from brick salvaged from structures predating
Brachead, from brick made on the property and from brick brought in from the outside. The
formal tower contains examples of wood graining, marbleized woodwork, and heart pine floors.
When the property was sold to the current owners in 2008, much of the original furniture dating
back to the historical period of significance conveyed with the home and remains a fixture at
Braehead today.
Until 2008, Braehead had remained in the Howison family for almost one hundred and fifty
years. During this time the property served as a dairy farm, residence, and in the 1 990s a bed and
breakfast. Over the years the home had fallen into severe disrepair. In 2008, Braehead was
purchased by Robb and Diana Almy who undertook a multi-year historically sensitive restoration
of the property and grounds. The home remains under a historic easement administered by the
Virginia State Department of Historic Resources. As we celebrate the sesquicentennial of the
Civil War in Fredericksburg, Braehead remains a shining jewel of Fredericksburg history,
architecture and culture.

2. TOTAL AREA OF PROPERTY
18.846 acres (820,934 sq. ft.)
3. PROPOSED USES
The applicants propose the following three uses for the property:
(a) Bed and Breakfast in the Existing Residence
Three suites, two on the first floor and one on the second floor, will be available for
rental. The home’s entrance hall, dining room and parlor will be available for guests to
gather and have breakfast.
(b) Meeting Venue in the Existing Residence
The homets entrance hall, dining room, parlor and exterior patios will be available for
separate rental for meetings, including off-site office meetings, retreats, small

conferences andlor lectures, luncheons, teas, etc., accommodating a maximum of 30
people per meeting. Food served at such gatherings will be provided by off-site caterers.
(c) Outdoor Events Venue
The grounds of Braehead will be available for separate rental for outdoor events such as
weddings, birthday / anniversary parties, family reunions, workshops, fundraisers, and
similar gatherings for up to 200 people. Food served at outdoor events will be provided
by off-site caterers. Tents, tables and chairs, and portable lavatories will be brought onsite to accommodate the anticipated number of guests and requirements of the gathering.

The applicants will rent the home to Karen and Warren Bane who will serve as proprietors,
living in the home and overseeing the day-to-day operation of the property. The proprietors
will be responsible for maintaining the home and grounds, coordinating all on-site services
for guests, and for supervising the behavior of guests on the property.
Braehead Manor will be operate daily throughout the year, with the timing of any outdoor
events being limited seasonally by weather. The house and grounds will be maintained
much as they are presently, with regular cleaning and landscaping service.

4. CONFORMANCE WITH EASEMENTS AND LIFE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
Uses of the home and grounds proposed in this application are dependent upon review and
approval by a variety of local and state departments and authorities, including but not limited
to the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR), the City’s Building and
Development Services, Planning, the fire marshall, and the health department. The
applicants fully understand their responsibility to satisfy the requirements of these bodies.
The DHR holds an easement on the property which requires approval for any physical
changes to the interior or exterior of the house and on the grounds. While there are no
restrictions in this easement regarding the use of the home or property, the DHR’s purview
over alterations is significant and will help ensure that this historic resource is fully
protected.
A review of building code requirements was conducted for use of the house as a bed-andbreakfast and meeting venue, and the results are summarized here:
Per section 310 of the Virginia Construction Code (2009): “Proprietor occupied bed-andbreakfast and other transient boardingfacilities not more than three stories above grade
plane in height, that are also occupied as the residence of the proprietor, with a maximum of
five guest room sleeping units providedfor the transient occupants are permitted to be
classUled as either R-3 ofR-5 provide that smoke alarms are installed....” Thus, the life
safety requirements of the bed-and-breakfast use proposed is, from the perspective of the
building code, the same as those for a 1- or 2-family dwelling.
The use of the residence as a meeting venue in addition to the bed-and-breakfast requires a
more involved change of occupancy review to incorporate this ‘B’ (business) use. Using the
process outlined in chapter 8 of the Virginia Rehabilitation Code (2009), a review was made
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of the relative hazards between the ‘R’ (residental) and ‘B’ (business) uses; no additional
hazards were identified.

5. PARKING
On-site parking is limited. There are two spaces on a parking patio on the west (Lee Drive)
side of the house which are would be reserved for the proprietors. An additional patio on the
east side of the house is large enough for eight cars; this will be available for guests of the
bed-and-breakfast.
Expansion of parking areas on this property are unlikely. The field adjacent to Lee Drive
could be used intermittently in dry weather for event parking but a more permanent substrate
in this field would not likely gain approval from the DHR.
On June 17, 2013, the applicants entered into an agreement to purchase an adjacent property
accessed from Central Road in the industrial park. Assuming the closing takes place by
August 1, 2013 as planned, the applicants propose to develop this land as required for
parking 50 cars. Guests to Brachcad will access the lot from Central Road, and access the
Braehead grounds via a proposed trail.
The applicants understand that the proposed parking area and trail and all associated
landscaping and lighting will need to be reviewed and approved by the City’s planning and
building departments, and that granting of a special use permit will be contingent upon all
s’uch approvals.

6. PROPERTY SURVEYS
Attaclunent A consists of two drawings prepared by a professional engineer that show (1) the
site in relation to neighboring properties and (2) existing conditions around the main
residence, including the driveway, accessory structures, and a proposed entrance gate.
7. IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT ON NEIGHBORING I ADJACENT PROPERTIES
The property is an important historic and architectural landmark and will be marketed as
such, appealing to people interested in the home and its furnishings as well as the historical
events that took place on the site. The proprietors will reside on the property, ensuring that
rules for the protection of the home and grounds are followed. The proprietors will also
ensure that the home and grounds are properly maintained, and that all guests coming to the
site are instructed on how to enter, park and exit in a safe and orderly manner.
The use of the residence as a bed-and-breakfast establishment will have no discernable
impact on neighboring properties as it will continue to function much the way it presently
does housing an active family of six.
The use of the residence as a meeting venue will also have little little impact on adjacent
properties. Since participants will either be shuttled to the site or access the site from the
industial park, there should be no increase in vehicular traffic. As an added benefit to the
community, open house events will allow the public to tour the home and grounds,
effectively sharing this cultural resource.
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Outdoor events will be held on the east side of the house, using existing landscaping and the
house itself to minimize visibility of guests from neighbors.
The applicants have met with the adjacent residential property owner Douglas McWhirt.
They have met with representatives from the National Park Service to discuss their plans for
Braehead Manor, with another meeting planned for June 3. The feedback they received has
been positive, particularly regarding the fact that many more people will now be able to see
the house and grounds.

8. PROPOSED NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
In the short term, Braehead Manor will not have any employees. As the venture builds up
and the property gains popularity as a wedding venue, it is possible that the proprietors may
hire one or more consultants who would live off property. It is envisioned that services such
as landscaping, cleaning, linens, catering, tents and specialty furniture, etc. will be procured
from local vendors as needed.

9. OPERATOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
WalTen and Karen Bane will be the operators of the bed and breakfast. Warren and Karen
share extensive experience in business and have roots that run deep into the Greater
Fredericksburg community.
Together, Warren and Karen successfully ran and managed the bed and breakfast at the
Charles Dick House from 2000-2002.
Warren worked in the banking industry for 28 years and served as the CEO of banks in the
Fredericksburg area. Upon his retirement from banking Warren has worked as a licensed real
estate agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia. He holds an MBA from the University of
South Carolina and is a Navy veteran.

For twelve years Karen successfully ran one of the unique downtown shops of
Fredericksburg, the Silver Spider. Karen was active in the Downtown Retail Merchants
Association and the Fredericksburg Regional Chamber of Commerce.
Both Warren and Karen bring the necessary business and life experience to ensure that the
operation of Braehead Manor will be successful and an asset to the Fredericksburg
community.

10. TRAFFIC IMPACT PROJECTIONS
The impact from bed-and-breakfast guests on traffic on Lee Drive will be minimal. A
maximum of 3 available suites (or 5 total guest rooms) will account for a maximum of 5
vehicles at any one time whose arrivals and departures will likely be staggered throughout
the day.

Because parking on the site is limited, it is envisioned that vans or shuttle-type vehicles will
bring participants to and from the site, with the result being significantly fewer vehicles /
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trips than if participants were to arrive in individual vehicles. In the event that a parking area
is created in the industrial park, this secondary access point would minimize traffic on Lee
Drive associated with these special events.

11. MARKET AREA TO BE SERVED
Brachead Manor will be marketed as an opportunity to experience history. Rooms will be
priced on par with other area bed-and-breakfasts. Elegant formal rooms will be available to
groups of professionals andlor associations looking for a special off-site meeting space; this
offering will be unique in the City of Fredericksburg and while the space is relatively small,
the applicants believe it will be in high demand. Groups like the Central Virginia Battlefield
Trust, which held its annual breakfast meeting on the grounds of the home in 2012, would be
typical of the type of organization invited to rent the space. The grounds of Braehead,
anchored by the historic walnut tree and the handsome residence, offer a private and
luxurious venue for weddings and other family-type events.
As a condition of the tax credits received to rehabilitate the home, Braehead must be open to
the public at least one day of every year. To accommodate this requirement, the proprietors
will likely hold an Open House event. This will allow members of the public to see the
house. Other events may be held to provide publicity for the accommodations, meeting and
party venues.

12. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND ZONING DISTRICT REGULATIONS
The Comprehensive Plan for the City of Fredericksburg (adopted September 25, 2007)
specifically notes the Braehead property as a historic resource in planning area 10. The plan
also notes that historic and cultural-based toursim is one of the four key areas of
Fredericksburg’s economy, and stresses the importance of planning initiatives to promote
heritage tourism and increasing lodging accommodations in historic neighborhoods. The
proposed use of the home would make a significant contribution to the area’s heritage
tourism initiatives.
None of the proposed uses of this 18.8 acre property are in conflict with the intent its R-2
zoning district regulations, under which ‘bed and breakfast lodgings’ is listed as a use
permitted by special permit.

13. ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES OF PROPOSED STRUCTURES
(a) Gates / Signage Lee Drive
Entrance from Lee Drive will be through a pair of stone pillars with a wood gate. The pillars
will have cast bronze signs engraved with “Braehead Manor” and “123 Lee Drive”. The
pillars and gate will be set back from Lee Drive since the National Park Serviceproperty
extends down the driveway from the entrance. Sheet 2 of Attachment A shows the proposed
gate design, details of which must be submitted to the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources (DHR) and to the City of Fredericksburg’s Building Department for review and
approval.
-

(b) Other Structures
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The applicants may propose other structures and landscape features to accommodate outdoor
events at Braehead Manor. Such structures will need to be reviewed and approved by the
DHR, which will ensure that such additions are appropriate for this house and property; such
structures will likely not be visible from neighboring properties or from Lee Drive. All
structures, landscaping and site lighting will be reviewed and permitted as required by the
City’s planning and building departments prior to construction / installation.
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
IN REPLYREFERTO

Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania
National Military Park
120 Chatham Lane
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22405

August 12, 2013

The Honorable Mary Katherine Greenlaw, Mayor
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

Dear Mayor Greenlaw:
We write regarding the request for a Special Use Permit at Braehead (123 Lee Drive) to operate
a bed and breakfast (B&B) with optional accommodations for meetings. This is a significant
historic property within the authorized boundary of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania NMP and
one that is particularly important for its location and association with the Battle of
Fredericksburg.
We are grateful for the efforts of the owners, Robert and Diana Almy, to keep us apprised of
their progress and for having us over to see the property and to hear about their plans. The work
accomplished to date is truly impressive and promises to bring new life to a valued property.
We are supportive of Braehead’s use as a B&B with three bedroom suites. A concern for us
involves increased traffic when it is used as a meeting space for up to thirty attendees. Traffic
impacts associated with its use as a B&B would appear to be negligible and we hope that traffic
associated with meetings can be directed to the proposed new parking area on Central Road in
order to mitigate potential impacts to our visitors traveling Lee Drive.
We understand that the present application does not address the request for Braehead’s use as a
wedding venue or other special events. We will offer comments on that permit request at the

appropriate time.
Sincerely,

Lucy Lawliss
Acting Superintendent

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
NOTIFICATION OF CITY ACTION
TO:

Robert and Diana Almy
123 Lee Drive

Fredericksburg, VA 22401

FROM:

Charles Johnston, Director, Community Planning and Building Department

DATE:

January 16,2014

RE:

SUP2013-13: Addition of an Outdoor Event Venue to an Existing Special
Use Permit

Your request for;

.Special Exception
Rezoning
XX

Special Use Permit

_Change of Non-Conforming Use
has been:

^Approved

XX

Approved with conditions

Denied

Other

At the January 14. 2014. meeting of the:

Planning Commission

XX

City Council

Your next step should be:
File additional/revised plans as required
XX Obtain other required permits
No further information is required

SPECIFICS/CONDITIONS (Continued on reverse, if necessary)
Your request for a Special Use Permit in order to allow for outdoor events at Braehead
Manor, 123 Lee Drive, with off-street parking on an adjoining parcel on Central Road
(GPIN #7778-87-1382, has been approved with the conditions listed on Resolution 1402 (attached).

Building & Development Services
Department of Public Works
IT Department

Commissioner of the Revenue

Fire Department

School Board

Economic Dev

Abutting Property Owners

/

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Chairman Friesner and Planning Commission Members
Debra L. Mathis, Zoning Administrator
December, 11, 2013
Special Use Permit SUP2O13-13: Addition of an Outdoor Event Venue To An
Existing Special Use Permit

ISSUE

Robert and Diana Almy are seeking approval to amend a special use permit by adding an
outdoor event venue at Braehead Manor, 123 Lee Drive, with off-site parking on an adjoining
parcel on Central Road, Geographic Parcel Identification Number (GPIN) 7778-87-1382. The
properties are zoned R-2, Residential (R-2) and 1-2, General Industrial (1-2).
BACKGROUND

On July 10, 2013 the applicants requested a special use permit to operate a bed and breakfast
establishment with a limited indoor meeting venue and an outdoor event venue for up to 200
people at Braehead Manor, 123 Lee Drive. Braehead Manor, built in 1859, is an historic
residence located in the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. Over the
years the property has served as a dairy farm, residence and a bed and breakfast.
Due to limited parking on site and an historic easement held by the Virginia Department of
Historic Resources (DHR), precluding expansion of the parking area, the applicants were
granted a special use permit limited to the operation of a bed and breakfast and small indoor
meeting venue limited to 30 attendees. (see Attachment 2)
Since the issuance of the above-referenced special use permit, the Almy’s have purchased an
adjoining parcel of land, on Central Road, accessed from the Blue and Gray Parkway, in the
Battlefield Industrial Park. The applicants’ request includes development of the adjoining
parcel, 9.43 acres of vacant land, with parking accommodations so as to rent the grounds for
outdoor events of up to 200 guests.
In calculating the number of parking spaces required for 200, it is reasonable, from a planning
perspective, to compare the use to other places of assembly with seating and require the
applicant to provide parking spaces at a rate of I space per every 4 seats.
Use of the Central Road parcel for parking is considered an accessory use to the bed and
breakfast establishment. Site improvements to the Central Road parcel will be handled
through the site plan process.
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SPECIAL USE PERMIT ANALYSIS

Special use permits are evaluated according to the criteria contained with the Unified
Development Ordinance, Section 203.F., as follows:
(a) The proposed special use at a specified location shall be:
(1) In harmony with the adopted Comprehensive Plan;

The property lies within Planning Area 10: Lafayette Boulevard/National Park. The future
land use map in the Comprehensive Plan designates this property as parkland. This land use
category includes open space that is used or intended for use as a recreational area. 123 Lee
Drive is situated roughly in the center of the National Park Service’s (NPS) property which
runs from Lafayette Boulevard in a south east direction to the jurisdictional line between the
City and Spotsylvania County. Properties to the east of the Braehead site are recommended by
the Comprehensive Plan as remaining general industrial and areas to the west of the site are
shown as low density residential.
A valuable source of information and data which form the foundation for the Comprehensive
Plan goals, policies and initiatives is found within Appendix A. Several references are made
in this Appendix that are appropriate in the review of this permit:
Continued protection of historic sites and adaptive reuse of historic buildings is
essential to maintaining a vibrant community that retains its character while
providingfor long term economic growth. [Page A-28]
Any community with historic buildings can adopt policies to preserve then,. A
historic setting without activity, however, provides only a passive experience. A truly
vibrant community will be defined by how the zoning ordinance allows historic
buildings to be used and reused. [Page A-30]
(2) In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations;

The R-2 zoning district was created to provide for low density residential uses and those uses
allowed by special use are those customarily expected in a residential neighborhood.
(3) In harmony with the existing uses or planned uses of neighboring properties.

The requested special use permit is somewhat unique in that Braehead is a privately owned
estate within the boundaries of a national park. The DHR holds an easement on the property
which requires prior approval for any physical changes to the interior or exterior of the house
and grounds. The NPS closely monitors traffic and signage within the park itself. The
oversight provided by these 2 entities provides additional assurance for the protection and
maintenance of the house and grounds.
(b) The proposed special use and related improvements shall be designed, sited,
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landscaped and otherwise configured such that the use will not hinder or
discourage the appropriate development or use of adjacent, neighboring or
community land and structures, or impair the economic, social or
environmental value thereof.

The applicant has planned the use of off-site parking to accomplish several goals:
1.

Access to the property from Central Road reduces added vehicular traffic on Lee Drive,
lessening potential traffic impact to the national park;

2.

Off-site parking accommodations will preserve the limited on-site parking for use by
handicapped guests.

3.

As shown on Attachment 3, a driveway connecting the off-site parking area to the
grounds provides access to commercial vehicle delivery of tents, tables, chairs, portable
restrooms and catered food, while respecting the National Park Service’s restriction of
commercial vehicles on Lee Drive; and

4.

Offers event attendees pedestrian access to the property from the east side of the
manor, reducing visual and auditory impacts to residents and visitors within the park.

The oversight provided by the DHR and the National Park Service will provide additional
assurance for the protection and maintenance of the house and grounds.
In considering an application for a Special Use Permit, the Planning Commission and
City Council shall consider potential adverse impacts including:
1.

Traffic or parking congestion;

Except for scheduled events, the parking area will be gated, reducing access to the
property.
A potential impact to the businesses within the industrial park is added vehicular traffic
for commercial deliveries and guest vehicles. Typically, events at Braehead Manor
will be held on weekends when most of the industrial park businesses are closed.
2.

Noise, lights, dust, odor, fumes, vibration, and other factors which adversely affect
the natural environment;

The applicants propose 25 feet of asphalt paving from Central Road to the parking area
to mitigate the migration of gravel onto the roadway.
In participation with representatives of the National Park Service, the applicants
contracted Hush Acoustics, LLC to evaluate sound levels from four different locations
adjacent to the house. The recommendation made from the evaluation is that speakers
used during events face east, toward the industrial park, to eliminate possible noise
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impact on Lee Drive. The details of the acoustical review are included with the
application’s supporting materials.
3.

Discouragement of economic development activities that may provide desirable
employment or enlarge the tax base;

Not applicable.
4.

Undue density of population or intensity of use in relation to the community
facilities existing or available;

Not applicable.
5.

Reduction in the availability of affordable housing in the neighborhood;

Not applicable.
6.

Impact on school population and facilities;

Not applicable.
7.

Destruction of or encroachment upon conservation or historic districts;

The bulk of the site improvements are to be made to the Central Road property. While
that property is not included in the DHR easement, there are some wetlands on the
south side of the parcel. The parking area itself will not encroach into the wetlands.
8.

Conformity with federal, state and local laws, as demonstrated and certified by
the applicant; and

All improvements associated with the parking area, stormwater management, low
impact development regulations and Chesapeake Bay Preservation Overlay ordinances,
are
to
subject
review
approval
and
by
the
City’s
Stormwater
Administrator/Environmental Planner, Kevin Utt.
9.

Massing and scale of the project.

Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION

Staff finds that the application meets the criteria noted above.
Recommend to City Council approval of an amendment a Special Use Permit,
granted on August 13, 2013, for the use of 123 Lee Drive for a bed and breakfast,
indoor event venue with no more than 30 attendees, so as to also allow and an outdoor
event venue with no more than 200 attendees with the following conditions:
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1. That the use of the property shall be in accordance with the application and
supporting materials dated May 31, 2013 and November 1, 2013.
2. That the proposed use of the property commence within eighteen months of the
date of adoption of this Resolution.
3. That the proposed use is permitted oniy so long as it continues and is not
discontinued for more than two years.
4. Indoor events shall be limited to no more than 30 attendees.
5. Outdoor events shall be limited to no more than 200 attendees.
6. That a site plan be submitted showing all facilities on the subject property and the
adjacent property owned by the applicant accessed by Central Road for approval
before any outdoor event activities occur.
ATTACHMENT:

2.
3.

Application and Supporting Materials
Proposed Development of 123 Lee Drive
Layout Plan, Page 2

Clariflcations for
Amended Special Use Permit AppHcation:

BRAEHEAD MANOR
1. Proof that all City taxes have been paid.
(see attachment)

2. The plan submitted needs to be signed by a professional.

(original and revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & Ingalls are signed by ???)

3. The plan needs to show location and types of landscaping for the
parking area.
(see revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & Ingalls)

4. Show the dimensions of the parking lot and dimensions of a typical
parking space.
(see revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & Ingalls)

5. Show proposed signage locations with setbacks to property lines
marked
(see revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & lngalls)

6. Plan needs to address the historic easement on the main property and
state no easement on the Central Road property.
(see revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & Ingalls, and letter from the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources)

7. DHR acknowledgement and approwal of the proposed plans.

(see attached letter from the Virginia Department of Historic Resources)

8. Environmental site assessments required
The proposed special use involves two separate parcels of land. The first is the 18.8 acre
original Braehead site, which contains the historic home called ‘Braehead’, is zoned R-1 and is
protectd by an easement held by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. The attached
letter from the DHR notes that the drive and walkway as configured “is consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation”. The DHR awaits details on the depth
and method(s) of ground disturbance to determine whether any archeological investigations will
be required. The proposed driveway shown on the attached site drawing indicates the intention
to place the driveway / walkway within the cleared powerline easement. The route does not
pass through or disturb any RPA. The final site plan permit drawings will include any water
quality assessments that may be required.
The second parcel which will contain the parking area for outdoor events is the 9.4 acre site in
the adjacent Industrial Park which is zoned 1-2. Parking lots are a ‘by-right’ use in 1-2 (Table
401 .B). As shown on ‘Existing Conditions’ Sheet 1 of the attached site drawings, the area of the
proposed gravel parking area and driveway also lies within a previously cleared portion of this
Submitted December 2, 2013

parcel; the clearing was done by previous owners of this lot. Neither the
parking lot or the
portion of the proposed driveway on this parcel cross any known RPAs. The
final site plan
permit drawings will include any water quality assessments that will be require
d.

9. The plan needs to show circulation for traffic entering/exiting main
property, access to handicapped parking, parking lot on Central Road and
the walkway/drop off area.
(see revised site drawings by Sullivan Donahoe & Ingalls)
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Department of Historic Resources
Douglas W. Domenech
Secretary of Natural Resources

2801 Kensington Avenue Richmond, Virginia 23221

Kathleen S. Kilpatrick
Director

Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391
TDD: (804) 367-2386
www.dhr.virginia.gov

November 21, 2013
Robb and Diane Almy
123 Lee Drive
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

RE:

Amended special use permit
Braehead, City of Fredericksburg
DHR File No. 111 -0306_ep

Dear Dr. and Mr. Aliny:
Thank you for contacting our office to discuss the proposed amendment to your existing special use
permit for your property, Braehead, located in the City of Fredericksburg. As you know, the
Virginia Board of Historic Resources holds an historic preservation easement on the property, which
requires that all alterations to the property receive the prior written approval of the Department of
Historic Resources (DHR).

The addition of the narrow drive and pedestrian walkway at the north corner of the easement
property is consistent with both the easement and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standardsfor
Rehabilitation. The location of this proposed path is reflected in site plan drawings by SDI dated
May 31, 2013. As presented, it will be occur within an existing clearing and will be approximately
20 feet wide so that no additional clearing of the property is necessary. Please supply us with the
method of installation and the depth of any required ground disturbance prior to the commencement
of any construction work so that we may delennine whether archaeological investigation will be
necessary.
Additionally, the amendment to the special use permit indicates that the proposed events will involve
tents. Please be aware that per state code, tents are considered structures, and therefore must receive
DFLR review and approval prior to installation in order to ensure consistency with Provision 2(v) of
the easement.
Please contact me if you have any additional questions.

Administrative Services
10 Courthouse Ave.
Petersburg, \‘A 23803
Tel: (804) 862-6416
Fax: (804) 862-6196

Capital Region Office
2801 Kensington Office
Richmond, VA 23221
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391

Tidewater Region Office
14415 Old Courthouse Way 2
Floor
Newport News, VA 23608
Tel: (757) 886-2807
Fax: (757) 886-2808

Western Region Office
962 Kime Lane
Salem, VA 24153
Tel: (540) 387-5428
Fax: (540) 387-5446

Northern Region Office
5357 Main Street
P0 Box 519
Stephens City, VA 22655
Tel (540) 868-7031
Fax: (540) 868-7033
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SPECIAL USE PERMIT
123 LEE DRIVE
GPIN 7778-76-8624

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA

GPIN 7778-76-8624
RO8B & DIANA ALMY
123 LEE DRIVE
18.846 ACRES

SITE DATA
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p
TO

United States Department of the Interior
NATiONAL PARK SERVICE
I
IN RE)’IYREFW tO:

Frcdcñckaburg and Spotcylvania
National Military Park
J?O Cliatham Janc
Prcderickcbnrg, Virginia 22405

December 05, 2013
Mi’. Charles R. Johnston
Director ol Community Planning and l3ui Iding Development
715 Princess Anne Street
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
Dear Mr. Johnston:
We write to provide comments on the proposed Special Use Permit that would allow weddings
and other special events to he held at Braehead, along Lee Drive on the Fredericksburg
Battlefield.
We have met several times with the Almys and appreciate their consideration and efforts to work
with us to address the park’s important issues associated with the project. To date, their
restoration work on the house has been outstanding and their work contributes weatly to bringing
Braehead back to life.
Our issues of concern that we discussed with the Alniys were focused on noise and vehicular
access and their impacts to the park setting and visitors.
With the Almys’ Ml cooperation, we believe we identified a level of soi.rnd that will not be
disruptive to park visitors—that will not diminish the visitor experience along Lee Drive at key
pull offs. We ask that those levels of allowable sound and a commitment to point sound systems
away from Lee Drive be articulated and adopted within the Special Use Permit.
Again, presented as the AMy’s proposal, we ask that the commitment to confine the focus of
main events to the side of the building away from Lee Drive also he articulated and adopted in
the Special Use Permit.
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We appreciate the Aimys’ efforts to develop access to Braehead from Central Road. We ask that
all advertisements or notifications for events clearly indicate the Central Road access and that
they do all that is possible to encourage access other than by Lee Drive and the short dirt
connecting road from Lee Drive to Central Road. Increased use of the dirt road, and thus Lee
Drive, is a major and ongoing concern, and we will work with the Almys and the City to monitor
and, if necessary, ameliorate those impacts when the permit is reviewed in subsequent years.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Aimys’ plans and wish them the best of luck in
their endeavor

Lucy Lawliss
Superintendent

03/03

MEMORANDUM
TO:
Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
FROM: James Newman, Zoning Administrator
DATE: November 13, 2020 for the November 18, 2020
Meeting
RE:
Special Use Permit and Special Exception for a
convenience store with gasoline sales and
associated parking

Issue
Should the Planning Commission recommend approval of a Special Use Permit for a convenience
store with gasoline sales, and a Special Exception for parking in excess of 175% of the minimum
required amount?

RECOMMENDATION
Deferral of a recommendation to the December 2nd, 2020 meeting. A recommendation, as well
as any necessary conditions, will be formulated pending the mitigation of issues identified in this
report.

GENERAL BACKGROUND
The applicant seeks to build a convenience store with gasoline sales (a Royal Farms brand
establishment), and to provide parking in excess of the minimum requirement. The station will
have 8 service pumps, as well as an in-door dining area.
Convenience Store
The proposed use is defined in City Code Section 72-84 as:
“A retail establishment which offers for sale, primarily, the following types of articles: bread, milk,
cheese, canned and bottled foods and drinks, tobacco products, beer, wine, candy, papers and
magazines, and general hardware articles. Gasoline and/or fast food may also be offered for sale
but only as a secondary activity of a convenience store. If vehicular maintenance and service are
provided, the establishment is not classified as a convenience store.”
Parking Requirement
A convenience store with gasoline sales has a parking requirement of 1 space per every 250 sq.
ft. The proposed building will be 5,154 sq. ft. Per recent amendments to Code §72-53.1.C.2.F, the
first 1,500 sq. ft. of commercial uses in Planned Development zoning districts are exempt from
the calculation. This leads to 1 space per 250 sq. ft. on a 3,654 sq. ft. calculable area. This leads
to a requirement of 15 parking spaces.
175% of 15 spaces is 27 spaces. Provision of more than 175% of the minimum number of parking
spaces requires a Special Exception. The applicant wishes to provide 50 parking spaces. The
rationale provided by the applicant is that Royal Farms has two uses: a gas station as well as a
fast-food operation, and that the requested added parking is required to service both uses.
ZONING HISTORY
The property is subject to Ordinance 14-03, a rezoning approved on January 14, 2014 by City
Council. The property was rezoned from Industrial and residential zoning to Planned
Development-Mixed Use, part of the development of ‘Telegraph Hill’. The property was designed
to be developed as three separate land bays, each subject to a Master Plan. This property
constitutes Land Bay A. A Master Plan for this Land Bay must be submitted prior to approval of a
site plan.
SPECIAL USE PERMIT ANALYSIS
Special User Permit applications are evaluated according to the criteria contained in the UDO,
Section 72-22.6, as follows:
(1) The proposed special use at a specified location shall be:
(a) In harmony with the adopted Comprehensive Plan;
The property lies within Land Use Planning Area 9: Braehead/National Park. Opportunities
for this area include:
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-Provide for appropriate commercial development along the Blue and Gray Parkway.
-Respect the battlefield lines of sight
The future land use map in the Comprehensive Plan designates this property as Planned
Development/Mixed Use. This category provides for:
“The Planned Development-Mixed Use category encourages office, retail, and residential
uses, designed in a unified and cohesive manner. The intent is to promote development
that has a pedestrian-scale, urban forms and amenities, and pedestrian links within the
development as well to the larger community. Many areas of the City suitable for
redevelopment would benefit from the substantial flexibility from conventional use
districts, with their dimensional requirements. As noted above, the City seeks to replace
the Commercial-Shopping Center and Commercial-Highway districts with this Planned
Development– Mixed Use category that is more suitable to an urban environment. Specific
regulations for such mixed use areas would establish a variety of levels of intensity, to
reflect specific neighborhood characteristics and circumstances.”
The applicant contends that market forces no longer support the original degree of mixeduse contemplated for the site.
Lafayette Boulevard Overlay
The property is located within the Lafayette Boulevard Gateway Corridor Overlay
District, specifically within the ‘Gateway’ section of the corridor. The architectural
elevations provided need revision to comply with the standards in the Lafayette
Boulevard Corridor Overlay District. The building façade facing Lafayette Boulevard has
a pedestrian entrance, which is required, however, the remainder of the façade is
opaque. The façade presents as the back of a building, which is contrary to the Design
Guideline requirements.
(b) In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations;
The purpose of the Planned Development-Mixed-Use (PDMU) Zoning District states “…to
promote areas appropriate for office, retail, and residential uses, designed in a unified and
cohesive manner in order to create an attractive environment in which to live, work and
recreate.”
The proposed commercial use would constitute part of the ‘mixed-use’ of Telegraph Hill,
with the other use being the residences under construction. The PDMU district has several
requirements for development:
1. §72-33.3.A, B, and C.: Development must occur in conformance with the General
Development Plan.
The applicant has prepared a GDP, a copy of which is attached.
2. §72-33.3.D: Buildings containing ground floor retail are permitted at a maximum
building height of 85 feet, though structures exceeding 40 feet in height shall be set
3

back from any single-family residential district a distance equal to a distance not less
than one foot for each one foot of height in excess of 40 feet. The maximum floor area
ratio (FAR) for non-residential uses is 2. The proposed use does not affect residential
density.
The proposed structure will be 21.9 feet tall from the ground to the parapet, with a
steeple rising up to 38.5 feet. Per the applicant the FAR for this site is 0.07.
3. §72-33.3.E: At least 15% of the total gross area of the site must be landscaped open
space.
The applicant states at least 25% of the open space is landscaped.
4. §72-33.3.G: At least 20% of the buildings containing commercial uses within the
district must contain at least two of the following uses: professional office, retail,
multifamily dwellings on an upper floor. Parking spaces must be landscaped, parking
areas must be at least 25 feet from the boundary line for residential development,
and loading/refuse areas must be at least 100 feet from boundary lines adjacent to
residential development and must also be screened from view of adjacent streets and
residential areas.
The applicant is proposing a 100% commercial structure, with one principal use.
Approval of this Special Use Permit will waive the requirement to have a 20% mix of
uses. The applicant states the other requirements are met.
(c) In harmony with the existing uses or planned uses of neighboring properties.
Telegraph Hill was designed to have a mixture of residential and commercial uses. This
constitutes the commercial aspect of the development.
In considering an application for a Special Use Permit, the City Council shall consider potential
adverse impacts including:
Traffic or parking congestion;
The original Fredericksburg Park rezoning requires the applicant to upgrade Lafayette
Boulevard to a four lane divided road along the frontage of the project. The upgrade
includes a roundabout at the intersection of Rampart Drive and Lafayette Boulevard. It
also realigns the intersection of Alum Springs Road and Lafayette Boulevard. The Alum
Springs / Lafayette intersection is a limited access intersection and would not permit left
turns out of Alum Springs Drive northbound onto Lafayette Boulevard.
The original rezoning set maximum use parameters at 350 total residential units and
350,000 square feet of non-residential use but did not set minimums. As the project has
built out, those numbers have been reduced to 207 total residential units and the
proposed Royal Farms convenience and gasoline sales use.
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Generally, the upgrade of Lafayette Boulevard and relocation of the Alum Springs /
Lafayette Boulevard intersection are sufficient to handle the proposed traffic with one
exception. Convenience stores with gasoline sales generate heavy automobile trips. The
addition of this use at the Alum Springs / Lafayette intersection requires that the
proposed southbound right-turn from Lafayette Boulevard onto Alum Springs serving the
site be upgraded to include a full 100 foot turn lane and 100 foot long taper in accordance
with VDOT standards. Such a lane is shown on their GDP.
2. Noise, lights, dust, odor, fumes, vibration, and other factors which adversely affect the
natural environment;
The GDP shows landscaping around the entire property. However, the proposed
landscaping plan does not fully meet the requirements of the UDO. The applicant has not
provided for foundation landscaping around the building. Also, perimeter landscaping
does not follow the perimeter of the site between the proposed parking lot and the Blue
and Gray Parkway. Finally, street trees need to be provided around the full perimeter of
the site, though they are not shown along the eastern property line at the intersection of
the Blue and Gray Parkway and Lafayette Boulevard.
The purpose of the City’s exterior lighting regulations is to:
1) Regulate lighting to assure that excessive light spillage and glare are not
directed at adjacent lands, neighboring areas, and motorists;
2) Ensure that all site lighting is designed and installed to maintain adequate
lighting levels on site;
3) Provide security for persons and land.
Lighting standards include standards for hours of illumination, shielding, maximum
height, and maximum illumination value. Gas stations typically request illumination
values under their canopies that exceed the permitted maximum illumination levels onsite. The appropriateness of these types of exceptions may depend on shielding all
lighting elements from surrounding residential uses. The applicant should provide
information on how the lighting impacts from the site will be mitigated and whether or
not exceptions will be required from existing City codes.
Fumes will arise from the cooking process for fried foods and preparation of other meals.
The applicant will need to provide information to ensure that the odor and fumes are
mitigated so that adjacent properties are not affected.
The amount of parking requested will result in additional impervious surface and an
increase in nutrient runoff. An analysis of these impacts and the means to mitigating
them are discussed in the Special Exception analysis below.
3. Discouragement of economic development activities that may provide desirable
employment or enlarge the tax base;
The use constitutes economic development.
5

4. Undue density of population or intensity of use in relation to the community facilities
existing or available;
Not applicable.
5. Reduction in the availability of affordable housing in the neighborhood;
Not applicable, this Special Use application is for a commercial use.
6. Impact on school population and facilities;
Not applicable, this Special Use application is for a commercial use.
7. Destruction of or encroachment upon conservation or historic districts;
The property is not located with the Historic district, nor is it within the battlefield lines
of sight as shown on Map 11 on page 8-7 of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan. The
Superintendent of the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Battlefield was sent the
application via email on November 5th, for review and comment. No comments have been
received as of November 13.
8. Conformity with federal, state and local laws, as demonstrated and certified by the
applicant; and
The applicant states they have conformed to all federal, state, and local laws.
9. Massing and scale of the project.
The parcel will be developed as part of the Land Bay A Master Plan.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION ANALYSIS
Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) § 72-22.7 contains review criteria that the Planning
Commission and City Council shall use when evaluating an application for a Special Exception.
These criteria are:
1. Consistency with the UDO:
The proposed use is located within a Planned Development Mixed-Use development.
The proposed use would constitute the commercial development of a mixed-use project.
2. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan (CP)
The Comprehensive Plan designates this area for Planned Development/Mixed-Use. This
category encourages office, retail, and residential uses, designed in a unified and cohesive
manner. As part of a master planned development, this project satisfies the following
goals identified in the Comp. Plan:
Transportation Goals
Goal 8: Urban Development Areas
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Recognize that the entire City of Fredericksburg is a strategic growth area within the
region and continue to ensure that land use decisions recognize that compact, integrated
development is the best use of finite urban space.
Business Opportunity Goals
Goal 3: Business Development
Ensure the City can accommodate and capture its projected share of regional economic
growth, by actively recruiting desired new businesses and providing for retail and office
space development in areas identified for growth.
Environmental Protection Goals
Goal 2: Watersheds
Protect the ecological integrity of the Rappahannock River watershed from inappropriate
development, in order to ensure the highest water quality and to preserve natural
resources for the benefit of present and future generations.
Goal 4: Water Quality
Improve water quality through implementation of best management practices for
stormwater management, erosion and sediment control, and wastewater treatment that
meet or exceed the Commonwealth of Virginia’s regulatory requirements.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION ANALYSIS
3. Whether there has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and community
planning with respect to the application.
The Technical Review Committee has completed its review. There are additional aspects
of the development for the applicant to consider, hence the recommendation for
deferring the vote to a later date.
4. Whether the special exception is consistent with the principles of good zoning practice,
including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would be located,
existing and planned uses of surrounding land, and the characteristics of the property
involved.
See discussion related to stormwater quality controls below.
5. Whether the proposed use or aspect of the development requiring the special exception
is special, extraordinary or unusual.
The applicant is proposing a convenience store with gasoline sales. Royal Farms believe
the fast-food aspect of the use warrants additional parking beyond the Code minimums.
This is fairly debatable, but plausible.
The purpose of the City’s parking maximums is to protect environmental features from
issues related to excess storm water runoff. Surplus parking may be appropriate if the
parking is designed to exceed storm water treatment requirements on-site. The applicant
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should incorporate Best Management Practice (BMP) from the Virginia Stormwater
Management BMP Clearing House approved for post-construction use to meet the total
phosphorus water quality requirements of the Virginia Stormwater Management
Program regulation. The BMP shall be located on-site and upstream of the manufactured
Stormtech filtering device with isolator row which treats the proposed land bay as
approved in SPMAJ 2018-18.
6. Whether the proposed exception potentially results in any adverse impacts on the
surrounding neighborhood, or the community in general; and if so, whether there are
any reasonable conditions of approval that would satisfactorily mitigate such impacts.
Additional impervious surface dedicated to parking creates additional storm water runoff
as described above. This issue should be mitigated.
CONCLUSION
The applicant is requesting a Special Use Permit for a convenience store with gasoline sales, and
a Special Exception of parking in excess of 175% of the required amount. Modification to the
building elevations and signage are required to ensure compliance with the Lafayette Corridor
Overlay District. Staff is working with the applicant to address issues, including environmental
concerns, access to the site, and ensuring compliance with the Lafayette Gateway Overlay.
Deferral until the Dec 2nd meeting is recommended.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Resolution (being prepared by City Attorney)
2. Application
3. Description and Architectural Renderings
4. Site Plan
5. Traffic Impact Analysis
6. Market Demand Letter
7. Ordinance 14-03
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Application #SUP:_________
Date:
O
.5
AUG
Fee/Check#:Ck,L7__,,‘a’O
j
FREDERICKSBU
Single-Family Lot; or
for
an
Individual
$300.00
CITY OF
DV
$750.00 + $150.00 per Acre for All Others
PLANNUNG SR\JCES
rr

)

APPLICATION
SPECIAL USE PERMIT
APPLICANT NAME:

Sumner Partners LLC

MAILING ADDRESS: 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 1080, Bethesda, MD 20814

TELEPHONE: (301) 657-4485

E-MAIL: sklebanoff@sumnerpartners.com

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY APPLIES FOR A SPECIAL USE FOR: the establishment
of a Royal Farms convenience store with fuel sales in the PD-MU Zoning District.

THE SUBJECT PROPERTY IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
Property Fredericksburg Park, Land Bay A (GPINs 7779-70-2419 and 7779-70-2391)
Location 1315 Alum Springs Road
Property Owned By RCFK Fredericksburg Park, LLC (do Kettler, Inc.)
Owner’s Mailing Address8255 Greensboro Drive, Suite 200, McLean, VA 22102
Proposed Use of Property (be specific) Royal Farms convenience store with fuel sales
and food service operation.

HOURS OF OPERATION 24 hours per day
7 days per week

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 30
Max. 10 per shift

Anticipated Number of Patrons or Clients_1300
I)escnpl Rfl ot ihe de\ eiopment S illipact On n
ng a ad a:a a uoper1 S (ni:ase submit a
complete and accurate description on a separate sheet of paper):
1.
Compliance with Comprehensive Plan:
2.
In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations:
3.
In harmony with the existing uses or planned use of the neighboring properties:
4.
Traffic Impact:
Revised: November 2019

______________________

Special Use Permit Request
(Application Continued)
I do hereby make oath or affirmation that to
the best of my knowledge, the foregoing
information contained in this application is true.

4. /&d?i

Signature of Apj1i’4nt

Date

PRINT NAME OF APPLICANT Sumner Partners LLC

TAhe al?ove oath or affirmation was signed before me and witnes5
2ZC) in the County / City of
st ofg
Notary Signature
Notary Registrati

Signature of Owner

Date

PRINT NAME OF OWNER

The above oath or affirmation was signed before me
and witnessed by me this
in the County / City of
state of Virginia.
Notary Signature

Notary Registration #

Revised: November 2019

Commission expires:

day of
in th

________________________
_____________________
_________________________

_______________________

______

Special Use Permit Request
(Application Continued)
I do hereby make oath or affirmation that to the best of my knowledge, the foregoing
information contained in this application is true.

Signature of Applicant

Date

PRINT NAME OF APPLICANT Sumner Partners

LLC

The above oath or affirmation was signed before me and witnessed by me this
in the County I City of
state of Virginia.

day of
in the

Notary Signature
Notary Registration #

Commission Expires

1-——OocuSgned by:

f?J14..’
Signature

8/17/2020

jjjJJ

0ØjC32OC442

PRINT NAME OF OWNER

Date
RCKF Fredericksburg Park LLC

The above oath or affirmation was signed before me and witnessed by me this
1V2.O in the County /—G1ty of &*Or
state of”4Arginia.
Notary Signature

a1wi1(/M

a7

flfW4

Notary Registration #

—r L.{t9
TAMARA CHARDETTE BAYQNA-HUFFMAN
NOTARY PUBLIC
REGISTRATION #7849789
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
MAY31 .2023

Revised: November 2019

Commission expires:
)Lj :Z)) 0?-Q)2

t1

day of
in th

OWNERSHIP
Applicant is (Circle One):

Property Owner

Agent of Owner

Lessee

rrPchaser

Other

If ‘Other’, describe:
Source of Property Title
I?LV’CJ1 4J

/

Instrument #:

frt€MrrI*

k)’44

2—aS— 2O

If Property is owned by a Limited Liability Corporation (LLC):

1. Attach a “Certificate of Fact of Existence” from the State Corporation Commission; and
2. List the names and titles with authority to sign on behalf of the LLC (add additional sheets if
needed):
7L€L,,J

A’/-444LdJ P/w,de,J7L

A’/en4c

Vi

OR
If Property is owned by a Corporation (Inc.):

Attach a “Certificate of Good Standing” from the State Corporation Commission; and
2. List the names and titles with authority to sign on behalf of the corporation (add additional
sheets if needed):
1.

Revised: November 2019

URCIIA$AGREEMEN3
THIS PURCIIASE
REEMENT (the ‘Agieni
) is made as of the
day of February, 2020 (the “EffectivAG
e Date”), by arid between RCKent”
F Predetcksbw’g Park LLC,
a Virginia limited liability company (here
Partners LLC, a Maryland lhrdted liability inafter together called the “Sell&’); and Sumner
company (hereinafter called the “Buyer
”).
1.
SALEAGREEMENT PROPERTY. The
Seller agrees to sell to the Buyer
Buyer agt’ees to purchase from the Seller,
and the
of those certain paroels of land within the on the terms hereinafter stated: (1) The entirety
City ot’Frcdericksbuig with Parcel
• 7779-7O2419
IDa:
• 7779-70-3484
Including a portion of that certain pareol
of land within the City of Freclericlcsbu
Parcel ID:
rg with
• 7778-694829 and
• The vacated Right of Way of Alum Springs
Road, which Is noted on hib1tA
which assemblage is more particular described
as approximately 1.76 acres or “Land
flay A” on xh1bIt A attached herely
to
(the
“La
nd”
), together with any improvements
thereon; (ii) Seller’s interest in all
s, appitenanees, interests,
privileges in any way benefiting and/right
easements and
or appertaining directly to the Land
condenmation or right of way sales proceeds
; (iii) any
to any portion of the Land or any improvem payable before or after Closing with respect
to utilities, zoning or other benefits. in respeents thereon; (iv) any dghts of Seller relating
and
all of Seller’s right, title and interestct thereof directly appertaining to the Land;
in and to any site plans, public or
permits relating directly to the Land; all
te
of
the
foregoing being hereinafter collepriva
called the “Property,” Notwithstanding
ctively
the
foreg
oing
, where any of the
constituting the “Property” (other than
Items
Land) benefit both the Land and
owned by Seller or its affiliates, Buythe
other land
er
shall
be
entitled only to a nonexeIusive
assigmuent of Seller’s rights there as
such rights pertain specifically
Buyer and Seller acknowledge thatin, the
to the Land.
approximate and will be determinM by acreage and boundaries of the Property are
and approval by the City of Frcctorio Seller’s subdivision plat (“Plat”) for the Property
rg, Virginia “City”), provided that
not obtain finêl approval of the Platlcsbu
Seller shall
with
not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned,out Buyer’s prior written consent, which shall
or
delayed. The Plat shall be consisten
ExhIbit A and the approved easements,
t with
1.1 Notwithstanding any provision contained
in this Agreement to the contrary
date of execution of this Agreement or that
or the
this
Agreement is executed by Buyer
S’elier, ll time poriods provided for in this
Agre
emen
t that run from the Effective and
hll not commence to run until the Buy
Date
approval of this Agreement by Seller’s er’s receipt of a separate written notice of
man
ager
written notice of such appova1 within sixty . It Seller fails to deliver the Buyer
(6O days after th execution
Agreement, thefl this Agreement shall
ef this
be
nul
l
and
void, and neither Seller nor Buyer
have any further rights or obligations under
shall
the
Agre
emen
t.
No waivei’ of such condition
shall be implied.

cv)

IN WITNESS WI-IEREOF, the parties have
executed this Agreement as of the day and
year first above written.
ATTEST:

“BUYER”
Sumner Partners LLC

By:

LIJY’

(SEAL)
do Sumner Partners LLC
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 1080
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

ATTEST:

“SELLER”
RCKF Fredericksburg Park LLC
do ICettler Inc.
By: HK Riverside Fredericksburg LLC,
it sole
member
By: Kettler RF Investments LLC, its
managing
member
By: Kettler Asset
By: Kettler

By:

-

,

ement LLC, its manager

its sole member and manager

By:
uthorized Signatory

(SEAL)

Address:8225 Greensboro Drive, Suite 200
McLean, VA 22102

1244.101
4850-2832-1432, v. 4

-
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CERTIFiCATE OF FACT

1 Certify the Fo[towingfrom the Records of the Commission:

That Sumner Partners LLC, a limited liability company formed under the law of MARYlAND,
obtained a certftcate of registration to transact business in Virginiafrom the Commission onjttne 15’
2000; and
That the limited liability company is registered to transact business in the Commonwealth ofVirginia
as of the date setforth below.

Nothing more is hereby certf[ed.
Signed and Sealed at Richmond on this Date:
August 24, 2020

/3A4ØfrBernardj. Logan, interim Clerk of the Commission

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 2020082414854255

______________

APPLICATION AFFIDAVIT
I, Steven Kiebanoff, am the President and Authorized Agent of the Applicant Sumner
Partners, LLC for purposes of this SUP Application, and I hereby affirm that:
1. The name and address of the applicant and contract purchaser of the land described in the
application is Sumner Partners, LLC, 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 1080, Bethesda,
Maryland 20814.
2. The name and address of the title owner of the land described in the application is RCFK
Fredericksburg Park, LLC (C/O Kettler, Inc.), 8255 Greensboro Drive, Suite 200,
McLean, Virginia 22102.
3. The name and address of the attorneys who will act on behalf of the Applicant with
respect to the application are H. Clark Leming and Peter R. Basanti, Leming and Healy,
P.C., 233 Garrisonville Road, Suite 204, Stafford, Virginia 22554.
4. The name and address of the engineers who will act on behalf of the Applicant with
respect to the application are Justin Troidi and Chuck Fitzgerald, 1300 Central Park
Boulevard, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401.
5. No member of the City Council or the Planning Commission or any member of their
immediate household or family owns or has any financial interest in the property subject
to this application or has any financial interest in the outcome of the decision.

Date:

8’— [7— 2

By:

/4/4A%/7

Steven ebjnoff
President of Sumer Partners, LLC

COUNTY/CITY OF

STATE/COMMONWEALTH OF

to-wit:

I

JJ

This
day of August 2020, Steven Klebanoff, whose name is inscribed above, personally
appeared before me and after being duly sworn according to law, affirmed that the foregoing is his
signature and that to the best of his knowledge the foregoing is true and correct.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

BRYAN ADAM MORRIS
Notary Pubjic
Montgomery County
Ma ryls nd
My Commission EYpiros

17

day of Au ust, 2020.
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City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (mailto:bwood©fredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&BodyDear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:

District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59400002
2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
1312
C/C KETTLER INC
7778-69-7829
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
7.9653 ACRES Al 5-1-P7 PH
TELEGRAPH HILL
1400 BL LAFAYETTE BLVD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$552500
$2348.13
7.97
05/11/2020
$2348.13$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

— entries

Type

Transaction No.

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

0

$2348.13

$2348.13

68142

$ -2348.13

$ 0.00

First

New Search

Balance

Amount

Previous

Previous

1

Next

Last

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (mailto:bwoodfredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&Body=Dear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:

District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59410002
2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
1310
C/O KETTLER INC
7779-60-6145
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
7.8807 ACRES A15-1-P7B PH
TELEGRAPH HILL
ALUM SPRINGS RD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$616,600
$2,620.55
7.88
05/11/2020
$2,620.55$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

entries
Type

Transaction No.
0

$ 2620.55

$ 2620.55

68142

$ -2620.55

$ 0.00

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

First

New Search

Balance

Amount

Previous

Previous

1

Next

Last

<

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (maiIto:bwoodfredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&Body=Dear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:
District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59420002
2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
1318
dO KETTLER INC
7779-60-8188
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
1.64 A BL Al 5-1-1 320
1320 ALUM SPRINGS ROAD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$369,000
$1,568.25
1.64
05/11/2020
$1,568.25$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

entries
Type

Transaction No.

Amount

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

0

$1568.25

$1568.25

68142

$ -1568.25

$ 0.00

First

New Search

Balance

Previous

Previous

LJ

Next

Last

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (maiIto:bwoodfredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&Body=Dear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:

District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59430002

2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
7029
CIO KETTLER INC
7779-70-2819
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
PT LTA .5041AC BLA15-2REMAINDER LTA
OFF LAFAYETTE BLVD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$1000
$4.25
0.50
05/11/2020
$4.25$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

v entries

Type

Transaction No.

Amount

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

0

$ 4.25

$ 4.25

68142

$ -4.25

$ 0.00

First

New Search

Balance

Previous

Previous

1 Next

Last

<

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (mailto:bwood@fredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&Body=Dear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:

District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59440002
2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
1313
C/C KETTLER INC
7779-70-3484
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
.5552 AC BLA15-2-P8
BRENTS MILL
1240 REAR LAFAYETTE BLVD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$97,200
$413.10
0.56
05/11/2020
$413.10$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

‘

entries
Type

Transaction No.

Amount

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

0

$413.10

$413.10

68142

$ -413.10

$ 0.00

First

New Search

Balance

Previous

Previous

1 Next

Last

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
BRENDA A. WOOD TREASURER
-

Write the Treasurer (maiIto:bwoodfredericksburgva.gov?subject=Link From Online Payments&Body=Dear Ms. Wood)

Ticket Detail
2020 REAL ESTATE TAX
Department:
Ticket No:
Frequency:
Supplement No:
Name:
Account No:
Name 2:
GPIN:
Address:
Description:

District:
Bill Date:
Due Date:

Land Value:
Original Bill:
Acres:
Last Transaction Date:
Payments:
Penalty Paid:
Interest Paid:
Amount Owed:
Total Owed:
Penalty:
Interest:

RE2020
59450002

2
0
RCKF FREDERICKSBURG PARK LLC
1306
C/O KETTLER INC
7779-70-2419
8255 GREENSBORO DR STE 200
MCLEAN VA 22102
PT LT .6539 AC BLA15-2-1
OFF LAFAYETTE BLVD
1313 ALUM SPRINGS RD
05/15/2020
05/15/2020

$163,500
$694.88
0.65
05/11/2020
$694.88$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Note: If payment was received within the past 10 business days, then any returned items may not be posted at this time.
Show
Date

25

entries
Type

Transaction No.

Amount
0

$694.88

$ 694.88

68142

$ -694.88

$ 0.00

05/15/2020 Charge
05/08/2020 Payment

First

New Search

Balance

Previous

Previous

j

I

Next

Last

EXAMPLE DIAGRAM OF ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS
X

=

Property owners to be notified

PROPERTY OWNERS LIST

1315 Alum Springs Rd

7779-70-2419 and 7779-70-2391

SUBJECT ADDRESS

GPIN #

Adjoining property owner names and addresses can be obtained by visiting the City website at
\vvw.l1ederickshurcva.gov and following the link to GIS, or by visiting the Office of Real Estate
at City Hall, 715 Princess Arnie Street, Room 107.
Adioining Property Owner’s Name and Mailing Address
Property Address 0 Alum Spings Rd
7779-70-0554
Owner Name

Spratt W Campbell Jr Estate do Steve Spratt

Mailing Address

P0 Box 741

City, State, Zip

Fredericksburg, VA 22404

Property Address

0 Alum Springs Rd

GPIN NUMBER

7779-70-3763
Owner Name

United States of America

Mailing Address

1849 C St NW Room 2444

City, State, Zip

Washington, DC 20240

Revised: November 2019

GPIN NUMBER

Property Address

1240 Lafayette Blvd

7779-70-4752
Mailing Address

Cosner Hugh & Rozell Gene T
T/A Cosner & Rozell
4934 Lansdowne Rd

City, State, Zip

Fredericksburg, VA 22408

Property Address

1240 Lafayette Blvd

Owner Name

GPIN NUMBER

7779-70-6678
Cosner Hugh & Rozell Gene T

Owner Name

T/A (ncnr P., Rn7II

Mailing Address

4934 Lansdowne Rd

City, State, Zip

Fredericksburg, VA 22408

Property Address

200 Central Rd

GPIN NUMBER

7779-70-5157

Owner Name

Norfleet Land & Wood Co Inc

Mailing Address

2340 Kings Hwy

City, State, Zip

King George, VA 22485

Property Address

1315 Lafayette Blvd

GPIN NUMBER

7779-70-3194
Owner Name

Pohanka John J EtAI

Mailing Address

1772 Ritchie Station Ct

City, State, Zip

Capitol Hgts, MD 20743

Property Address

1217 Lafayette Blvd

Owner Name

nompson I-(obert b
R Cameron Tht,mrnn Ill

Mailing Address

PC Box 480

City, State, Zip

Fredericksburg, VA 22404

Revised: November 2019

I

GPIN NUMBER

7779-80-1503

‘

GPIN NUMBER

Written Narrative Justification

The Applicant seeks a Special Use Permit (“SUP”) on a certain parcel
of land shown as
Land Bay A on the Fredericksburg Park Record Plat recorded in
the City of Fredericksburg
(“City”) Land Records as Plat Book 19, Page 133 (the “Property”)
in order to establish a Royal
Farms convenience store with fuel sales and food service operation
thereon.
Background of the Property
The Property consists of approximately 1.7234 acres and is zoned to the
City’s PD-MU
Zoning District; a portion of the Property lies within the City’s Lafaye
tte Boulevard Corridor
Overlay. The Property is bounded by three public roadways (Lafayette
Boulevard, Alum Spring
Road, and Blue and Gray Parkway) and has a single point of access
from Alum Spring Road.
The Property is particularly visible to traffic heading northbound on Lafaye
tte Boulevard and
westbound on the Blue and Gray Parkway.
The Property is part of the approved mixed use development known
as Fredericksburg
Park, which was rezoned to the City’s PD-MU District subject to
certain proffered conditions
(the “Proffers”) on or about October 2, 2013. Fredericksburg
Park is being developed into four
Land Bays (A, B, C, and D) by RCKF Fredericksburg Park, LLC,
an affiliated entity of Kettler
Inc. (collectively “Kettler”). Land Bays B, C, and D collectively
constitute the residential
component of the Fredericksburg Park development, while the Proper
ty is designated as Land
Bay A in the Proffers and constitutes the sole commercial (and
sole non-residential) component
of the development.’
On or about October 7, 2019, the City approved Kettler’s construction
plans for 204
attached (townhouse) single-family residential dwelling units within
Land Bays B and C, with
Land Bay D serving as recreational open space for the development
(the “Residential
Construction Plan”). In connection therewith, the City approved Kettler
’s construction plans for
the various transportation and trail improvements that are tied to the constru
ction of
improvements of Land Bay A (the Property) in the Proffers (the “Proffe
red Transportation and
Trail Improvements”). The Proffered Transportation and Trail Improv
ements are summarized as
follows:
1. Proffer 8 requires the construction of a relocated intersection of Lafaye
tte Boulevard and
Alum Spring Road;
2. Proffer 9 requires the widening of Lafayette Boulevard to four lanes
extending
northbound from the relocated intersection at Lafayette Boulevard and
Alum Spring
Road referenced in Proffer 8;
3. Proffer 10 requires the relocation and construction of the VCR
trail; and
Prior to such rezoning, the Property was zoned to the City’s
I-I Industrial Zoning District.

4.

Proffer 13 requires the construction of an integrated bicycle
and pedestrian trail for all
four Land Bays which spans the entire length of the frontage
along Lafayette Boulevard.

Kettler is currently in the process of completing construction
on the foregoing Proffered
Transportation and Trail Improvements
Justification
The City’s UDO Procedures Manual requires an SUP request to
be accompanied by a
written narrative justification which addresses the following:
a) A description of the proposed use including, but not limited
to, ownership, hours
of operation, proposed number of employees, and operator’s
qualifications;
b) How the request is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive
Plan;
c) How the request is consistent with the goals, purposes, and
intent of the City’s
UDO district regulations;
d) A description of the development’s impact on existing
and planned uses of
adjacent and neighboring properties; and
e) How the request is consistent with the principles of
zoning and good zoning
practice, including the purposes of the zoning district,
the characteristics of the
property involved, and whether there are adverse impacts
of the proposed use.
The Applicant will address the foregoing criteria in turn.
a) Description of the proposed Royal Farms Project.
Royal Farms is an established convenience store with fuel sales
and food service
operation which has been engaged in the business of offering high-q
uality, freshly prepared
foods, convenience products, and value priced fuel since 1959.
Royal Farms operates over 200
locations in Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
Virginia, and is in the process
of expanding its footprint in the Rappahannock/Central Virginia region
. Royal Farms offers a
diverse and affordable menu with breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack
items, and is renowned in
the mid-Atlantic area and nationally for its award-winning fried chicken.
Royal Farms
emphasizes its comfortable in-store dining experience, which features
amenities such as free
onsite WIFI and a coffee bar. As a matter of company policy, Royal
Farms incorporates green
building practices such as the incorporation of low-flow and waterle
ss fixtures, the use of low-

2

emission design materials, the recycling of cooking oil
into biodiesel, and the provision of onsite
customer accessible recycling receptacles.2
As shown on the Generalized Development Plan (“GDP”)
prepared by Bowman
Consulting, the proposed Royal Farms Project includes an
approximately 5,154 square foot
convenience store and food service operation with 8 fueling
stations selling gasoline and diesel
fuel. The Royal Farms will operate twenty-four hours day and seven
days a week. As shown on
the GDP, the proposed Royal Farms Project will result in a floor
area ratio (“FAR”) of
approximately 0.07 with an open space ratio that exceeds 25%.
b) The Royal Farms Project is consistent with the City’s Com
prehensive Plan.
The Property is located in Planning Area 10 of the City’s Com
prehensive Plan. The
Comprehensive Plan’s general recommendation for developm
ent in Planning Area 10 is Planned
Development Mixed Use consistent with the current zoni
ng of the Property. As detailed above,
the proposed Royal Farms constitutes the commercial, mixed
use component of the otherwise
residential Fredericksburg Park development.
-

While the City has not yet developed a Small Area Map
for Planning Area 10, the
approved Fredericksburg Park development of which
the Royal Farms Project is a part satisfies
several of the development “opportunities” identified in
the Planning Area 10 component of the
Comprehensive Plan, including but not limited to: (a)
the improvement of Lafayette Boulevard
into a four lane divided roadway equipped with bicycle
and pedestrian facilities; (b) the
installation of an integrated bicycle and pedestrian conn
ection between residential areas and the
City’s trails network; (c) the planting of trees and landscap
ing along Lafayette Boulevard; and
(d) the incorporation of landscaping and buffers intended to
minimize adverse impacts to
existing uses.
c) The proposed Royal Farms Project is consistent with the goals,
purposes, and
intent of the City’s UDO district regulations.
The goals, purposes, and intent of the City’s PD-MU District
are identified in City Code
Sec. 72-33.3(A)(1)-(6). The proposed Royal Farms Project is cons
istent with such goals as
detailed below:
1. The proposed commerciallretail use proposed by the Royal Farm
s Project ensures
that”[t}wo or more uses shall be integrated into a mixed use project”
consistent with
the goals identified in City Code Sec. 72-33.3(A)(l), as the Royal Farm
s Project will
constitute the commercial, mixed use component of the otherwis
e residential
Fredericksburg Park development. Moreover, the proposed Roy
al Farms Project is
2
Information and case studies on Royal Farms’ green building practic
es can be accessed at this website:
hugs: wwwrovaIfannscornfgreen-building-practices

3

within “areas designated for mixed use development”
in the Comprehensive Plan in
accord with the goals identified in City Code Sec. 72-33.3(A)(l)
.
2. Kettler’s construction of the integrated bicycle and pedest
rian trail along Lafayette
Boulevard across all Land Bays pursuant to the Proffers ensures
that the commercial
Royal Farms Project and the residential townhomes within Fredericksbu
rg Park will
“be connected by way of pedestrian linkages, bicycle/pedestrian faciliti
es, trails and
greenways” pursuant to the goals identified in City Code 72-33.3(A)(2
). Moreover,
Royal Farms’ high-quality in-store and takeout dining operation
and its convenience
store operation constitute desirable “pedestrian-oriented use[s]”
in accordance with
the goals articulated in City Code Sec. 72-33.3(A)(2).
3. Consistent with the goals enumerated in City Code Sec. 72-33.
3(A)(3), the proposed
Royal Farms Project is an urban-style development that will be
“mixed together and
easily walkable” to the residential townhomes within the Freder
icksburg Park
development by virtue of Kettler’s construction of the integra
ted bicycle and
pedestrian trail along the frontage of Lafayette Boulevard across
all Land Bays
pursuant to the Proffers.
4. Kettler’s construction of the integrated bicycle and
pedestrian trail along Lafayette
Boulevard across all Land Bays pursuant to the Proffers further
ensures that the Royal
Farms Project will maintain a “strong emphasis on pedestrian
scale” in accordance
with the goals of City Code Sec. 72-33.3(A)(4). Moreover,
the Royal Farms Project
provides attractive amenities which are typically associated with
“urban
development” consistent with the goals of City Code Sec. 72-33.
3(A)(4). Such urban
development amenities include the sale of convenience produc
ts and value priced fuel
adjacent to public roadways, and the offering of a diverse array of
high-quality,
affordable dining options at all hours of the day.
5. The Royal Farms Project comports with the goals of City Code
Sec. 72-33.3(A)(5) to
promote “mixed-use commercial neighborhood centers,” as Royal
Farms offers a
comfortable in-store dining experience for neighborhood residents
with onsite WIFI
and a coffee bar which will be easily accessible to the Fredericksburg
Park residents
through the integrated pedestrian and bicycle trail along Lafayette
Boulevard. In
addition, the overall Fredericksburg Park development (of which the
Royal Farms
Project is an integral part) incorporates a “traditional neighborhood pattern
of
development which includes a hierarchy of interconnected streets and
blocks,
pedestrian friendly walkable streets” and “a network of passive and
active open
space” in harmony with the goals enumerated in City Code Sec.
72-33.3(A)(5).
4

6. The proposed Royal Farms Project incorporates “desired sustain
able growth policies”
in conformance with the goals identified City Code Sec. 72-33.
3(A)(6), including but
not limited to: (a) incorporation of green building design practices
such as the use of
low-flow and waterless fixtures and low-emission design materi
als; (b) incorporation
of landscaped open space as shown on the Landscape Plan submitted
as part of the
GDP; (c) provision of onsite customer accessible recycling receptacles;
(d)
walkability from the residential portions of the Fredericksburg Park develo
pment by
virtue of the pedestrian trail along Lafayette Boulevard; and (e)
proximity to the
National Park System (“NPS”) community park, the VCR Trail, and
the dedicated
open space within the Fredericksburg Park residential development
(Land Bay D).
d) A description of the development’s impact on existing and
planned uses of
adjacent and neighboring properties.
Any impact of the proposed Royal Farms Project on neighboring
uses is negligible, as the
Property is effectively isolated on its own “peninsula” surrounded
and is bounded by public
streets. The Property is bounded to the east by the Blue Gray Parkw
ay, and to the west by Alum
Spring Road with the planned Land Bay B townhouses located
on the opposite side. The
Property is bounded to the south by Lafayette Boulevard. There
are various industrially zoned
uses to the north of the Property, with the existing Nolan Compa
ny fixture supply warehouse
located adjacent thereto. Any adverse impacts generated by
the proposed commercial
development of Land Bay A have been sufficiently addressed
through Kettler’s compliance with
the Proffers adopted by City Council and through the Landscape
Plan submitted as part of the
GDP.3
e) The granting of the SUP is consistent with the principles of zoning
and good
zoning practice, including the purposes of the zoning district, the
characteristics
of the property involved, and whether there are adverse impact
s of the proposed
use.
The granting of the SUP to allow development of the Royal Farms
Projects is consistent
with the physical characteristics of the Property, as the Property’s size
and location as a
“peninsula” surrounded by public streets make the Property unique
ly amenable to a “one-stop
shop” for food, gas, and convenience products as proposed by the Royal
Farms Project. The
letter prepared by KLNB Commercial Real Estate submitted with the
SUP Application further
illustrates why the proposed Royal Farms Project is the highest and best
use of the Property
given the Property’s location (surrounded by three roadways and unique
ly visible from Lafayette
Boulevard and Blue and Gray Parkway), its size and access (only 1.7
acres with a single point of
access on Alum Spring Road), and the market demand for the Proper
ty (primarily limited to
In the event that additional safeguards to adjacent properties are
deemed necessary by the City Council for
development of the Royal Farms Project, these can be addressed
through appropriate conditions to the SUP.

5

convenience store/fuel station operators). The granting of
the SUP is further consistent with the
purposes of the PD-MU Zoning District and will not adversely
impact adjacent properties as
detailed in the previous sections.
Moreover, the granting of the SUP is consistent with the princip
les of good zoning
practice, as the Royal Farms Project complies with the applicable
substantive UDO requirements
of the City’s PD-MU District (City Code Sec. 72-33.3), the City’s
Lafayette Boulevard Overlay
District (City Code Sec. 72-34.6), and the UDO’s general standa
rds for Gasoline Sales (City
Code Sec. 72-4 1). The relevant substantive UDO requirements
and the Royal Farms Project’s
compliance therewith are summarized below:
-

-

Compliance with the standards of the PD-MU Zoning Distric
t (City Code Sec 72-33.3).
a. The maximum height for any building within the PD-MU
Zoning District and the
Lafayette Boulevard Overlay is limited to 40 feet.
The proposed Royal Farms building satisfies this requirement
as shown on the GDP.
b. The maximum floor area ratio for commercial buildings
is 2, although the City
Council may approve additional intensity as part of the condit
ions to the SUP.
The FAR for the proposed Royal Farms Project is 0.07 in compl
iance with this
requirement
c. The minimum landscaped open space is 15%.
The open space for the Royal Farms Project exceeds 25%
in compliance with this
requirement.
d. Off-street parking spaces should be largely located to the
rear of the Royal Farms
building.
The parking layout ofthe Royal Farms Project satisfies this requirem
ent as depicted
on the GDP.
e. The principal entrance of the building must be oriented toward
s the Street or an
adjacent pedestrian space.
As shown on the GDP, the Royal Farms building entrances are
oriented towards the
adjacent streets and adjacent pedestrian space.
f.

Loading areas and refuse collection areas must be located
at least 100 feet away from
the boundary of the development adjacent to residential uses,
and must be screened
from view from residential areas.
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The loading areas and refuse collection areas will be located
more than 100feet
away from all adjacent residential uses, and will be screened.
g. In addition to the foregoing, any GDP for the overall PD-MU develo
pment4 must
satisfy the following general standards and criteria:
1. The development offers a variety of two or more of the follow
ing uses:
commercial, residential, office.
The overall Fredericksburg Park development offers residential
and commercial
uses, and thus satisfies this requirement.
2. The development consists of an orderly and creative arrang
ement of land uses,
both in respect to each other and to adjacent properties.
The overall arrangement ofthe Fredericksburg Park development
satisfies this
requirement as shown on the approved Residential Constr
uction Plan.
3. The development provides a comprehensive and integrated
transportation system
that separates pedestrian and vehicular traffic, including
roadways, bicycle paths,
pedestrian walkways, and public transportation facilities,
where applicable.
This requirement has been satisfied through the approved
Proffered
Transportation and Trail Improvements for the Fredericksbu
rg Park
development, which Kettler is in the process ofconstructing.
4. The development provides opportunities for cultural, educat
ional, or recreational
facilities for all segments of the development.
Kettler ‘s installation of the integratedpedestrian and bicycle
trail along all Land
Bays and Kettler ‘s improvements to the VCR trail provide recreat
ional facilities
for all segments ofthe development in compliance with this require
ment.
5. The site design and structures take advantage of their natural and
manmade
environment and to address sustainability.
The Royal Farms green building design practices address sustainabilily
. The
Landscape Plan for the Fredericksburg Park development which was
approved in
connection with the Residential Construction Plan takes advantage
ofthe natural

The term “development” as used in the PD-MU District Ordinance appear
s to refer to the entire
Fredericksburg Park development, and is not confined to the
proposed Royal Farms Project on the Property.
Otherwise, the City could not have approved Kettler’s Reside
ntial Construction Plan for Land Bays B, C, and D, as
that Plan would not satisfS’ the “mixed use” requirement of the PD-MU
District Ordinance unless the proposed
commercial use of this Property (Land Bay A) is considered
a part of that development.
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environment and addresses sustainability. This requirement is furth
er satisfied by
the Landscape Plan for the Royal Farms Project submitted
as part ofthe GDP.
6. The development provides for adequate public facilities.
The publicfacilities are adequate to serve the Royal Farms Projec
t as detailed on
the GDP.
7. The development substantially conforms to the Comprehensive
Plan with respect
to type, character, and intensity of use and public facilities.
The Royal Farms Project provides the “mixed use” component
ofthe
Fredericksburg Park development consistent with the PD-MU Compr
ehensive
Plan recommendation for the Property. The Royal Farms Projec
t is consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan as detailed above.
8. The development does not hinder, deter, or impede develo
pment of surrounding
properties in accordance with the Comprehensive Plan.
The Proffers for the Fredericksburg Park development addres
s impacts to
surrounding properties. The Royal Farms Project will not
adversely impact the
development ofsurrounding properties as detailed above.
9. Sidewalks and other pedestrian pathways that link develo
ped areas of the City and
the proposed development are in accordance with the Compr
ehensive Plan,
zoning ordinance or deemed appropriate for the development
.
This requirement has been satisfied through the City ‘s approv
al ofthe Proffered
Transportation and Trail Improvements for the Fredericksburg Park
development, which Kettler is in the process ofconstructing.
10. The proposed land uses are those that are indicated on Table 72-40.
2 as being
permitted by-right or by special use permit, and uses accessory thereto
.
The proposed Royal Farms Project constitutes a “convenience store withfu
el
sales” which is permitted by a special use permit under Table 72-40.2.
11. Where applicable, the development includes provisions for the identif
ication,
restoration and preservation of buildings, structures, and sites which have
historic,
architectural, or archeological significance.
This requirement is not applicable to the Property.
12. The buildings shall be designed and arranged in such a way as to
promote energy
efficiency through the design of environmentally friendly buildin
gs utilizing
8

environmentally sensitive guidelines such as those published
by the leadership in
energy and environmental design through their green building
rating system.
The Royal Farms ‘green building design policies satisfy the forego
ing
requirement.
13. Landscaping and open space shall be used to provide shading, screen
ing and
erosion and sediment control.
This requirement has been satisfied by Kettler ‘s Landscape Plan for
the
Fredericksburg Park Development, which the City approved as part
of the
Residential Construction Plan. This requirement is further satisfied
by the
Landscape Planfor the Royal Farms Project submitted as part
ofthe GDP.
14. The development shall maintain, as much as possible, the existin
g natural
topography of the site by preserving the natural character and existin
g trees to the
greatest extent possible.
This requirement has been satisfied by Kettler ‘s Landscape
Plan for the
Fredericksburg Park Development, which the City approved
as part of the
Residential Construction Plan. This requirement is further satisfie
d by the
Landscape Plan for the Royal Farms Project submitted as part
ofthe GDP
In addition to the foregoing, the PD-MU District Ordinance
at City Code Sec. 7233.3(G)(2) states:
“Vertical mix. At least 20% of the buildings containing comme
rcial uses within
the district shall contain uses from at least two of the following
different use
categories: (a) Professional office; (b) Retail; and(c) Multifamily
dwelling units
above the first floor.”
City Planning Staff has interpreted the above provision to require that
any commercial
building on the Property (Land Bay A) must contain a “vertical mix”
of uses. The Applicant has
contended that the foregoing provision is inapplicable to the Royal
Farms Project, as the
proposed Royal Farms building will not be “vertical” (i.e. multi-story),
and the PD-MU District
Ordinance makes clear that vertical buildings are encouraged but not
required. See City Code
Sec. 72-33 .3(A)( 1) (“Vertical integration of uses is encouraged where
appropriate.”)
Nevertheless, City Planning Staff has advised the Applicant that City
Council may grant a
deviation from this “vertical mix” requirement as part of the SUP Applic
ation process pursuant
to City Code Sec. 72.-33.3(G)(3)(b), which states:

5This intent to make “vertically mixed buildings” permissive rather
than mandatory in the PD-MU District
is further reflected in City Code Sec. 72-33 .3(G)( I )(b), which states
that “In the case ofvertically mixed use
buildings, the commercial use on the ground floor shall be used
to calculate this [floor area ratio] percentage.”
(Emphasis added.)
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Notwithstanding any other provisions of this subsection, an applicant may
propose, and the City Council may approve different percentage ratios for those
uses set forth within Subsection G( 1) and (2) above upon a finding that the
alternate percentage will better serve the purposes of this chapter, and of the
proposed district, due to market conditions, land use demand, or other factors
determined appropriate by the City Council.
Consistent with City Code Sec. 72.-33.3(G)(3)(b), the analysis of KLNB Comm
ercial
Real Estate submitted with the SUP Application demonstrates that a “vertical mix”
of residential
or office uses is not feasible based on the market demand, location, and physic
al characteristics
of the Property. As such, a deviation from the requirements of City Code Sec.
72.-33.3(G)(2) is
warranted under the circumstances.
Compliance with Lafayette Boulevard Overlay District requirements.
a. Outside storage or display of products, goods, or materials is prohibited.
The Royal Farms Project does not involve the storage or display ofproducts,
goods,
or materials.
b. Parking areas must be located to the rear or sides of buildings. No off-stre
et parking
may be placed in front of the building.
The parking areas for the Royal Farms Project comply with the foregoing
requirement as depicted on the GDP.
Compliance with general standards for Gasoline Sales.
a. The lot shall have an area of at least 30,000 square feet and a frontage of least
at
125
feet on each street side.
The Property satisfies this minimum square footage andfrontage requirement.
b. The gasoline sales use shall have no more than two vehicular access points, which
are
located at least 75 feet from each other, at least 50 feet from any intersecting street
right-of-ways, and at least 15 feet from any other lot line.
The Royal Farms Project complies with this requirement as depicted on the GDP.
c. Vehicular access points shall be no more than 40 feet wide.
The Royal Farms Project complies with this requirement as depicted on the GDP.
d. The gasoline sales use shall be designed to ensure safe and adequate vehicle
stacking,
circulation, and turning movements.
10

The Royal Farms Project complies with this requirement as depicted on the GDP.
e. Trash containers shall be fully screened by a wall that is constructed of the same
material and is of the same color as the principal structure. Trash containers shall be
located so as to minimize view from off-site areas.
The trash containers for the Royal Farms Project will be designed, screened, and
located in compliance with the foregoing criteria.
Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, the Applicant respectfully requests that the City Council grant
the requested SUP to allow development of the Royal Farms Project on the Property.
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Memorandum
To:

Steven Kiebanoff / Sumner Partners, LLC

CC

City of Fredericksburg via SUP Submission

From: Carlos G. Garcia, P.E.
Date: 8/24/2020
Royal Farms 91441 Fredericksburg Park

Re:

—

Parking Study and Trip Generation Comparison

As requested, BCG has prepared a parking study and trip generation comparison for the
proposed Royal Farms #441 in Fredericksburg Park.
Background Information
The proposed development is expected to consist of a Royal Farms Convenience Store/Gas
Station with a 5,154 SF Convenience Store and 16 Fueling Positions. The proposed site is located
at the SW quadrant of the intersection of Lafayette Boulevard and Alum Spring Road in the City
of Fredericksburg. Site access is expected to be provided with a full-access driveway connecting
to Alum Spring Road.
Parking Analysis
A parking analysis was performed using the Institute of Transportation Engineers Parking
Generation Manual 5” Edition (2019) to identify an adequate range of parking spaces for the
proposed development. Based on the proposed use of the proposed development, the ITE Land
Use 960 (Super Convenience Market/Gas Station) was used for the parking generation (The
description is attached to this document for reference). This analysis indicates that the range of
parking spaces for the proposed development is 42-67 during weekdays. Table 1 below
summarizes the results of this parking generation.
—

Table 1. Parking Generation*
Parking Generation (Per ITE Parking Generation Manual
Development
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Please note that the information presented in the ITE Parkinq Generation manual for Land Use 960 is based on sites
surveyed in New Jersey.
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The current site plan is proposing 50 parking spaces for the proposed development. The
weekday morning and evening peak hour trip generation results (see Table 2) show a range of
193 to 235 entering/exiting trips per hour. Based on the typically short stopping times and high
turnover of the proposed development, the proposed 50 parking spaces plus 16 fueling
positions are expected to accommodate this trip generation.
Additionally, the proposed parking spaces are also consistent with the Royal Farms Stores
Parking Design Criteria of 50 to 74 parking spaces, which have been successfully used at over
100 stores. For instance, the existing Royal Farm facilities in the Fredericksburg Area provide the
following parking spaces:
Warrenton Road Store
Plank Road Store
Hood Drive and Rt. 1
Altoona Road and Route 3

62
53
56
57

—

—

—

—

Parking
Parking
Parking
Parking

Spaces
Spaces
Spaces
Spaces

Based on the information presented in this section, the proposed parking spaces are justified
and consistent with industry standards (ITE Parking Generation) and Royal Farms Site
Development Guidelines, Civil Specifications, May 2020.
Trip Generation Comparison
Trip generation was performed for the proposed development using the Institute of
Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual 1Qth Edition to determine the number of trips
generated by the site. The proposed development is expected to generate 470 total trips during
the morning peak hour (112 primary trips—56 in and 56 out) and 385 trips during the evening
peak hour (92 primary trips—46 in and 46 out). The remainder of peak hour trips are pass-by
trips. The pass-by rate was found to be 76% of total trips during morning and evening peak
hours. Table 2 below summarizes the results of this generation.
—

-

Table 2. Trip Generation

—
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For comparison purposes, trip generation values were developed for the approved rezoning
buildable density. As previously mentioned, the trip generation was performed using the
1Qth Edition to determine the
Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual
number of trips generated by each land use. NCHRP 8-51 Internal Capture Estimation Tool was
used to estimate the internal trip capture for the land use combinations in each scenario.
—

The approved rezoning buildable density would consist of 200,000 SF of Retail Shopping Center
and 150,000 SF of General Office. The anticipated trips were broken down to show Total Trips,
Internal Capture, Pass-By Trips, and Primary Trips. These trips are summarized in Table 3 below:
Table 3. Trip Generation

—

Approved Rezoning Buildable Density.

Tnp Generation (Per ITE Trip (nr.,tinn
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The total number of primary trips shown for are compared/summarized below in Table 4 for
both the morning and evening peak hours.
Table 4. Primary Trip Summary
Total Primary Trips
Development

AM Peak
Hour

PM Peak
Hour

Approved Rezoning
Buildable_Density

335

1089

Royal Farms

112

92

As shown in Table 4, the proposed development is expected to generate less peak hour trips
than the anticipated trips for the Approved Rezoning Buildable Density.
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Conclusions

•

Based on our analysis, the proposed number of 50 parking spaces is adequate and
appropriate for the proposed development.

•

The proposed development is expected to generate less trips than the Approved
Rezoning Buildable Density.
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Land Use: 960 Super Convenience Market
with Gas Station
Description
This land use includes gasoline/service stations with convenience markets where there is significant
business related to the sale of convenience items and the fueling of motor vehicles. Some commonly
sold convenience items include freshly brewed coffee, daily-made donuts, bakery items, hot and
cold beverages, breakfast items, dairy items, fresh fruits, soups, light meals, ready-to-go and freshly
made sandwiches and wraps, and ready-to-go salads. Stores typically also had automated teller
machines (ATMs), and public restrooms. The sites included in this land use category have the
following two specific characteristics:
• the gross floor area of the convenience market is at least 3,000 square feet
• the number of vehicle fueling positions is at least 10
Convenience market with gasoline pumps (Land Use 853) is a related use.

Additional Data
The average parking supply ratio for the ten study sites with parking supply information is 13 spaces
per 1,000 square feet GFA.
The sites were surveyed in the 1 990s and the 2000s in New Jersey.

Source Numbers
417, 433

I
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8065 Leesburg Pike. Suite 700, Tysons, VA 22182

Cc:nmerc. Reai Est;jt Services

703268-2700

fax: 703-268-270i

August 20, 2020
Mr. Steven Kiebanoff
President
Sumner Partners LLC
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 1080
Bethesda, MD 20814
Re: Market Demand Letter for Fredericksburg Park, Land Bay A (the “Property”)
The purpose of this letter is to provide an overview of the market demand for the
subject Property and an opinion of the land use that would create the highest and best use
for the Property. Our firm has extensive experience in the Virginia retail, office,
industrial, and land markets including the Fredericksburg, VA market area. Please see
Exhibit A which provides our firm’s biographical description, along with resumes for the
undersigned signatories to this letter.
A. Physical description and location of the Property.
The Property is approximately 1.7 acres in size and is zoned to the City’s PD-MU
Zoning District, with a portion of the Property lying within the Lafayette Boulevard
Corridor Overlay District. The Property is bounded by three roadways (Alum Spring
Road, Lafayette Boulevard, and Blue and Gray Parkway), two of which are major
thoroughfares, and is accessible through a single entrance from Alum Spring Road.
Land uses in the immediate vicinity include industrial and future residential. The
Property is particularly visible to traffic heading north and south on Lafayette Blvd and
heading west on Blue and Gray Parkway, each for significant distances. The traffic
volume along the Blue and Gray Parkway at this location is approximately 40,000
average daily trips (“ADT”), while the traffic volume along Lafayette Boulevard at this
location is approximately 20,000 ADT. The Property is an “orphan” commercial parcel
in the sense that it is not part of a larger retail/office core area it is a standalone 1.7 acre
parcel with a limited, single point of access.
—

B. KLNB’s marketing efforts for the Property in 2020.
During the first 6 months of 2020, the Property was marketed widely by KLNB
to the brokerage community in Virginia and to our database of users. The use groups that
were targeted included:
i.
Medical and dental;
ii.
Fast food;
iii.
Restaurants;
iv.
Pharmacy;
v.
Convenience store;
1
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vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

Fuel service stations;
Banks;
Credit unions;
Day care;
Educational;
Office;
General retail sales;
Specialty food; and
Automotive

During the course of these extensive marketing efforts, the only meaningful
interest in the Property was received from convenience store/fuel station operators.
Among those establishments who expressed interest, the Royal Farms operation is
considered a best in class operation for the quality of its fast-casual food service,
significant architecture, service, and financial strength.
C. Market demand factors affecting the use of the Property.

The marketing efforts and the resulting market demand for the Property
confirmed our initial analysis that the Property is best suited for highway commercial
uses given the Property’s location bounded by public roads and its size, traffic volumes,
visibility, zoning, the surrounding industrial/residential uses, and the population counts
within 1-3-5 miles of the Property.
In addition, the isolated and highway-oriented nature of the Property eliminate its
potential for office or high-density multi-story residential uses.
For office uses, the Property suffers from the following weaknesses:
i.
There are no adjacent support services;
ii.
The Property is not in close proximity to 1-95 or metro/transit;
iii.
The location is not convenient to other office users and employees;
iv.
Any office building on the Property would be small and inefficient
to build;
v.
Market demand at this location would be low and require rental
rates that would inhibit its development; and
vi.
Any office space created above the Royal Farms store would not
be marketable.
For multi-story residential uses, the Property suffers from the following
weaknesses:
i.
There are no adjacent support services;
ii.
The Property is small given the need for surface parking at this
location;
iii.
The Property is flanked by three roads and industrial uses;
vii.
Any multi-story building would be small and inefficient to build
with surface parking;
viii.
Market demand would be weak at this location; and
ix.
Any residential space created above the Royal Farms store would
not be marketable.
2

D. Conclusion.
In our professional opinion, the Property is best suited for highway commercial
uses from both a land use perspective and from the market demand for the site. This is
evidenced by our marketing efforts which revealed that the highest and best use for the
subject Property is as a convenience store and fuel service use. This conclusion and
opinion can be easily reached given the common sense attributes of the parcel and its
location.
Sincerely yours,

Kevin J. Goeller
Licensed broker in Virginia
License number: 0225220908

Dallon L. Cheney
Licensed agent in Virginia
License number: 0225052556
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ITEM #B3

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Rene Rodriguez, Planning Commission Chair
Susanna Finn, Community Development Planner
November 6, 2020 (For November 18 meeting)
Area 2 Small Area Plan

ISSUE
Should the Planning Commission recommend approval of amendments to the 2015 Comprehensive
Plan to adopt the new small area plan for Planning Area 2 Fall Hill?
RECOMMENDATION
Receive comment from the public holding the public hearing open until the December 2nd meeting.
The Planning Commission should recommend approval of the Plan to the City Council at that
meeting.
BACKGROUND
Small Area 2 encompasses 430 acres with Fall Hill Avenue serving as the central spine. Half of this
area is open space with 125 acres of this land publicly-owned open space and an additional 75 acres
of private natural area. Nearly a mile of Rappahannock River frontage forms the northern boundary.
Additionally, several parks make this area one of the richest in the City in terms of recreational and
environmental opportunities. The area is home to nearly 1,000 households and contains a small mix
of commercial and office uses as well.
The amendments will focus on the addition of transects related to Area 2 in Chapter 10, the inclusion
of Area 2 parks within Chapter 4, and the Small Area Plan for area 2 in Chapter 11. This plan
conceptualizes and guides the direction for future development in this area. It establishes guiding
principles for future land use decisions that create opportunity for the adoption of form based code
elements into the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO). Additionally, it outlines needed upgrades
to the transportation system, and identifies opportunities for expanded parks and open spaces.
Throughout the development of this plan, staff has met with stakeholders and City departments to
ensure all needed elements and viewpoints are incorporated. On September 23, 2020. A joint work
session was held with City Council and Planning Commission to discuss a draft of these proposed
amendments and concerns discussed at that meeting have been incorporated. The City Council
initiated the formal public hearing process for the Area 2 Small Area Plan at their October 27th
meeting.
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
The planning process for Area 2 included substantial outreach to the community. A survey released
in conjunction with the Area 1 planning effort aimed to solicit feedback from Area 2 residents. A
neighborhood meeting was planned and advertised by flyers distributed throughout the apartment

complexes and a mailer sent to every property within Area 2. A public meeting was held on October
2, 2019 at the Bragg Hill Family Life Center. The City’s land use consultants, Streetsense, facilitated
discussion among those in attendance. At this meeting, participants completed value line surveys,
placemat exercises, and joined discussion visioning the desired future of the neighborhood. Those
present included local residents, property owners, and interested stakeholders from across the City.
During this meeting, several residents discussed the condition of their neighborhood, commenting
specifically on housing quality and affordability. They identified the need for a safer pedestrian
environment and traffic calming. When asked about riverfront resources and parks, most indicated
that they did not often visit the River but did visit Snowden Park. Most cited the nearby shopping in
Central Park shopping as a major convenience for daily life. Several property owners and real estate
investors attended this meeting as well. Increased safety measures and improved access to services
and resources was a central focus of the residents. The impact of new development on existing
neighborhood livability and open spaces was a recurring theme. Overall, comments indicated a
consensus for improving the existing condition of the area by building upon the community’s
strengths of housing and open space opportunities.
PLAN OVERVIEW
The Area 2 Small Area Plan focuses on three main themes: protect the integrity of the natural areas,
expand multi-modal access, and improve the livability of the residential areas in terms of housing and
neighborhood quality. The plan follows the same format as previous small area plans within the
comprehensive plan and is outlined as follows:
Challenges and Opportunities: The plan identifies seven main challenges facing Area 2 and pairs
seven opportunities to address them. These items, if addressed, will achieve the vision of the
community for the area.
Land Use Plan: Based on the 2018 Streetsense Market Study, Area 2 has opportunities for some
reinvestment in neighborhood serving commercial, but the opportunity in the area for development
is limited. The transect designations are primarily prescriptive recognizing the existing conditions.
Open spaces throughout the area are designated as Civic and T-1, single-family residential areas as T2 and T-3 transects. The remaining balance of the area is T-4 containing existing apartment complexes,
the Central Park Townhomes, and the commercial area fronting on Fall Hill Avenue.
Neighborhood Center: The center of the neighborhood includes community, recreational,
commercial, and residential uses that meet the daily needs of residents. Public investment in this area
is designed to upgrade multi-modal access, upgrade open spaces, and promote community ownership
in nearby neighborhoods. Redevelopment here should conform to a form based code to continue the
walkability of the area and appropriately transition and buffer to the neighborhood.
Access and Mobility: First and foremost, the Area 2 plan identifies the improvements needed to
complete the multi-modal network along Bragg Hill Drive, Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive. It also
plans for future road extensions of Gateway Boulevard and Roffman Road as well as the River access
road for vehicular and multi-modal access to the riverfront.
Environmental and Open Space: The Sunshine Ball Park and Snowden Park are identified for
ongoing improvements to facilities and access. Public open space on Fall Hill Avenue and at the
Riverfront are resources that should evolve into formal City parks that protect the natural areas while
2

providing access for passive recreation. To continue the trail system, the plan encourages the
cooperation with the City and non-profits to continue the development of off-road trail. It also calls
for the multi-use path along Gateway Boulevard extended to continue permanently down to the
riverfront. Additionally, the plan identifies environmental facilities including steep slopes and streams
that should be protected.
ADVANCING COUNCIL PRIORITIES
Priority 2 – Complete the Small area Plans.
Area 2 is the 5th small area plan completed. Areas 3, 6 and 7 have been adopted into the Comprehensive
Plan and the Area 1 report has been transmitted.
Priority 12 – Working with neighborhoods, advance multi-modal connectivity across the City.
The plan identifies several opportunities to improve access and mobility. Improvements in this area
emphasize pedestrian equity by completing the network of sidewalks and lighting throughout the
Central Park Townhomes to connect residents to the Fall Hill Avenue trail and nearby resources. This
plan also incorporates an extension of Gateway Blvd with full trail to link the City’s larger trail system
to this resource.
Priority 14 – Identify challenges to neighborhood livability and quality of life throughout the
City.
Given the large amount of publicly held and preserved open space in this area, the plan calls for the
application of a Public, Recreational, Open Space, and Environmental zoning district to these parcels.
This will protect these amenities while allowing for increased access and usability balanced with
environmental management. Within the neighborhood center, the current land zoned commercialhighway is proposed to be changed to a more appropriate form based neighborhood commercial
district to reduce the negative impact heavy automobile oriented uses can have on the quality of
adjoining neighborhoods.
Priority 23 – Monitor, maintain, and improve our canal to ensure that it is healthy and
attractive.
The plan specifically identifies the northern end of the canal as an opportunity for storm water
attenuation and ecological restoration with the added benefit of improving this recreational feature.
Priority 30 – Work with stakeholders and partners to establish an affordable housing strategy.
Throughout the area planning process, many commenters reiterated the need for affordable housing
for residents of this area. This included discussion for both the dedicated affordable housing as well
as the naturally occurring affordable housing units. Several ideas for evolving and improving this
supply of housing are discussed throughout the plan.
NEXT STEPS
City Code §72-22.2 and Code of Virginia §15.2-2229 require amendments to a comprehensive plan to
be recommended, approved, and adopted, respectively, as required by §15.2-2204. The governing
body may prepare an amendment and refer it to the planning commission for public hearing within
60 days or such longer time frame as may be specified. In acting on any amendments to the plan, the
governing body shall act within 90 days of the local planning commission’s recommending resolution.

3

The City Council initiated this process on October 27 through resolution 20-82 and voted to forward
this matter to the Planning Commission for review and recommendation. The necessary amendments
have been advertised for consideration by the Planning Commission.
ATTACHMENTS:
Small Area Plan 2
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TABLE 4-7

CITY-OWNED PROPERTY FOR FUTURE PARKS
RESOURCE

ACREAGE

PLANNED USE

Canal Street Wharf

.50

Butler Brayne Park

56.9

Zig-Zag Trenches (Civil War)
Smith Run Battle Site
Wild Riverfront Park

4.758
11.0
10.0

Historic site, open space, and water access
Open space, picnicking, pathways along river
bluffs
Historic site
Historic site
Open space, pathways along river, river access.

The City, in partnership with the National Park Service,
conducted a reconnaissance survey of the historic resources on the City’s upriver lands. The final report is
called Historic Resources Along the Rappahannock and
Rapidan Rivers (1997). The Planning staff also maintains
extensive records on historic resources within the City
limits.

ADDITIONAL RECREATIONAL NEEDS

The National Recreation and Park Association and the
Commonwealth of Virginia have both developed a measure of what types of recreational facilities should be
available to a local population. The type and number of
recreational assets considered to be suitable for a city the
size of Fredericksburg is shown in Table 4-8. The City’s
population of slightly more than 25,000 residents and
this table shows what is still needed. The recommended
golf course is not a City goal because there are already
numerous golf courses nearby. The big item of need is a
new recreation center. The current center was constructed as a temporary building in the 1940s. The new recreation center is proposed to be constructed at Dixon Park.
Every few years, the Commonwealth of Virginia examines the state’s recreational needs and revises its Virginia
Outdoors Plan, which details specific recreation activities
by region. This plan also estimates demand and then de-

TABLE 4-8

The latest Outdoors Plan was released in 2013 and this
document makes clear that the Planning District has an
abundance of water and open space resources. In addition to the City’s extensive riparian lands along the Rappahannock River, there are three state parks within the
region and a fourth one that is proposed to become a
park, as follows:
− Caledon, 2,587 acres in King George County
− Lake Anna, 3,127 acres in Spotsylvania County
− Widewater, 1,067 acres in Stafford County
− Crow’s Nest, 1,100 acres in Stafford County (proposed)
There are also two Wildlife Management Areas within
the region, as follows:
− Mattaponi, 2,500 acres in Caroline County
− Land’s End, 462 acres in King George County

RECREATION STANDARDS

ACTIVITY

Baseball
Basketball
Bicycle/foot trails
Recreation Center with
gym and pool
Football

4-10

termines the degree to which resources are available. The
Outdoors Plan considers both public and private lands
and facilities.

NUMBER OF FACILITIES
PER NUMBER OF
RESIDENTS

1 per 5,000
1 per 5,000
2 miles per 1,000
1 per 25,000
1 per 20,000

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

EXISTING CITY SCHOOLS

STILL NEEDED

4/2
5/6 (5 indoor)
See note
1 pool, 1 gym,
1 rec center (obsolete)
0/3

0
0
(See note)
New rec. center at Dixon
Park
0
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PART III: LAND USE

Fredericksburg’s land use plan translates adopted policies into the community’s desired development pattern. It establishes the City’s vision and expectations for how land will be used. Every parcel of land within the City carries a land use
designation. This Plan defines the full set of land use categories and then maps them.
This Part III outlines the overall land use plan and identifies specific planning areas:
− Chapter 10: Land Use Plan
− Chapter 11: Planning Areas

B
Fredericksburg’s Land Use Plan reflects both existing land use patterns as well as the goals for future land use. It is the
foundation for decision making when land is zoned for specific uses.
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Fredericksburg’s current land use patterns are a direct result of its changing transportation links. The older parts of
the City, including the historic central business district, are oriented to the Rappahannock River and the railway. Later
development became concentrated along major roadways. Construction of Interstate-95 linked the City firmly with the
Northern Virginia- Washington D.C. area.

DOWNTOWN FREDERICKSBURG’S

U

FIGURE 44

L

The City’s annexation pattern illustrates Fredericksburg’s response to the changing transportation routes, upon which
any community depends. The original 1728 town expanded twice before the Civil War with a clear focus on the Rappahannock River. The post-war industries still relied on the river and the railway as connections to the larger economy,
but new roads, beginning in the early twentieth century, began to alter the economic focus. U.S Route 1 initially passed
through town, but newer highways deliberately bypassed urban areas. This new concept allowed through-traffic to flow
better, but also drew commercial activity and housing construction away from the urban core. Annexations in 1951
and again in 1955 were efforts to gain control of intersections where economic development could become part of
the City’s tax base. The last annexation occurred in 1984, when the City gained approximately 4.4 square miles from
Spotsylvania County, including three full quadrants of the interchange at Interstate- 95 and State Route 3 and a portion
of the fourth quadrant.

TRADITIONAL STREET GRID

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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This Comprehensive Plan calls out seven general land
use categories, such as residential, commercial, and so on.
Within these general categories are 17 land use classifications, such as low-density residential, commercial-downtown, and so on. These categories and classifications are
summarized below

RESIDENTIAL

P

III

Low-Density Residential – Residential development at
four units per acre is generally a conventional subdivision. Some parts of the City are zoned for two units per
acre, but these districts are typically rezoned to a higher
density so they can be developed in a manner more appropriate to an urban location. Where the land has historic resources and/or attractive natural features, the City
encourages innovative layouts and clustering, to retain
attractive open space and to protect sensitive lands.

Commercial-General – The City has two general commercial categories. The category for shopping centers
encourages development of grocery stores, personal
service establishments, and similar operations that serve
the local community. A category for commercial activity along highways is generally characterized by retail and
wholesale activities, services, offices, and restaurants. The
City discourages further strip retail development, however, and seeks to replace these two commercial categories
with a more suitable planned development-mixed use
category.
Commercial-Downtown – Downtown Fredericksburg
has historically been a relatively dense urban setting that
encouraged a variety of interrelated uses. This designation promotes continued harmonious development and
redevelopment, with an emphasis on maintaining pedestrian circulation, the integrity of the street grid, and continuity with the historic character of the community.

Medium-Density Residential – New development that
should be made consistent with existing neighborhood
patterns may need to have greater densities than a conventional subdivision. Many infill and transition areas
are more suitable to having eight units per acre, with the
flexibility to be able to include a planned mix of single
family-detached as well as single family– attached units.

Commercial-Transitional/Office – The areas between
residential and commercial districts are transitional spaces. This Commercial-Transitional/Office category provides for limited retail uses and small scale offices, with
appropriate landscaping and screening, to provide a transition between quiet residential areas and more intense
commercial districts.

High-Density Residential – Apartment development
needs a density of 12 units per acre or more. Denser
residential districts exist in several locations within the
City, but no additional land is anticipated to be zoned for
development that exceeds 12 units per acre. There is also
a residential district for mobile homes, but there is only
one such district in the City and no new mobile home
districts will be allowed.

Planned Development-Commercial – This category is
reserved for large scale development near major transportation routes. Planned Development-Commercial encourages a wide range of commercial retail and service
uses oriented to serve a regional market. The City also
encourages employment centers that combine office and
professional business development within a landscaped,
high quality setting.

Planned Development-Residential – By definition,
mixed-use development consists of activities that can
function independently, but which benefit from proximity to one another. This flexible land use category is characterized by a combination of medium or high density
residential development with a supporting commercial
element. This approach can also be used where compatible design elements are desired, where open space preservation is feasible, and other related concepts are appropriate. Of particular interest if being able to plan the
layout and construction so as to protect and incorporate
watercourses and associated stream valleys, forest cover,
scenic vistas, as well as preservation of historic resources.

Planned Development-Mixed Use – The Planned Development-Mixed Use category encourages office, retail,
and residential uses, designed in a unified and cohesive
manner. The intent is to promote development that
has a pedestrian-scale, urban forms and amenities, and
pedestrian links within the development as well to the
larger community. Many areas of the City suitable for
redevelopment would benefit from the substantial flexibility from conventional use districts, with their dimensional requirements. As noted above, the City seeks to
replace the Commercial-Shopping Center and Commercial-Highway districts with this Planned Development–
Mixed Use category that is more suitable to an urban environment. Specific regulations for such mixed use areas
would establish a variety of levels of intensity, to reflect
specific neighborhood characteristics and circumstances.

Residential-Mobile Home – Mobile homes are no longer
allowed in Fredericksburg, but a mobile home park still
exists in the northeast quadrant of State Route 3 and the
U.S. Route 1 Bypass. This quiet, well-kept neighborhood
cannot be expanded.
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INDUSTRIAL

Industrial-Light Intensity – This category is designed
to encourage research and development type uses in
well-landscaped industrial park settings, with surfaced
driveways and walks that are compatible with all types of
adjacent uses. With this light intensity industrial category,
the City seeks a broad range of clean industries operating
under high performance standards.
Industrial-General – The general industrial category allows for manufacturing, wholesale and limited ancillary
retail uses, warehousing, offices, and distribution facilities. These districts are located where they can be served
by adequate transportation access.

INSTITUTIONAL

This land use category includes public and semi-public
uses such as City-owned facilities, schools, and churches, as well as larger institutions such as the University of
Mary Washington and federally administered battlefields.
The City should establish a zoning district for these institutional uses, which account for a substantial portion of
the jurisdiction’s land mass.

A medical center campus includes closely related medical
offices, diagnostic laboratories, pharmaceutical centers,
special patient care units, and associated housing units.
The medical campus thus provides a convenient and efficient health care and delivery system for the City and
the region.

PARKLAND

This category includes open space that is used or intended to be as recreational areas. Existing and proposed City
parks are included in this category, as are the holdings of
the National Park Service.

PRESERVATION

Land expected to remain essentially undeveloped has
been designated under this general category, which acknowledges existing constraints and limitations of floodplains and certain Chesapeake Bay resource protection
areas. Limited development may occur in certain areas,
but with severe restrictions.

FREDERICKSBURG’S ANNEXATIONS

L

MAP 12

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT-MEDICAL CENTER

City of Fredericksburg

U

Annexations

Note: Annexation boundaries are approximate only and must be field verified in cases of legal disputes.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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The small area plans use the concept of “Transects” in forming policy. Transects are a framework that represents the
character of our physical environment. It is based upon an organizing tool used originally by ecologists to explain the
material progression of habitats from the ocean to the mountains. Within the context of human settlement, Transects
are a framework that identifies a range of habitats, from the most natural to the most urban.
These categories include standards that encourage diversity. The forms and uses found within these transects overlap
reflecting the gradation of human communities. Transects integrate environmental and zoning methodologies, to support both social habitats and natural ones. Transects zones help to codify similarities in the built environment and direct
more seamless transitions from one zone to another.
Each segment in the transect, lends itself to the creation of zoning categories. Transects are most useful for navigating
the interconnectedness of use and form. The addition of form based planning elements to the Unified Development
Ordinance, UDO, will, in combination with land use zoning districts, implement the Transect designations in Fredericksburg.

TRANSECTS

IN

FREDERICKSBURG

P

III

On the following pages, each Transect is identified by its specific traits of Character, Building Types, Frontages, Commercial Activity, Pedestrian Activity, Building Height, and type of Public Space, as well as the most appropriate Uses
within each Transect Zone. These are the elements that are most responsible for the delivery of neighborhood character
and move beyond the assumption that meeting the quantitative requirements of land use and zoning are enough to
deliver a healthy human environment.
The Transect ideal is calibrated specifically to Fredericksburg’s small area plans. Each Transect is defined on the following pages. Specific details concerning appropriateness, transitions, and the gradation of form should always defer to the
protection and support of the neighborhoods.
As of 2020, four neighborhoods have undergone intensive small area planning efforts. As planning continues, the remainder of the City will be added to the General Land Use Map with transect designations.

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRESCRIPTIVE

The use of a Transect based land use designation is both descriptive of current development patterns and prescriptive
of desired future development. Where appropriate, the Transect designation is protective of established neighborhoods
with rules regarding form that preserve the character. This prevents change in development by describing and aligning
with existing patterns. The Transect tool is also used to prescribe areas for desired future development and redevelopment. Transects are established to be permissive and incentivizing to this type of endeavor. Today, property within
Fredericksburg is largely built, with a few notable exceptions. While describing these locally-specific Transects, the parameters are also predictive; they prescribe the size, type and character of future infill and redevelopment efforts that
will occur through the process of revitalization within these areas.

HOW TO APPLY THE TRANSECTS

The Transect Map is a depiction of the City divided into zones identified by their character, scale, and land use. Consulting this map is the “first stop” in evaluating the appropriateness of future projects. These transect designations will
specifically bolster supplementary toolkits and regulations as it suits specific neighborhood revitalization opportunities.
The small area plans also highlight key details of the transects form based design as it affects specific neighborhoods.
Over the next few years, the following chapter will be amended to include an in depth analysis for each of the 10 small
areas within the City recognizing the opportunities for each and identifying existing historic resources, open space and
environmental resources, and addressing issues relating to access and mobility.
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TRANSECT ZONES
THE TRANSECT:

T-1

T

Z

F

D

L

C
T-2

U

T-3edge
T-3
T-4
T-4maker
T-5corridor
T-5
T-5maker
T-5workplace
Civic

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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Transects
T-1 - Preserved Open Space
T-2 - Rural
T-3e - Sub-Urban Edge
T-3 - Sub-Urban
T-4 - General Urban
T-4m - Maker
T-5m - Maker

III

T-5 - Urban Core
T-5c - Area Core

P

T-5w - Area Core Workplace
Civic
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Route
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I-95

Route 3
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1. Celebrate Virginia/Central Park

(2020)

2. Fall Hill

(2020)

3. Plank Road/Route 3

(2017)

4. Hospital/Cowan Boulevard

(2023)

5. University/Route 1 (central)

(2021)

6. Princess Anne Street/Route 1 (north)

(2017)

7. Downtown

(2018)

8. Dixon Street/Mayfield

(2022)

9. Braehead/National Park

(2024)

10. Lafayette Boulevard/Route 1 (south)

(2020)

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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TRANSECT ZONES
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The Transect tool below diagrams how the Transect is applied to residential housing types and commercial buildings.
The generalized zone definitions below describe their typical urban character, calibrated to the particular conditions
of Fredericksburg: settlement pattern and density, residential makeup (form and type), thoroughfare types, and forms
of open spaces. In addition, Civic Zones and T-1 (Natural) Zones are used to describe land use patterns, but are not
included in this table, as they do not permit residential/commercial uses.

T-3

Sub-Urban-Edge Zone consists of low density residential areas with single family detached homes.
Planting is a significant component of this zone, in a combination of regular and naturalistic. Setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks are regular shaped and reflect the terrain. Most streets have curbs and sidewalks, and roads
wind to incorporate topography and landmarks.

T-3

Sub-Urban Zone consists of primarily low-to-medium-density residential areas with some opportunity for
semi-detached and supplementary commercial activity; corner stores or live/work homes. Planting is a combination of regular and naturalistic. Setbacks are moderate and regular. Blocks are regular shaped. Most streets
have curbs and sidewalks.

T-4

ural state with limited clearing for lawns. Additional planting shall consist of native species requiring minimal irrigation,
fertilization and maintenance. Buildings that cannot be connected to public utilities should only be permitted by special
approval.

General-Urban Zone consists of medium density in a vertical and horizontal mix of uses. May consist of a
wide range of building types: detached, semi-detached, and attached houses, small apartment buildings, as well
as mixed use buildings and commercial structures. Setbacks and landscaping are variable. A tighter network of
streets with curbs and sidewalks define medium-sized blocks.

T-4

P
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T-2

Rural zone consists of sparsely settled woodlands and natural areas. The balance of the land shall be left in its nat-

General-Urban Maker Zone consists of medium density residential uses, including multi-family, mixed use, attached, multi-unit, and single family homes where appropriate, mixed with commercial and production spaces.
Landscaping and setbacks focus on creating a walkable network of blocks with enhanced pedestrian facility
concentrated in designated nodes of neighborhood activity.

T-5

Urban Core consists of a high density of both a horizontal and vertical mix of uses to accommodate retail,
office, a variety of housing types. Emphasis in this transect is on defining the public realm with building facades.
Form and architectural compatability should control the intensity of use.
Core-Corridor Zone consists of higher density mixed uses to accommodate retail, offices, attached and multifamily housing, as well as typically auto-oriented commercial uses. Access and visibility are paramount to tenant
success, but careful consideration must also be paid to the pedestrian environment.
Blocks reflect an urban character with regular street trees and plazas.

T-5

10-10

Core-Maker Zone consists of a higher density diverse mix of uses including mixed use, multi family, commercial, and production spaces designed around the existing building fabric and infrastructure. Blocks and setbacks
along the corridor are irregular with landscaping, building enclosures, and pedestrian enhancements concentrated within designated nodes. Third spaces throughout the area unify the district.

T-5

T-5

T-5

Core-Workplace Zone consists of a higher density office environment, with retail and/or service and a residential mix of uses Access and visibility are paramount to tenant success, but careful consideration must also be
paid to the pedestrian environment.

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

SINGLE-FAMILY
ATTACHED
APARTMENT
BUILDING

Takes the form of a single family detached dwelling with front, rear, and side yards, generally fronting on a
street or open space, 2-4 unit buildings, typified as in-law suites, duplexes, triplexes, and quadplexes and may
have associated out-buildings with accessory dwelling units.

Townhomes and in line structures, each unit with its own entrance fronting on streets and open space generally with only
front and rear yards with side yards on end units. and may have variation in design and form.

5 or more units in a single structure. Generally common entrance for all units. Usually fronts on a street or open
space.

U

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

L

MIXED-USE
BUILDING

Office, retail, or production functions.

SEMIDETACHED
DWELLING

Typically offers some type of retail, office, or civic frontage with office, hotel, or residences above. Mixed use
buildings have minimal side yards and higher requirements for forming a street wall.

SINGLE-FAMILY
DETACHED
DWELLING

Stand alone structures containing one housing unit with front, side, and rear yards, generally fronting on a street.

Area 2 Draft 11-10-20
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CIVIC TRANSECT ZONE

The Civic Zone consists of public spaces and civic structures. The Civic Zone designation is focused on recognizing
sites that include public institutional uses. Large scale changes are not intended or encouraged. Limited future infill and
reconstruction is allowed, but only in like kind. Improvements should focus on enhancing connectivity to other zones.
This transect is expressed through the Public, Institutional and Open Space zoning district.

CHARACTER Civic institutional uses of varying scaled and building types.
BUILDING TYPE Civic.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks and Squares.

III

USE Civic use only; public activities.

Route

1

P

I-95

Route 3
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T-1 PRESERVED OPEN SPACE TRANSECT ZONE

This T-1 Zone consists of open space and is focused on the protection of currently preserved or planned open space.
Large scale changes of use are not intended or encouraged. Improvements are focused on enhancing the public access, enjoyment and utilization of these naturalistic spaces or to offer public services. This transect is often expressed
through a public recreational open space and environmental (PROSE) zoning district.

CHARACTER Natural environment, naturalistic plantings
BUILDING TYPE Limited out-buildings permitted.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3
PUBLIC SPACE Parks, greenways, historic cemeteries.
USE Active and Passive Recreation Only.
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T-2 RURAL TRANSECT ZONE

The T-2 Rural Zone consists of woodlands. Single family detached homes are sparsely settled in woodlands and natural
areas. The balance of the land shall be left in its natural state with limited clearing for lawns. Additional planting shall
consist of native species requiring minimal irrigation, fertilization and maintenance. Buildings that cannot be connected
to public utilities should only be permitted by special approval.This transect is characterized as 2-4 units per acre with
up to .3 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is typically expressed through the R-2 zoning districts.

CHARACTER Sparsely settled single-family detached homes on large lots in woodland and natural areas.
BUILDING TYPE Single-family detached
FRONTAGE Varies
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Low
BUILDING HEIGHT 1 -2 story
PUBLIC SPACE Woodland, natural areas, and trails
USE Residential Only.

Route
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T-3E SUB-URBAN EDGE TRANSECT ZONE

This T-3e Zone consists of single family homes. The T-3e Zone designation is focused on the protection of current
neighborhood stability. Large scale changes are not intended or encouraged. Limited future infill and reconstruction is
allowed, but only in like kind. Improvements are focused on enhancing connectivity to other zones and in ensuring appropriate - and compatible in scale - transitions to more intense zones. This transect is characterized as 2-4 units per acre
with up to .3 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is typically expressed through the R-2 and R-4 zoning districts.

CHARACTER Subdivisions; sub-urban residential communities.
BUILDING TYPE Single Family detached buildings with limited out-buildings permitted.
FRONTAGE Varies; typically generous setbacks and front yards.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Low to moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1 -2.5 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks and Greenways.
USE Residential Only.
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T-3 SUB-URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

This T-3 Zone currently consists of a mix of single family homes and townhouses, with a scattering of cluster homes
compatible in scale to single family homes, and very limited ground floor commercial use. Infill and redevelopment opportunities are limited to the intended mix of types listed below. Improvements are focused on enhancing connectivity
to other zones and in ensuring appropriate transitions to more intense zones. This transect is characterized as with up
to 4-8 units per acre and up to .5 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is often expressed through the R-4, R-8,
and PD-R zoning districts.

CHARACTER Mixed house types in sub-urban neighborhoods with an emphasis on single family homes.
BUILDING TYPE Single-family detached, semi-detached, and attached homes and live/work units may also be appropriate if consistent with neighborhood patterns.
FRONTAGE Typically modest setbacks – often including front yards and occupied by porches.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Minimal.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks, Greens, Squares, Trails and Playgrounds
USE Predominantly Residential.
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*Home occupation office, live/work retail where approved by underlying zone.
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T-4 GENERAL-URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

T-4 zones exist with a horizontal mix of uses ranging from commercial property types, to attached and multi-family residential buildings. Mixed use developments are also appropriate in this zone. Improvements are focused on encouraging
development, infill, and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. This transect is characterized
as up to 8-16 units per acre with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of up to .5 to 1.0. This transect is often expressed
through the R-8, R-12, PD-R, CT, CH, and PD-MU zoning districts.

CHARACTER Generous mix of uses at the ground level, mostly residential above and adjacent in an urban form.
BUILDING TYPE Commercial buildings, attached and multifamily residential buildings, and multi-story mixed-use
buildings permitted.

FRONTAGE No setbacks required - buildings should shape public realm.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Medium to High.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Medium to High
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 stories with 4 stories appropriate under special review; taller buildings transitioning to
lower buildings at borders of the T-3e zone. Buildings immediately adjacent to T-3e zones should be of a compatible
height to existing neighborhood structures.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, Squares, Greens, and Plazas.
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T-4M GENERAL-URBAN MAKER TRANSECT ZONE

T-4 maker zones are designed to foster the new creative and urban production economy by providing opportunities
for individuals to grow both workplace and homestead designed around existing neighborhood heritage. These areas
are encouraged to grow through infill and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. These areas
contain a healthy mix of uses including residential forms of all scales as well as commercial and production buildings.
These buildings, and the infrastructure necessary to support their redevelopment, are an integral part of the character
of the neighborhood. Incentives for preserving the existing building stock and for creating affordable and workforce
housing are encouraged. This may be achieved through a transfer of development rights program to be explored further
within the small area plans. These areas are defined by corridors to facilitate industrial activity, nodes designed around
pedestrian comfort, and third spaces to foster public activity. This transect is characterized as up to 8-16 units per acre
with higher densities possible under special review and with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of 1.0 to 1.5. This transect
is often expressed through the Creator Maker zoning district.

CHARACTER Development of varying forms to support creative uses, vibrant walkable nodes for pedestrian activity, and third spaces for public activity. Development is designed around existing historic fabric to set the form and
supports the infrastructure and architecture necessary to facilitate maker uses .
BUILDING TYPE Residential buildings of varying forms as well as multi-story mixed-use and commercial buildings
permitted along with production facilities with infrastructure to support maker uses. Reuse of existing building stock is
encouraged at all opportunities.
FRONTAGE Buildings are encouraged to shape the public realm within designated nodes but may vary along corridors with specific building placement respecting sight lines to contributing buildings.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High - Production and Sales

III

PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 stories with 4 stories appropriate under special review; with appropriate transitions where
areas meet single family detached neighborhoods.
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PUBLIC SPACE Squares, greens, parks, and playgrounds.
USE Mixed residential, commercial, and production opportunities.
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T-5M AREA CORE MAKER TRANSECT ZONE

T-5 maker zones are designed to foster the new creative and urban production economy by providing opportunities
for individuals to grow both workplace and homestead designed around existing neighborhood heritage. These areas
are encouraged to grow through infill and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. These areas
contain a healthy mix of uses including residential forms of all scales as well as commercial and production buildings.
These buildings, and the infrastructure necessary to support their redevelopment, are an integral part of the character
of the neighborhood. Incentives for preserving the existing building stock and for creating affordable and workforce
housing are encouraged. This may be achieved through a transfer of development rights program to be explored further
within the small area plans. These areas are defined by corridors to facilitate industrial activity, nodes designed around
pedestrian comfort, and third spaces to foster public activity. This transect is characterized as up to 12-24 units per acre
with higher densities possible under special review and with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of 1.0 to 3.0. This transect
is often expressed through a Maker zoning district.

CHARACTER Development of varying forms to support creative uses, vibrant walkable nodes for pedestrian activity, and third spaces for public activity. Development is designed around existing historic fabric to set the form and
supports the infrastructure and architecture necessary to facilitate maker uses.
BUILDING TYPE Residential buildings of varying forms as well as multi-story mixed-use and commercial buildings
permitted along with production facilities with infrastructure to support maker uses. Reuse of existing building stock is
encouraged at all opportunities.
FRONTAGE Buildings are encouraged to shape the public realm within designated nodes but may vary along corridors with specific building placement respecting sight lines to contributing buildings.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High - Production and Sales.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High

L

BUILDING HEIGHT 1-4 stories with 5 possible under special review; with appropriate transitions where areas meet
single family detached neighborhoods.

PUBLIC SPACE Courtyards, Plazas, Roof Gardens, and Squares
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USE Mixed residential, commercial, and production opportunities.
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T-5C AREA-CORE CORRIDOR TRANSECT ZONE

This T-5c Zone currently includes typically auto-oriented commercial uses but is appropriate for redevelopment due to
its major corridor access and the availability of mass transit. Redevelopment will create a sustainable and urban development pattern that may include upgraded commercial uses, higher density multi-family development and single family
attached homes to buffer adjoining single-family neighborhoods, as appropriate. This evolution must include improvements to access and mobility, especially at corridors, appropriate transitions, and improvements to the entry sequences
along arterials. Here, access and visibility are paramount to tenant success, but careful consideration must also be paid
to the pedestrian environment. Properties in this zone are likely to remain in their current state in the near term with
interim improvements encouraged. This transect is characterized as up to 12 -20 units per acre with a commercial Floor
Area Ratio of up to 1.0 to 3.0 as appropriate with adjoining land uses and within a redevelopment scenario. This transect
is often expressed through the R-12, PD-R, PD-MU, and CH zoning districts.

CHARACTER Vibrant, walkable and concentrated retail and commercial ground plane with potential for housing
above creating a healthy mix of uses in an integrated urban form.

BUILDING TYPE Mixed, single-use and multi-use buildings; commercial, retail and residential.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High.
BUILDING HEIGHT 2-5 stories; with taller buildings transitioning to lower buildings at borders of the T-3e zone.
Buildings immediately adjacent to T-3e zones should be of a compatible height to existing neighborhood structures.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, courtyards, plazas, and roof gardens.
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USE Mixed-use, commercial, and residential
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T-5W AREA-CORE WORKPLACE TRANSECT ZONE

T-5w transect areas are large parcels suitable for primarily commercial workplace uses with large scale development with
a mix of uses, and focused, high density commercial activity. This transect is characterized as a commercial Floor Area
Ratio of up to 1.0 to 3.0 and up to 12-30 units per acre. This transect is often expressed through the PD-C, PD-MC,
and CH zoning districts.

CHARACTER Predominately commercial with some mixed use and residential opportunities. Strong expectation
for cohesive character.

BUILDING TYPE Commercial, retail and residential with Mixed, single-use and multi-use buildings
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Workplace, with additional service and retail for direct support of tenant.
BUILDING HEIGHT 4-8 stories.
PUBLIC SPACE Parks, plazas, courtyards, and roof gardens.
USE Predominately commercial workplace with up to 10% of total gross square footage for residential permitted. The
correct metric will be determined at time of General Development Plan.
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T-5 URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

The T-5 transect identifies Fredericksburg’s downtown commercial core. The core contains a healthy mix of horizontal
and vertically mixed-use buildings and densely developed blocks. Setbacks are minimal, defined by the blockface, and
enhanced by landscaping where appropriate. The T-5 transect has continuously busy sidewalks and a variety of housing
opportunities. The Retail Priority Area is the heart of historic Fredericksburg’s commercial legacy. The Priority Area
is designated within T-5 to identify the blocks where targeted efforts to promote and retain true retail frontage should
occur.
The form of development should control the intensity of use in this transect. The T-5 Transect is characterized by up
to 36 units per acre by-right with higher densities possible under special review. A commercial floor area ration (FAR) of
up to 3.0 is appropriate. This transect zone should be expressed through the Commercial Downtown Zoning District.

CHARACTER Vibrant and walkable because of concentrated retail and commercial ground plane. Housing and
variety will further enhance viability and commercial activity.

BUILDING TYPE Re-used buildings; Mixed single-use and multi-use buildings; commercial, retail, and residential.
FRONTAGE Setbacks are minimal, defined by the blockface, and enhanced by landscaping where appropriate.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High.
BUILDING HEIGHT 2-4 stories.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, courtyards, plazas, squares, and roof gardens.
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USE Residential, cultural, entertainment, and mixed-use but predominantly commercial on the ground floor.
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CHAPTER 11 -PLANNING AREAS
B
The Land Use Plan incorporates ten planning areas, to more readily address specific conditions and to make clear recommendations for each area. Each of these areas is focused around major corridors within the City and the residential
neighborhoods that support them. Each area has a distinct and identifiable character with varying land use objectives.
Specific area plans are able to more effectively implement the goals, policies, and initiatives in this Comprehensive Plan.
As the area plan process progresses, area plans will be updated to incorporate transect and form based analysis.
The planning areas and the year devoted to their review are identified here.
1. Celebrate Virginia/Central Park (2020)
2. Fall Hill (2020)
3. Plank Road/Route 3 (2017)
4. Hospital/Cowan Boulevard (2023)
5. University/Route 1 (central) (2021)
6. Princess Anne Street/Route 1 (north) (2017)
7. Downtown (2018)
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8. Dixon Street/Mayfield (2022)
9. Braehead/National Park (2024)
10. Lafayette Boulevard/Route 1 (south) (2020)
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SMALL PLAN AREA 2: FALL HILL AVENUE
G

C

Planning Area 2, 430 acres, is bounded by Interstate-95 on the west, the Rappahannock River on the north and east, and
the Fall Hill corridor to the south. Fall Hill Avenue, a major collector, serves as the spine to this small area. In the Spring
of 2017, it was reconstructed as a four-lane controlled-access street with sidewalk and multi-use path. This area has over
125 acres of public open space, approximately 75 acres of private natural area, and almost a mile of Rappahannock
River frontage. The area is primarily residential with a mix of housing types. Limited commercial businesses in this area
require residents to travel some distance to access daily goods and services. The area has undeveloped parcels with steep
slopes, streams, and easements that will focus potential to unencumbered clustered areas. The goals for the area are to
protect the integrity of the natural areas, expand multi-modal access, and improve the livability of the residential areas
in terms of housing and neighborhood quality.

C
− The residential neighborhoods, while near the river, lack connection to the resource and are not well integrated
into the surrounding natural environment.
− City-owned land containing natural resources has limited accessibility for visitors.
− Many of the commercial and residential structures in the area now require substantial upgrade to key building
elements and systems. Modernization and property investment are needed. This includes, Central Park Townhomes, a majority renter-occupied neighborhood that has struggled with property maintenance and community
investment.
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− The small aging storefronts on Fall Hill Avenue are zoned Commercial Highway. Existing and proposed commercial development with automobile centered uses can can have negative impacts on adjoining residential
neighborhoods.
− Vacation of right-of-way for the realignment of Fall Hill Avenue has left property vacant along this key frontage.

− Undeveloped land has sensitive environmental features and significant topography that limit new development.

U

− Interconnectivity within neighborhoods and connection to Fall Hill Avenue are incomplete making safe pedestrian access difficult.

O
− Develop City parks accessible from Fall Hill Avenue on the natural areas on the uplands overlooking the Rappahannock River. After the construction of I-95 bridges, a “wild riverfront park” should be developed at the bank
to provide access to the river, building on the natural and historic resources of the area.
− Connect the Riverside Trail through Area 2, through the natural and scenic areas of the river, creating a key link
in a full river frontage system.
− Leverage public investement and community programming to spur private reinvestment for strengthened residential communities.
− Protect established residential neighborhoods from intense commercial development, through transitional uses
and design standards that minimize adverse impacts
− Vacate and consolidate unused right of way from the road realignment of Fall Hill Avenue for possible redevelopment of neighborhood serving commercial uses at a small scale. In the short term, use this City-owned land
for community programming and open space.
− Plan for Gateway Boulevard to be extended from State Route 3 to Fall Hill Avenue, including a multi-use path to
create a North-South pedestrian and bicycle link, aligning with Wicklow Drive, and connecting to the Riverfront.
− Protect environmentally sensitive lands through clustering of residential development.
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Area 2 is not an area of great commercial intensity and large scale change of land use is not envisioned. Moderate scaled
incremental growth of single family, semi-detached, and attached homes may be appropriate where clustered to protect
environmentally sensitive areas. Area 2 currently has modest retail development, approximately 10,000 square feet, situated between Wicklow Drive and Roffman Road. There is some capacity for improved forms and types of this local
retail space to provide a broader range of neighborhood goods and services. A small office park is located to the south
of Fall Hill Avenue tenants medical offices associated with its proximity to Mary Washington Hospital. The majority of
developed land in this area is dedicated to residential land use. Of the nearly 1,000 units, the majority are rental apartments and townhomes in six main developments.
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T
The transect map illustrates current settlement and commerce patterns, and directs the character and intensity of new
development, infill development or redevelopment within small area Area 2. The transect map for Area 2 was developed
after studying the existing and potential future built environment. Area 2, which is served by public transportation, includes opportunities for revitalization with integrated mixed-use and some areas for higher density development.
Area 2 contains four standard transect zones and a civic transect.
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T-1 (PRESERVED OPEN SPACE) This area contains preserved or planned open space. In Area 2, this includes the

steep slopes, dedicated park land, and deeded open space to the north of Fall Hill Avenue. Development is not intended
in this area, but improvements to better access these public amenities are appropriate. South of Fall Hill Avenue, Cityowned open space is currently heavily wooded with steep slopes and streams. Expansion of these amenities is encouraged to better connect and support nearby neighborhoods. Large parcels of land dedicated to the City for open space
to the north of Fall Hill Avenue should be formalized into Butler Brayne Park. Fall Hill Professional Park is bounded
by privately-held open space protecting steep slopes and streams.

T-2 (RURAL) The majority of this 50 acres is under conservation easement with the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources containing the ancestral home of the Thorton family, the 1790 Fall Hill House, as well as Civil War earthworks. The easement allows for development of four single-family homes. Newly developed properties will require
improved access points to be shared with not more than two driveways on Fall Hill Avenue.
T-3 (SUB-URBAN) This area includes the single-family neighborhood Riverwalk and some flat developable parcels

T-4 (GENERAL URBAN) In Area 2, this zone currently consists of a horizontal mix of uses, with some commer-

U

cial, as well as medium residential density developments. The Crestview Apartments, Weston Circle and Wicklow Apartments, and Heritage Park Apartments are affordable housing financed by the low-income housing tax credit program
or as project-based section 8 communities. For this reason, social equity should be at the forefront for planning-based
decisions in the area. The Central Park Townhomes, formerly Bragg Hill, is an established townhome community that is
predominately renter occupied, has struggled with a property maintenance, and lacks inter-connectivity. The Kingdom
Family Worship and Bragg Hill Family Life Center, located off Bragg Hill Road, serves as a community anchor. The realignment of Fall Hill Avenue created large green spaces and removed the small storefronts and commercial properties
from direct access. Vacating this excess right-of-way could create opportunities for commercial redevelopment between
Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive.

L

north of the Central Park Townhomes. Development here should appropriately transition between the existing townhomes and the adjacent natural areas. Full connectivity to these areas should be provided through pedestrian and vehicular
access linking Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive.

CIVIC Opportunities for expansion of I-95 should be careful to mitigate and minimize impact on adjoining neighborhoods, environmental features, and open spaces. The Sunshine Ball Park on Wicklow Drive is a City-owned public
amenity developed for programmed outdoor recreation. To the south of Fall Hill Avenue, Snowden Park, provides
other ball fields, basketball courts, and playgrounds. Construction of the extension of Gateway Boulevard through this
area should improve the access to and quality of the facilities in this park. The green space between Roffman Road and
Bragg Hill Drive should be improved and integrated as an amenity for the neighborhood. At the river, a Wild Riverfront
Park serves as a launch point for recreational amenities in the area.
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Area 2 contains a mix of land uses that meet many daily needs of local residents. The center of the neighborhood
includes community, recreational, commecial, and residential uses. Each of these uses is in need of reinvestment, to
create stronger links to each other and to the broader community. Public investment in this area is generally threefold:
− Upgrade bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure for multi-modal access and mobility including along future extension of Gateway Boulevard
− Maintenance and programmed upgrades for the open spaces and parks
− Funds aimed at preserving the existing affordable housing stock and to promote community ownership.
Many of the existing commercial and residential structures in the Neighborhood Center are more than 50 years old and
require substantial upgrade and reinvestment if they will remain able to meet people’s needs for another fifty years. For
example, the Central Park Townhomes are primarily investor owned and renter occupied. Their small square footage,
often less than 1,000 square feet, make these units a natural source of affordable housing in the City. Many of these
structures have foregone maintanenance and renovation and are in need of private investment.
This section of the Area 2 Small Area Plan focuses on leveraging public investment and community programming to
create the type of environment that should precipitate substantial private re-investment. The Area 2 Neighborhood
Center has a unique wealth of existing assets located in close proximity to naturally occurring affordable housing. With
combined public and private focus and energy the Area 2 Neighborhood Center could be one of the most desirable
residential communities in the City.
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Enhance Multi-Modal Connections: Prioritize safe and convenient pedestrian access throughout this area, especially
in connecting the northern and southern sides of Fall Hill Avenue.
− Utilize grant funding and other resources to overcome barriers to access and mobility through neighborhood
improvements. Sidewalks and lighting should be constructed along Roffman Road to safely connect the existing
housing to the bus stops, trails, commercial areas and parks along Fall Hill Avenue. Sidewalk is present in places
along one side of the road, but the final link between the neighborhood and Fall Hill Avenue is missing.
− Upgrade the pedestrian infrastructure at the Bragg Hill Drive and Wicklow Drive’s intersections with Fall Hill
and evaluate the mid-block Fall Hill Avenue pedestrian crossing to maximize safety and convenience.
Modernize Neighborhood Commercial: The existing commercial buildings between Roffman Road and Wicklow
Drive are fifty years old. They were configured to front on Fall Hill Avenue’s previous alignment. The change in road
alignment altered automobile access and left excess right-of-way that could be put to better use. The upgrade in Fall Hill
Avenue, the future connection of Gateway Boulevard, the age of the proposed structures, and the presence of vacant
residual City owned property make this area a unique opportunity for non-residential redevelopment in Area 2.
− Combine the aging shopping center with the excess right-of-way to create a 2 acre redevelopment parcel.
− Reconfigure the orientation of the site in accordance with good urban design principles:
− Utilize form based code elements to ensure buildings front onto Fall Hill Avenue and transition appropriately to adjacent neighborhoods. Enhance the corridor landscaping along Fall Hill Avenue.
− Move access points and parking to the rear and buffer it appropriately from adjacent homes.
− Pursue grants and incentives to prioritize community business ownership as the center redevelops.
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Upgrade Open Spaces and Expand Community Services:
− Utilize City owned land between Roffman Road and Bragg Hill Drive as a public open space including seating,
outdoor dining, public art or historic interpretation, enhanced landscaping, trail amenities, or other recreational
improvements to create more community space for formal and informal gathering serving as a community third
space.
− Upgrade the eastern portions of Snowden Park with temporary improvements designed to be responsive to the
future construction of Gateway Boulevard. Expand the parking supply by adding a gravel parking area. Consider community gardens, court sports or other recreational improvements that can be rearranged if necessary
in the future.
− A public facility to the east of Snowden Park may be considered. Interim use of this area with temporary programming associated with Snowden Park should be allowed.
− Explore public and private partnerships to bring needed community services to the area including after-school
events, childcare, sports and wellness activities, and other programs.

Neighborhood Residential Reinvestment: The Central Park Townhomes, formerly Bragg Hill, is an established
townhome community of independently-owned homes built in the late 1970s in Spotsylvania County before it was
annexed in 1984. Many of the structures have foregone maintenance and renovation. A comprehensive re-investment
strategy should be generated to ensure equitable design in the short-term and long-term displacement prevention. Community participation and collaboration will be key to the succesfull planning efforts:
− Short-term- Encourage community clean-ups and support requests by the neighborhood for a comprehensive
property maintenance review program. Consider reestablishing and applying the Rental Inspection Program
to address housing quality. Advertise the CDBG Emergency Home Repair program to make needed repairs to
their homes as well as the Direct Homeownership Assistance Program to encourage more owner-occupied units.
Prompt the Bragg Hill Townhome Home Owner’s Association to invest in the community.
− Long-term- More creative strategies for neighborhood transformation should be studied. Any strategies should
boost neighborhood investment and grow inter-generational wealth by offering residents affordable homeownership opportunites. This may include the creation of a community land trust to maintain ownership and community oversight along with homeowners.
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A number of improvements were included with the widening of Fall Hill Avenue. Among them was the construction of
a seperated multi-use path. This addition created a key east-west link for alternate modes of transportation for residents
to reach daily needs including a safe route over I-95 in this north end of the City. While there are safe routes along Area
2, there are still some points of conflict for reaching this resource and crossing Fall Hill Avenue. Public improvements
within Area 2 aim to advance connectivity for the small area and larger City systems.
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Gateway Boulevard Extended

River Access Street
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I-95 Impact Area

Proposed Multi-Use Path

Future I-95 Interchange
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Roffman Road Extended

LightingImprovements
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New Road Construction: New development in Area 2 should be interconnected through all modes of travel.
Gateway Boulevard Extended - Gateway Boulevard is planned to extend from US Route 3 to Fall Hill Avenue.
This street, once complete should align with Wicklow Drive.
Wicklow/Roffman Connection - New development behind the Central Park townhomes should complete the
existing right-of-way linking Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive. This will create a further connected community.
River Access - Completing physical improvements to I-95 required the upgrade of a graveled access road off
of Wicklow Drive. This road should continue to connect the neighborhood with riverfront resources. Continuing the multi-use path from Gateway Boulevard along Wicklow Drive to the Rappahannock River will
create a multi-modal system for entire City to access this community asset.
I-95 Expansion - The Area 1 plan calls for an interchange to the west of I-95. Expansion, whether in right-ofway or infrastructure, should take precautions to reduce impacts to adjoining neighborhoods, environmentally
sensitive lands, and open space.
Network Completion: Area 2 includes only a few publicly dedicated and maintained streets. Several of these streets are
lacking in full sidewalk facilities but are heavily traveled on foot. Improvements to these streets are needed to accommodate all residents and improve safety for all modes of travel.
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Bragg Hill Drive - Sidewalks and lighting should be constructed along this street to safely connect the existing
housing with the community’s basketball courts, the Bragg Hill Family Life Center as well as bus stops, trails,
commercial areas and parks along Fall Hill Avenue.
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Wicklow Drive - This street is the primary access for the Riverwalk neighborhood and the Sunshine Ball Park
as well as the Central Park Townhomes. Currently, this street has between fifty and sixty feet of right-of-way,
but has incomplete pedestrian facilities Many walking paths are visible along the street demonstrating use and
need for improved walking facilities. The only sidewalks currently present are along Riverwalk Drive, leaving a
quarter of a mile without facilities. The future extension of Gateway Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue will align
with Wicklow Drive. Continuing the Gateway multi-use path along Wicklow will link this neighborhood to the
larger trail system and connect the rest of the City to Wild Riverfront park and open space amenities in this
area. The eastern side of the Wicklow Drive, Fall Hill Avenue, and Gateway Boulevard intersection should be
configured for a 10 foot wide shared use path.

Roffman Road - This street is the central accesss for the Central Park Townhomes and currently only has
sidewalk on one side, though both sides are needed to safely bring people to the Fall Hill Avenue trail from
the neighborhood.
Access for New Development: Little development is expected along the northern frontage of Fall Hill Avenue outside of the neighborhood center. Four single-family homes permitted under current conservation easements could be
built within the T-2 zone on Fall Hill Avenue. Should new homes be constructed, they should share access from Fall
Hill Avenue to limit disruption to primary East/West traffic and limit potential point of conflict. Any new development
located along the Canal should be accessed from the roundabout.
Public Transportation: This area is served by mass transit. FRED bus routes primarily travel along Fall Hill Avenue
and make stops within nearby apartment complexes. Not all bus stops throughout Area 2 are complete with shelters and
improvement of these facilities should be pursued. Ongoing evaluation of bus routes should be completed to ensure
routes and stops are best serving residents and visitors to the area. This may include transportation access to the wild
riverfront park.
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PARKLAND
Snowden Park - This City owned park encompasses 25 acres south of Fall Hill Avenue. The property is bisected by a small stream with steep slopes to the south. To the north of the stream, the grade has been adjusted to
accommodate playing fields and playgrounds. The extension of Gateway Boulevard through this park should
maintain the facilities. In the short term, parking and other points of access to these amenities. Future facilities
in this park could include community gardens, court sports or other recreational improvements.
Fall Hill Riverside Park/Butler Brayne Park - Develop a City Park accessible from Fall Hill Avenue that protects
the natural areas of the uplands overlooking the Rappahannock Area. Automobile access and parking should
be limited to the Fall Hill Avenue frontage. Park elements here should be naturalistic embracing the wooded
nature of the topography and in fact embracing it as an amenity. Potential applications could include ropes
courses, adventure sites, camping opportunities, and other environment-based experiences. Features in this
park should maximize interaction while minimizing intervention in the natural environment. This area is an
opportunity to work with FredTrails and other groups to expand the City’s inventory of off-road trails.
Sunshine Ball Park - Improvements to the Sunshine Ball Park should focus on improving access to this amenity. This is a publicly owned but privately managed facility. Parking for this facility should be a shared resource
for expansion of access to the riverfront.
Wild Riverfront Park - City-owned land adjacent to the Rappahannock River in this area provides an opportunity to access the river and interact with this resource where it is designated a state scenic river. There are
existing flat areas, remnants of prior quarrying activities, near the riverfront that could be used for parking and
services for those visiting the riverfront and quarry. Educational opportunities for this area would highlight
both historical and environmental learning opportunities. A river access point should be included in this area.

L

A suspended pedestrian bridge, under I-95, could be constructed along with expansions to connect the Fredericksburg riverfront trail with the planned Stafford County Rappahannock River Scenic Trail. This would
provide an inter-jurisdictional pedestrian link across the river connecting two trail systems. Unlike other crossings, where pedestrian facilities are accommodated with other modes of transit, this crossing would become a
destination and feature in its own right and serve the entire river region.

TRAILS

U

Off-Road Trails - The natural landscape throughout Area 2 contains a series of mountain bike trails. The City
should contine to partner with groups to maintain existing trails and expand the network. Opportunities to
formalize these trails as an established amenity should be persued as the ability for such outdoor recreation
within the City in close proximity to the River, is unparalled.
Multi-Use Paths - The multi-use path along Fall Hill Avenue is an invalluable asset for both multi-modal access
and recreation. This trail connects the Canal and Heritage trails with the venues and events in Celebrate Virginia. A cross connection is needed to complete trail access to Wild Riverfront Park. A multi-use path continues
from the Gateway Boulevard extension through Fall Hill Avenue and down Wicklow Drive to the River closes
the loop for a near complete loop both through the City and along its scenic and urban waterfront.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITIES

Steep slopes and streams - Protecting these areas is paramount. The upgrade or establishement of new environmental facilities in these sites should be explored during privately led development. Implementing policies and planning infrastructure aimed at achieving the City’s Environmental Priotection goals will remain an
on-going process and opportunities to incorporate these areas into the City’s public facilities for stormwater
management should be considered.
Rappahannock Canal - Investigate opportunites, working with the Army Corps of Engineers, for ecological
restoration and stormwater attenuation to make it a more suritable environment for water quality and recreational use. This is also an opportunity to implement the Chesapeake Total Maximum Daily Load Plan.
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The Rappahannock River offers significant value to the City as a whole and in this area, Wild Riverfront Park will complete the system of riverfront amenities from Mott’s reservoir to City Dock. The open spaces and trails systems provide
not only a physical link, but community identity and a place to celebrate a whole host of City events. It is uniquely positioned to provide connections to a variety of natural resources found nowhere else in the region. This area is rich with
history and immeasurable natural beauty, yet remains unrealized.
Access - The I-95 bridge construction has offered a valuable resource by formalizing the access road to the
area from Wicklow Drive. Continued improvements to this access should include a multi-use path that will tie
this resource into the larger City trail system. This access road should remain an option for vehicles to allow
persons of all mobilities to access the park. Cut-outs within the cliffs, a vestige of historic quarying activities,
should be repurposed as parking for visitors to the area.
Activity Hub - The open space should transition into a hub of activity. It is large and flexible enough to provide gathering spaces for small informal groups to large community events. Areas along the Rappahannock
River can be enhanced with targeted improvements that upgrade the existing open spaces and provide greater
access and use to the existing natural and scenic resources of the City. Proposed updates should support a
stronger connection to natural water systems, embrace the historic events of this area, and concentrate improvements among open spaces where functions can be shared, and compliment those amenities already in
place. Amenities in this area should include a facility developed through a public-private partnership to serve as
a visitors center for education, meetings, events, concessions, and other resources. This park could incorporate
the Rappahannock Quarry.
Trail Head - This area is a natural link to established mountain bike trails. The grade here also should reconstruct a water access point for river recreation. A pedestrian link beneath the existing I-95 bridge supports
would connect the Fredericksburg trails into the larger regional network in Stafford County.
Safety - Improvements to this area must include additional safety efforts. This should include expanded signage and
river gauges educating visitors about river safety. Improved vehicular access could also inlcude a dedicated area for waterfront safety management to improve visibility and response time for safe use of the river and the trail assets.
Stormwater requirements related to park improvements including a parking lot or visitors center, could be satisfied
through on-site Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to reduce stormwater runoff and nutrients. Appropriate measures for the park could involve installing permeable pavement, bioretention like rain gardens, infiltration, or
rooftop disconnects like rain barrels.
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Planning Area 2 contains the brick mansion called Fall Hill (built c. 1779) and a collection of associated outbuildings.
This high ground provided tactical advantages during the Civil War and a variety of Confederate earthworks are extant.
HISTORIC RESOURCES IN PLANNING AREA 2
SITE NAME

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE

Fall Hill House

Built c. 1790

Embrey Dam (site)

Built 1910, removed 2003

Crib Dam (site)

Built 1850’s, removed 2003

Rappahannock Canal

Built 1830’s

Civil War earthworks

Civil War

DESCRIPTION

Brick dwelling with outbuildings;
Civil War earthworks
Concrete abutments
Stone abutments, canal lock, and
spillway
Canal, stone bridge abutment at
Fall Hill Avenue
Gun pits and infantry trenches

OWNERSHIP

Private
City
City
City
Private

R
The reconstruction of the Fall Hill Avenue corridor has created a significant change in the landscape of the area. In the
future, the planned extension of Gateway Boulevard from the south to the intersection of Fall Hill Avenue and Wicklow Drive will significantly improve access and visibility in this area and will create new opportunities for revitalization.

L
U

The area has many residential projects. Several of them are of an age requiring significant reinvestment. The 264
Central Park (Bragg Hill) townhouses have not been substantially renovated since they were constructed. 92% of the
units are owned by non-resident property owners. The 200 units at Heritage Park on the south side of Fall Hill Avenue
adjacent to I-95 were constructed 45 years ago. While reasonably well maintained, they have the facility issues associated
with structures this age. The livability and character of the area would be greatly improved with the revitalization of
these developments.
With limited opportunity for greenfield development, new activity in the area will focus on revitalization. This section
of the City is designated as a revitalization area that encompasses mass transit, includes and provides for mixed use
development, and allows for a density of 3.0 floor area ratio in commercially zoned areas. Commercial density, higher
than allowed by-right, should be allowed only as a Special Use and when any negative impacts of such additional density are addressed, such as traffic and parking congestion and the massing and scale of the project. In this small area,
commercial zoning is currently limited to the north side of Fall Hill Avenue between Wicklow Drive and Roffman Road
immediately adjacent to townhouse development. Impacts on this residential area should be carefully considered before
a special use permit is approved for higher commercial density. New development here should incorporate form based
code elements with transitional zones and appropriate buffers. 81% of Area 2’s residential structures were built before
1980. Once structures reach an age of 30 to 40 years, their mechanical systems, roofing systems, and other structural elements are need of updating or replacement, an indicator of the need for revitalization. In addition, the reconstruction
of Fall Hill Avenue realigned the road to the south in front of the existing 1.29 acres of Highway Commercial Zoning,
which is occupied by structures dating from the 1970s. The shift created an additional .84 acres that could be added to
the current commercial property and foster redevelopment of the entire two acres.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Complete the street network on Bragg Hill Drive, Roffman Road, and Wicklow Drive with the addition of
necessary pedestrian infrastructure including sidewalks and lighting.
Vacate unused right-of-way from the realignment of Fall Hill Avenue to create a more cohesive site with a safer
pattern for auto circulation using the side streets.
Ensure the extension of Gateway Boulevard includes a multi-use path to safely cross Fall Hill Avenue connecting to the existing trail, and continuing to the riverfront.

REGULATIONS
Rezone Commercial Highway zoned land to a more appropriate mix to support and transition to nearby neighborhoods
Rezone publicly held land and preserved open space categorized as Civic or T-1 to a public, recreational, open
space, and environmental zoning district (PROSE).
Protect environmentally sensitive land by clustering and future development in the area away from these features.

PUBLIC FACILITIES

III

Implement the Chesapeake Total Maximum Total Daily Load Plan, identify and study possible locations for
updated, create additional open spaces, create upgrade required best management practices, and reduce the
amount of nutrients in storm water runoff.
Develop a Fall Hill Park that preserves the forested character of the area while allowing for experience based
recreation for all ages.

P

Through public-private partnerships, develop a “Wild Riverfront Park” accessible by all modes that links visitors with the scenic riverfront providing both historic interpretation and environmental interaction.
Continue to improve the Sunshine Ball Park and develop additional recreational amenities, as feasible at this
facility and Snowden Park.

Immediate
Ongoing
As Resources Permit
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commission Members
FROM: Mike Craig, Senior Planner
DATE: November 9, 2020 (for the November 18 meeting)
RE:
A Unified Development Ordinance Text Amendment to
modify the Commercial Downtown (CD) Zoning District
to permit project based residential density within the
Old and Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District, clarify
the rules on mixed-use projects, and to permit and
better define active retail / entertainment uses.
ISSUE
The Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan identified three key issues with the Commercial Downtown
Zoning District:
1. The Historic Downtown is envisioned to be a vibrant and sustainable part of the
community but artificial residential density caps inhibit adaptive reuse of historic
structures and compatible infill development.
2. The Commercial Downtown Zoning District specifies the location and character of “mixeduse,” however, the requirement too broadly requires where active retail is required and
too narrowly defines what constitutes an active use.
3. The Historic Downtown is uniquely positioned as a priority area for active retail and
entertainment uses and the use definitions and standards need to evolve to clearly permit
them.
Amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance are proposed to address these issues.
RECOMMENDATION
Hold a public hearing to gather comments on the proposed Unified Development Ordinance Text
Amendments. Defer a vote on this item until the December 2nd meeting to allow additional time
for public comment in accordance with the City’s e-meeting policies.
BACKGROUND
The Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan focused on policies to increase the vibrancy and
sustainability of the Historic Downtown. Several challenges to this vision were identified.
Sustainable historic patterns of residential use in the Downtown conflict with the residential
density caps used in late twentieth century zoning regulations. The limits prohibit desirable levels
of adaptive reuse in historic structures, which contributes to demolition by neglect. Also, new
construction in the Historic Downtown often require special exceptions to the density limits in
order to expand the type of development that creates a healthy mix of uses.
The attached Unified Development Ordinance Text Amendment would permit project based
residential density by special use permit within the Old and Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District
and increase the by-right residential density in a mixed-use project from 24 to 36 units per acre.
To offset any potential impacts, the ordinance requires that any required parking generated by the
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residential portion of a mixed-use project in the OHFD be provided on private property. Limiting
this provision to the Old and Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District is twofold: it will apply it
where there is a concentration of historic structures in need of adaptive reuse and will ensure that
a project fits into the City’s historic built environment through the Certificate of Appropriateness
process. An analysis of the outcomes of this ordinance change and its potential impacts is
included as an appendix to this report.
800 Caroline Street (on the right) has 12 total units and is 100 units per acre and 200 Hanover Street
(on the left) has 8 units and is 47 units per acre --- the density cap in the Commercial Downtown
Zoning District is currently 24 units per acre by-right and 36 units per acre by special use permit!

The “Retail Priority Area” identifies an appropriate area where a sustainable concentration of
active, storefront, retail use should be promoted and retained. The current CD Zoning District
requires any mixed-use projects fronting on all of William Street or Caroline Street to contain
active uses. However, this requirement dilutes the concentration of active uses so that they no
longer are prioritized in contiguous blocks. It also adds a regulation prohibiting the leasing of
commercial space in areas that would be better suited for office or other non-residential uses.
The proposed ordinance would limit the mixed-use requirement for active use to the designated
Retail Priority Area. All mixed-use projects would be required to have a minimum 25% use mix
under the proposed ordinance.
The current CD Zoning District limits active uses to retail sales, eating, or personal service
establishments. The Retail Priority Area should include expanded uses including theaters, indoor
recreational uses, etc. that generate foot traffic and otherwise encourage people to visit the
Downtown for a multitude of experiences. The proposed ordinance would permit more diverse
active uses for mixed-use projects within the Retail Priority Area.
Finally, overtime several desirable uses have been proposed in the CD that were hard to classify
under the existing use definitions. Wedding venues and other public assembly uses are a key
component of the Downtown destination economy. These uses are closely aligned in the existing
ordinance with convention centers, which have associated use standards (like a minimum 5 acre
site requirement) associated that would preclude them from being located in the Downtown. One
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concept for 1010 Caroline Street was a food hall space on the first floor with a vocational chef
program on the second floor. Vocational type schools are an experiential “maker” use that is
increasingly included in concepts in and around active retail areas but currently requires a special
use permit in the CD. Finally, animal grooming is permitted, but veterinary clinic requires a special
use permit. The proposed ordinance would permit these uses by-right in CD.
The proposed amendments to the Commercial Downtown Zoning District would be the first set of
policies to implement the Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan. The proposed changes will ensure
that the CD will permit the type of vibrant and sustainable infill and reuse envisioned for the
Historic Downtown. The City Council should initiate the public hearing process on these
amendments.
CONCLUSION
The proposed Unified Development Ordinance Amendments to the Commercial Downtown
District, Use Table, Institutional Uses, Off-Street Parking and Loading, and Definitions will address
issues identified by the Downtown Small Area Plan. The changes will permit adaptive reuse of
existing historic structures, provide for meaningful infill development, and address issues related
to the mix of uses within the historic core. The amendments are primarily focused within the Old
and Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District. The potential impacts of these changes have been
analyzed and the regulations are tailored to minimize potential impacts to the public parking
supply and other important aspects of the Downtown. The Planning Commission should hold a
public hearing on these items on November 18 and defer action on this item until December 2nd to
allow time for additional public comment. At that meeting, the Planning Commission should
recommend approval of these amendments to the City Council.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Conceptual ordinance amendments to the Commercial Downtown Zoning District.
2. Analysis of proposed by-right mixed-use density adjustment
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ATTACHMENT 2: ANALYSIS
The proposed modifications were the subject of a City Council work session on September 8. Two
main topics were discussed during the meeting: whether the by-right residential densities in the
Downtown should be increased to meet the City’s sustainability and economic development goals
and whether or not there is sufficient infrastructure in the historic Downtown to accommodate
more vibrant uses. The staff report provides additional information on this topic and then
provides information on the proposed changes related to active retail and entertainment uses for
the benefit of the public.
GENERAL APPLICABILITY
The proposed UDO Text Amendments primarily apply within the area outlined in Cyan on the
following map. This area is where the Commercial Downtown Zoning District and the Old and
Historic Overlay District overlap. The Retail Priority Area is defined in the Area 7 Downtown Small
Area Plan:

EXISTING AND PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
One of the key issues identified by the Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan was the Historic
Downtown is envisioned to be a vibrant and sustainable part of the community but the existing
residential density caps within the Commercial Downtown Zoning District inhibit adaptive reuse of
historic structures and compatible infill development.
The Area 7 Downtown Plan anticipates a modest increase in the vibrancy of established uses in the
Downtown. The T-5 “Urban Core” Transect, for example, is described as “a high density of both a
horizontal and vertical mix of uses to accommodate retail, office, and a variety of housing types.
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Emphasis in this transect is on defining the public realm with building facades. Form and
architectural compatibility should control the intensity of use” (Comprehensive Plan pg. 10-10).
The plan identifies the T-5 Urban Core Transect as appropriate for up to 36 units per acre by-right
with higher densities possible under special review and a commercial floor area ratio of up to 3.0
(Comprehensive Plan pg. 10-20).
One of the main goals of this effort is to better align the zoning ordinance with the historical
patterns of development upon which they were overlain. One expected outcome is that rightsizing the zoning will help prevent demolition by neglect of aging structures by legalizing the level
of use for which they were originally designed. After the work session the Planning Staff analyzed
the effect of permitting some increased level of by-right density within the Commercial Downtown
Zoning District. The analysis was limited to the areas of Commercial Downtown zoning within the
Old and Historic Overlay District (OHFD). The following table and maps illustrate our findings:
By-Right Residential Densities in the Commercial Downtown and OHFD
Existing Density

Proposed Density

Single Family Detached / Attached By-Right

12 units per acre

12 units per acre

Multifamily By-Right

18 units per acre

18 units per acre

Mixed Use By-Right

24 units per acre

36 units per acre

There are 315 parcels within the Commercial excluding City ownership, churches, floodplain
properties, recently completed projects (Parkview and Frederick Street Lofts) / townhome
developments (Riverview and Lafayette Station), properties that will still remain non-conforming
in terms of density (Heflin Apartments / Galleria), and properties within the Railroad Station
Overlay District. Due to the small size of the parcels in the Historic Downtown, 69 of those parcels
would have no change in permitted units, 208 would be permitted 1-2 additional units, 25 would
be permitted 3-4 additional units, 9 would be permitted 5-10 additional units, and 3 would be
permitted 10-13 additional units. The Post Office parcel is an outlier due to its size (2 + acres
bigger than any other parcel), that would be permitted an additional 38 units under this
ordinance.
The effect of changing the by-right mixed-use residential density level would vary based on the
type of urban fabric. Along Caroline and William Streets, the lots are more finely grained and
nearly filled by the historic structures they contain. Increasing the by-right mixed-use density
would provide an extra unit or two that could be put towards adaptive reuse of the second and
third floors. Renovating historic structures does not require additional parking, which is balanced
by the modest level of additional use that would be permitted in the existing buildings.
Larger parcels exist around the intersection of Kenmore Avenue, Prince Edward Street, and
Lafayette Boulevard. This is the location of the parking lot at the corner of Prince Edward and
Wolfe, the Colonial Tavern, and Lafayette Station. The fabric in those areas is fragmented by large
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parking lots, which would be suitable locations for infill. The increase in by-right use results in 5 to
13 additional units per parcel.

By-right density increase is an incremental step, but still doesn’t fully rectify the mismatch
between existing use pattern / sustainable urban fabric and existing zoning limits. Within the
OHFD, a special use permit process is proposed for residential projects to achieve higher densities
on a case by case basis.
Two potential externalities were identified as a result of the analysis: architectural compatibility,
car storage, and impacts to other public facilities:
-

-

Architectural Compatibility --- The change in the by-right permitted density would be
limited to the OHFD. The OHFD is an intense regulatory environment that both requires
the preservation of historic structures and ensures that new infill is compatible to the
historic built environment.
Car storage --- According to the Walker Parking Action Plan “the City of Fredericksburg
does not have a parking supply problem” but does have “a parking perception problem”
(page iv). Specifically, this change would occur in the Parking Area ‘A’ Core Retail and ‘B’
Downtown Service established in the report. The parking supply in those areas has
substantial excess capacity at both the weekend and weekday peak. However, the supply
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of on-street parking immediately in front of popular destinations is highly sought after and
used regularly.

The area of the City within both
Commercial Downtown and the
Old and Historic Fredericksburg
Overlay District (outlined in blue)
superimposed on the Parking
Zones Map from the Walker
Parking Action Plan.

Protecting the public parking supply within the OHFD is a legitimate concern when
discussing increased use. The proposed ordinance has been modified to state that the
required residential parking for any mixed-use project in the CD AND OHFD must be
provided on private property. The adaptive reuse of historic structures is exempt from
parking requirements, however, new construction must provide parking. Our ordinance
currently permits the counting of adjacent public spaces towards that requirement. The
proposed change would be responsive to Council’s focus on the public parking supply but
would be nuanced enough that it would not prohibit the adaptive reuse of structures and
would not unduly restrict reasonable infill development.
-Impacts to other public facilities --- The number of units that could be developed under
this proposal, while valuable to each individual lot, are overall limited. The proposed byright change would be permitted for mixed-use projects only, which would ensure a
balance between residential and non-residential development in the Downtown. The
proposed ordinance does include a provision for case by case review of additional
residential density by special use permit. The review criteria for special use permits within
§ 72-22.6.D(2) is a review of potential adverse impacts created by:
(a) Traffic or parking congestion;
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(b) Noise, lights, dust, odor, fumes, vibration, and other factors which adversely affect
the natural environment;
(c) Discouragement of economic development activities that may provide desirable
employment or enlarge the tax base;
(d) Undue density of population or intensity of use in relation to the community
facilities existing or available;
(e) Reduction in the availability of affordable housing in the neighborhood;
(f) Impact on school population and facilities;
(g) Destruction of or encroachment upon conservation or historic districts;
(h) Conformity with federal, state and local laws, as demonstrated and certified by the
applicant; and
(i) Massing and scale of the project.
Changing the by-right level of mixed-use residential density from 24 to 36 units per acre and
providing the special use permit process would achieve the goals and vision of the Area 7
Downtown Plan.

MOTION:

DRAFT
[Date]
Regular Meeting
Ordinance No. 20-__

SECOND:
RE:

Amending the Unified Development Ordinance §72-32.2, Commercial
Downtown District, §72-40.2, Use Table, §72-41.2 Institutional Uses, §72-53.1
Off-Street Parking and Loading, and §72-84 Definitions, to Modify the
Commercial Downtown (CD) Zoning District Regulations to Permit
Additional Project-Based Residential Density, Clarify Rules for Mixed-Use
Projects, and Update Permitted Uses.

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

FIRST READ:______________________ SECOND READ:__________________________
Section I.

Introduction.

The purpose of these amendments is to update Unified Development Ordinance regulations for the
Commercial Downtown (CD) Zoning District, consistent with the policies set forth in the Area 7
Downtown Small Area Plan.
The amendments will permit additional project-based residential density to encourage adaptive reuse
of historic structures and compatible infill development within the Old and Historic Fredericksburg
Overlay District and adjust off-street parking requirements to mitigate potential impacts from
increased residential development. They will also update the mixed-use regulations within the CD
zoning district to clarify the requirements and promote active uses in the Retail Priority Area. Finally,
this ordinance will better define and expand the types of active retail and entertainment uses that are
permitted district-wide.
The City Council adopted a resolution to initiate this text amendment at its meeting on October 13,
2020. The Planning Commission held its public hearing on the amendment on ____________, after
which it voted to recommend the amendment to the City Council. The City Council held its public
hearing on this amendment on ___________________.
In adopting this ordinance, the City Council has considered the factors listed in Code of Virginia §
15.2-2284. The City Council has determined that public necessity, convenience, general welfare, and
good zoning practice favor the amendments.
Section II.

City Code Amendment.

1. Article 72-3, Zoning Districts, Section 72-32.2, Commercial-Downtown District, of the
Fredericksburg City Code, is hereby amended to add the underlined language and delete the
language shown in strikethrough as follows:

Date
Ordinance 20-__
Page 2

§ 72-32.2 Commercial – Downtown District
[Subsection A is not amended]
B. Dimensional standards.
Standard
Residential Density,
Maximum by Right

Residential Density by
Special Use Permit outside
the HFD
Residential Density by
Special Use Permit within
the HFD
Nonresidential FAR,
Maximum

Residential Singlefamily attached or
detached

Multifamily

Mixed-Use

Nonresidential

12 single-family
attached or detached
by right units per
acre

18 units per acre

24 units per acre
generally; 36 units
per acre within the
HFD by right or 36
by special use
permit

N/A

N/A

N/A

36 Units per acre

N/A

City Council may approve additional residential density by special use permit subject to
the requirements of subsection C, Performance Criteria for Residential Projects.
N/A

N/A

3.0

2.5

Lot Area, Minimum
(square feet)

Commercial lot areas shall generally conform to the areas of existing lots in the
commercial portions of the HFD Overlay District; otherwise, none

Lot Width, Minimum
(feet)

None

Front Setback, Minimum
(feet)

Conform to the front yard setbacks of adjacent structures

Side Setback, Minimum
(feet)

15 when adjacent to a residential district; otherwise, none

Rear Setback, Minimum
(feet)

25 when adjacent to a residential district; otherwise, none

Open Space Set-Aside,
Minimum (%)

None

Height, Maximum (feet)

50

50

50

C. Performance Criteria for Residential Projects. Any residential development in the Old and
Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District that requires a special use permit shall be subject to the
following performance criteria:

Date
Ordinance 20-__
Page 3

(1)
If a proposed development is located in the “Retail Priority Area” as described in the Area 7
Downtown Plan then it shall be a mixed-use development in accordance with subsection D below.
(2)
The City Council shall consider, in addition to other relevant factors, whether the proposed
development includes appropriate provisions for archaeology, historic interpretation, or enhanced
open space.
D. Mixed-use regulations.
(1)
At least 30% of the gross floor area of the ground floor of a mixed-use structure shall be
devoted to a commercial use or uses; except this number is reduced to 15% for a mixed-use structure
located in the one-hundred-year floodplain. For structures with a front or side façade on William or
Caroline Street, the minimum commercial use requirement shall be met by one or more retail sales,
eating, or personal services establishments uses. The gross ground-floor area devoted to a commercial
use or uses shall not be included in the determination of the structure's floor area ratio.
(2)
At least 25% of the total gross floor area of a mixed-use structure, or of all structures on a
mixed-use site, shall be devoted to either residential or nonresidential uses. This requirement, however,
does not apply to a mixed-use structure that includes a residential use, with a residential density of 24
units per acre or less.
(1) A mixed-use structure, or the combination of structures collectively situated on a mixed-use
site, shall meet the definition of a mixed-use development set forth in § 72-84 of this code.
(2) Within the “Retail Priority Area” established in the Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan
(fronting on Caroline Street between Amelia Street and Wolfe Street, or fronting on William
Street between Caroline Street and Charles Street), at least 30% of the gross floor area of the
ground floor of (1) a mixed-use structure, or (2) all structures on a mixed-use site that front
on these streets, shall consist of uses in the Retail and Consumer use group, as defined in §
72-84 of this code.
2. Article 72-4, Use Standards, Sections 72-40.2, Use Table, and 72-41.2 Institutional uses, are
hereby amended to add the underlined language and delete the language shown in
strikethrough as follows:
§ 72-40.2 Use Table.
Use Category
Institutional Uses
Educational
Facilities
Institutions

Commercial Uses

Use Type

C-D

Vocational or Trade School

•P

Assembly Hall
Auditorium, Conference, and Convention
Center

P
S

Additional
Requirements

§ 72-41.2A
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Animal Care
Veterinary Clinic
Recreation, Indoor Recreation, Indoor
Retail Sales and Historic Dependency Limited Office/Retail
Services

SP
SP
SP

§ 72-41.3B
§ 72-41.3K

§ 72-41.2 Institutional uses.
A. Auditorium, Conference and Convention center (new). Auditoriums, Conference and Convention
centers shall comply with the following standards:
(1) The parcel or site shall have an area of at least five acres.
(2) The building shall be located at least 500 feet from any R-2, R-4, or R-8 Residential Zoning
District.
(3) Dining and banquet facilities may be provided for employees, trainees, and conferees, provided
the gross floor area devoted to such facilities does not exceed 50% of the total floor area of
the principal building.
(4) On-site recreational facilities may be provided for use by employees, trainees, or conferees.
3. Article 72-5, Development Standards, Section 72-53.1 Off-Street Parking and Loading, is
hereby amended to add the underlined language and delete the language shown in
strikethrough as follows:
[Subsection A is not amended]
B. Applicability.
(1) General. These off-street parking and loading standards shall apply with respect to the use of land,
buildings and structures within the City.
(2) Exemptions. The following activities are exempt from the requirements of this § 72-53.1:
(a) Re-striping an existing parking lot, which does not create a deficit in the number of required
parking spaces, or other nonconformity with the requirements of this § 72-53.1;
(b) Rehabilitation or re-use of an historic building;
(c) A lot of record, vacant or otherwise, that existed on or before April 25, 1984, and has a
residential zoning designation on the Zoning Map;
(d) On-street parking that directly abuts a lot may be credited once to the off-street parking
requirements for the abutting lot, except that no such credit may be applied to the off-street
parking requirements for residential portions of mixed-use developments in the HFD. The
Zoning Administrator shall maintain a record of all on-street parking spaces that have been
credited towards any particular lot; and
(e) Changes in use shall be exempted from the requirement to provide additional on-site parking
spaces beyond those that existed prior to the change in use.
§ 72-53.1C(2) Minimum Off-Street Parking Standards
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Use Category
Institutions

Use Type

Minimum Number of PS

Assembly Hall

1 per every 400 sf

Auditorium, Conference and Convention center

1 per every 400 sf

4. Article 72-8, Definitions and Interpretations, Section 72-84, Definitions, is hereby amended
to add the underlined language and delete the language shown in strikethrough as follows:
§ 72-84 Definitions
AUDITORIUMASSEMBLY HALL
A building or structure designed or intended for use for spectator sports, entertainment events,
expositions, conferences, seminars, product displays, recreation activities, wedding venues or
receptions, and other public gatherings, all occurring inside a structure typically limited to a
capacity of fewer than 500 300 or fewer seats occupants, along with accessory functions
including temporary outdoor displays, and food and beverage preparation and service for onpremises consumption.
CONVENTION CENTER
A facility designed to accommodate 500 300 or more persons and used for conventions,
conferences, seminars, product displays, recreation activities, and entertainment functions,
along with accessory functions including temporary outdoor displays, and food and beverage
preparation and service for on-premise consumption. Similar structures with a capacity of less
than 500 300 people are assembly hall auditorium or conference center uses.
RECREATION, INDOOR
A private indoor (entirely within an enclosed structure) use providing for sport and recreation
activities that are operated or carried on primarily for financial gain. Examples of indoor
commercial recreation uses include, but are not limited to, fitness centers, bowling alleys,
dancehalls, skating rinks, indoor commercial swimming pools, and racquet and tennis club
facilities (indoor).
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
A tract of land or structure developed for two or more different uses, such as, but not
limited to, residential, office, retail, institutional, public, or entertainment. Such uses are
functionally integrated and share vehicular use areas, ingress/egress, and pedestrian
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access.use groups from the following list:
(1)
Residential (including all Residential use categories);
(2)
Lodging (including the Visitor Accommodations use category);
(3)
Office and Educational (including the Offices, Health Care Facilities, Educational
Facilities, and Government Facilities use categories);
(4)
Retail and Consumer (including Alcoholic Beverage Production, Eating
Establishments, Indoor Recreation, and Retail Sales and Services use categories and Light
Manufacturing in the Creative Maker District).
In a mixed-use development, no single use group shall make up more than 75% of the total
gross floor area of the development, and all uses are functionally integrated and share vehicular
use areas, ingress and egress, and pedestrian access.
Section III.

Effective date.

This ordinance becomes effective immediately.
Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:

Approved as to form:

___________________________
Kathleen Dooley, City Attorney

***************

Clerk’s Certificate
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I, the undersigned, certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is
a true copy of Ordinance No. 20- duly adopted at a meeting of the City Council meeting held Date, 2020 at which a
quorum was present and voted.
____________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
November 12, 2020 for the November 18, 2020 Meeting
NCR and Retail Use

ISSUE
A review of the basic elements of the proposed Neighborhood Residential and Commercial
district. This discussion will be used to finalize the district concept over the late fall / early winter.
BACKGROUND
The proposed Neighborhood Commercial and Residential Zoning District (NCR) would be deployed
along mixed-use corridors and within some of the outer walkable urban places identified in the
Area 7 Downtown Small Area Plan. The district would replace the patchwork of zoning that exists
in these areas (including Lafayette Boulevard where Industrial, Residential, Commercial Highway
and Commercial Transitional Zoning Districts all exist within the same 5 blocks). The Planning Staff
used the Commercial Transitional Zoning District (CT) as the starting point for the development of
the new NCR. A map of the proposed district is included in the Appendix.
The CT is a mixed-use district with very limited types of non-residential uses permitted within the
district. The existing non-residential dimensional standards in the CT apply appear to have been
written with a suburban development presumption. It applies minimum lot size and setback
standards that if taken at face value would require the wholesale demolition and reconfiguration
of buildings and lots within the Downtown’s walkable urban places to permit new construction.
The result would change the pedestrian / small lot oriented fabric to a suburban automobile
scaled pattern. For example, roughly 5% of the existing lots within the areas proposed to be NCR
meet the CT minimum non-residential lot size of 20,000 square feet. The combination of strict use
standards and incompatible dimensional standards creates a rigidity in the CT, which purposefully
or not suppresses the business markets within the walkable urban places by skewing them in favor
of heavily capitalized large scale redevelopment. This combination requires analysis to ensure it is
not in conflict with the vision for these areas. The proposed NCR would be an evolution of the
traditional zoning district in the following ways:
1. Form Based Code --The NCR District is a form based code. The form itself regulates the size and shape of structures to
ensure that the form and function of uses remains in character with surrounding neighborhoods.
The form based code would prohibit the structures and lot arrangement that would enable large
big box retailers or traditional suburban fast food restaurants to consolidate lots and develop in
sensitive areas. The form uses minimums and maximums as well as building placement and
orientation tools to mitigate the intensity of proposed uses in a way that reduces the need to be
hyper specific about use types. The primary Frontage Types in the District will be Type D and Type
E. The permitted Building Types in the District will be Building Types 2, 3, and 4. The Frontage and
Building Type Standards are the same as those already developed for the CMD and CH form based
code and are included in the Appendix.
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2. Use Types --The NCR is proposed to be replace zoning districts ranging from R-4 to Commercial Highway to
Light Industrial. The areas of the City where it will be applied are mixed-use and primarily
comprised of walkable urban places. The vision for these areas is to encourage modest nodes of
activity that serve neighborhood needs, but may also have some uses that draw people from a
larger area of the region. A conceptual use table for the NCR district is included in the appendix.
The table lists the existing uses permitted in CT, CH, CD as well as the proposed uses listed in NCR.
The proposed NCR will replace proposes to build on the CT Use Standards in the following ways:
1. Be inclusive with housing and related uses. Multifamily uses (the T-4 Transect would allow
up to 16 units per acre with no additional density by special use), adult day care, child care,
family day homes with between 6 and 12 kids, nursing homes, post offices, grocery stores,
convenience stores without gasoline sales, and laundromats are proposed to be permitted
by-right. Continuing Care Retirement Communities, medical laboratories, animal shelter /
kennels, and convenience stores with gasoline sales would be permitted by special use
permit. These uses currently either are not permitted or require an SUP in the CT.
2. Be inclusive with employment uses. Governmental facilities, governmental offices, clubs
and lodges, and historic dependency office / retail uses would be permitted by-right. Small
Data Centers (less than 10,000 square feet in size) would be permitted by special use
permit. These uses currently either are not permitted or require an SUP in the CT.
3. Be inclusive with active commercial uses. Indoor recreation, theatres, fast food, open-air
markets, pharmacies, and retail sales (allowed by-right with potentially a limited square
footage) would be permitted by-right. Local breweries (producing between 10,001 and
30,000 barrels of beer annually), local wineries and distilleries (producing no more than
5,000 gallons of wine or spirits annually), auction houses, plant nurseries, and tattoo
parlors would be permitted by special use permit. These uses currently either are not
permitted or require a special use permit in the CT. Accessory use such as drive-throughs
and on-site alcohol sales should require an SUP in the NCR.
4. Be more restrictive about larger institutional and utility uses. Schools would require a
special use permit. Data Centers (10,000 square feet or greater in size) would not be
permitted.
5. Utilize the existing regulations regarding accessory uses from the CT. On-site alcohol sales,
drive-throughs, and outdoor storage (as an accessory use) would require a special use
permit. Outdoor dining should not operate after 10 pm. The Table of Common Accessory
Uses (§ 72-42.5) is attached to this memo.
CONCLUSION
The proposed NCR is a form based code calibrated to serve neighborhood oriented walkable urban
places. The code would be based on the CT, but would be more restrictive in the permitted form
of development while being more inclusive of permitted uses. Based on the discussion so far, no
changes to the retail definitions have been proposed. The purpose of this memo is to continue
the discussion on both the NCR and use definitions with the Planning Commission.
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Conceptual Frontages:
Frontage D
Frontage E

Cyan
Purple

5

6

7

8

Commercial
Highway

Neighborhood
Commercial and
Residential

Amateur Radio Antennas
Cemetery
Drive-Through
Home Occupation
Homestay
On-site Alcohol Sales
Outdoor display and sales
Outdoor storage (as an accessory use)
Parking of heavy trucks, trailers, major recreational equipment, etc.
Satellite dishes
Solar energy equipment
Temporary family health care structure

Commercial
Downtown

blank cell = prohibited
Zoning District
Commercial
Transitional

Table 72-42.5: Table of Common Accessory Uses
P = Allowed by right
S = Special use permit required
Accessory Use

P
·
S
P
P
S
P
S
·
P
P
·

P
S
S
P
P
P
P
S
·
P
P
·

·
S
P
·
P
P
P
P
·
P
P
·

P
·
S
P
P
S
P
S
·
P
P
·

C-T

C-H

NCR

C-D

Dwelling, Duplex
Dwelling, Live/Work
Dwelling, Mobile Home
Dwelling, Multifamily
Dwelling, Single-Family Attached
Dwelling, Single-Family Detached
Dwelling, Upper Story (over nonresidential)
Convent or Monastery
Dormitory
Fraternity or Sorority
Group Home
Institutional Housing

P
P
•
•
P
P
P
•
•
•
P
S

P
P
•
P
P
•
P
•
S
S
•
•

P
P
•
P
P
P
P
•
•
•
P
S

P
P
•
P
P
P
P
•
•
•
P
•

Art Center and Related Facilities
Community Center
Cultural Facility
Library
Museum
Social Service Delivery
Adult Day-Care Center
Child-Care Center

S
•
P
P
P
SP
S
S

P
P
P
P
P
S
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
S
P
P

P
•
P
P
P
S
S
P

Family Day Home (1-5 Children)

P

•

P

P

Family Day Home (6-12 Children)

S

•

P

S

College or University
School, Elementary
School, Middle
School, High
Vocational or Trade School
Courthouse
Governmental Facility
Governmental Office
Post Office
Hospital
Medical Laboratory
Medical Treatment Facility
Assisted Living Facility

S
P
P
P
S
•
S
S
S
S
•
S
S

P
S
S
S
P
•
P
•
P
S
P
P
S

S
S
S
S
S
•
P
P
P
S
S
S
S

Auditorium, Conference, and Convention Center

S

P

S

S
P
P
P
•
P
P
P
P
•
•
P
•
S

Club or Lodge
Continuing Care Retirement Community
Nursing Home
Religious Institution
Cemetery, Columbarium, Mausoleum
Arboretum or Garden

S
•
•
P
•
P

P
S
S
P
S
•

P
S
P
P
•
P

Community Garden /Gardening, Noncommercial

P

P

P

Residential Use

Household Living

Group Living

Institutional Uses

Community Services

Day Care

Educational Facilities

Governmental Facilities

Health Care Facilities

Institutions

Parks and Open Areas

P
•
•
P
S
P
P

Parks and Open Areas

Public Safety

Utilities

Commercial Uses
Adult Establishments
Agriculture

Alcoholic Beverage Production

Animal Care

Eating Establishments

Offices
Parking

Recreation, Indoor

Recreation, Outdoor

Community Garden/Gardening, Commercial
Park, Playground, or Plaza
Swimming Pool (public or private)
Fire/EMS Station
Police Station
Airport
Heliport
Passenger Terminal (surface transportation)
Data Center
Small Cell Facility, Co-Location
Small Data Center
Solar Array
Telecommunication Facility, Structure
Telecommunication Facility, Co-Location
Telecommunication Facility, Tower
Utility, Major
Utility, Minor

P
P
P
S
S
•
•
P
S
P
P
S
P
P
•
•
P

P
P
P
S
S
•
•
P
S
P
P
P
P
P
P/S
•
P

P
P
P
S
S
•
•
P
•
P
S
S
P
P
•
•
P

P
P
•
P
P
•
•
P
S
P
P
S
P
P
•
•
P

All
Agritourism
Microbrewery
Local Brewery
Local Distillery
Local Winery
Regional Brewery
Regional Winery
Regional Distillery
Animal Grooming
Animal Shelter/Kennel
Veterinary Clinic
Bakery
Restaurant, Fast-food
Restaurant, Indoor and Outdoor Seating
Specialty Eating Establishment
Business and Professional Services
Medical and Dental
Parking Garage
Parking Lot (commercial)
Fitness Center
Recreation, Indoor
Theater
Arena or Stadium
Fairgrounds
Golf Course
Marina
Recreation, Outdoor
Artist Studio
Auction House
Convenience Store (with gasoline sales)

•
•
S
•
•
•
•
•
•
P
•
P
P
S
P
P
P
P
•
P
P
•
•
•
•
•
•
P
P
•
•

S
•
P
S
S
S
•
•
•
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
•
•
•
•
P
P
S
P

•
•
P
S
S
S
•
•
•
P
S
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
•
P
P
P
P
•
•
•
•
P
P
S
S

•
•
P
•
S
P
S
S
S
•
•
•
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
S
P
•
•
•
•
•
P
•
•

Retail Sales and Services

Seasonal Event

Vehicle Sales and Service

Visitor Accommodations

Convenience Store (without gasoline sales)
Crematorium
Financial Institution
Funeral Home
Gasoline Sales
Grocery Store
Historic Dependency Limited Office/Retail
Laundromat
Lumber/Building Materials
Open-Air Market
Personal Services Establishment
Pharmacy
Plant Nursery
Repair Service Establishment
Retail Sales Establishment
Shopping Center
Tattoo/Piercing Establishment
All
Automotive Sales and Rental, Small Scale
Automotive Sales and Rental, Large Scale
Automotive Service
Automobile Towing and Impoundment
Car Wash
Bed-and-Breakfast Inn
Historic Dependency Lodging
Hotel or Motel

S
•
P
S
•
S
S
•
•
•
P
S
•
P
S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
P
P
•

P
•
P
P
P
P
•
P
S
•
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
S
P
P
•
P
•
•
P

P
•
P
S
•
P
P
P
•
P
P
P
S
P
P
•
S
•
•
•
•
•
•
P
P
•

P
•
P
S
S
P
S
S
•
P
P
P
•
P
P
•
•
P
•
•
•
•
•
P
P
P

Commercial Laundry
Contractor Office
Equipment Rental and Sales
General Industrial Service/Repair
Research and Development
Abattoir
Manufacturing, Heavy
Manufacturing, Light
Bulk Storage
Outdoor Storage
Self-Service Storage
Freight Terminal
Warehouse
Incinerator
Recycling Center
Wholesale Sales

•
•
•
•
P
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
P
•
•
•
•
•
S
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
P
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S
•
•
P

Industrial Uses

Industrial Services

Manufacturing

Warehousing and Storage

Waste-Related
Wholesale Sales

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
October 20, 2020 for the October 28, 2020 Meeting
FY 2022 Capital Improvement Plan

**** STAFF REPORT RE-SENT FOR THE NOVEMBER 18 MEETING ****
ISSUE
The Planning Commission should make recommendations for consideration by City Council and
the City Manager for the FY 2022 Capital Improvements Plan.
RECOMMENDATION AND ACTION DEADLINE
In accordance with Planning Commission By-Laws § 5-1, the Planning Commission should make
recommendations by its first meeting in December. To do so, the Planning Commission should
establish a working group to focus on CIP items. The working group should report back to the
Planning Commission at the November 18th meeting so that a recommendation may be provided
to the City Manager and City Council at a joint work session with the Council on December 8, prior
to the Council planned for December 10, 11, and 12.
BACKGROUND
The Planning Commission makes recommendations to the City Manager about what to include in
the upcoming Capital Improvements Budget. These recommendations should reflect the vision for
the community established by the Comprehensive Plan. Table 1 and Table 2 of the FY20 City of
Fredericksburg Status of Land Use Annual Report includes a listing of proposed Capital
Improvements within the plan and their funding status.
FY 20 was and 21 continues to be an anomaly. The COVID-19 Pandemic had a distinct impact on
capital improvements planning as well as general operating funds. The impact included re-aligning
funds previously dedicated to the next round of Small Area Plans, related Small Area Plan
engineering studies, and the implementation of the Archaeology Ordinance to meet other budget
shortfalls. While the true impact of COVID-19 on the City’s FY 21 budget is becoming clearer, the
Pandemic is on-going. We still face uncertainty about how the City and State will respond as
winter approaches.
Last year, the Planning Commission recommended an aggressive Capital Improvements Program
to implement the Small Area Plans. In light of the events of the past six months, the following list
of Capital Improvements focuses on two immediate tasks: First, restore the funding necessary to
continue the City’s area planning work including needed engineering and the implementation of
the archaeology program; Second, focus Capital Improvements to the southern portions of Area 6
and the northern portions of Area 7 to support the connectivity between the Riverfront, the
Downtown, and the Canal Quarter Creative Maker District.
-

Restore the funding for Small Area Plans 5, 8, and 10 and FY 2022 - $300,000
associated work.
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-

Fund engineering studies associated with the Small Area Plan FY 2022 - $100,000
process including a one-way to two-way traffic conversion
study for portions of Princess Anne Street, Caroline Street,
Amelia Street, and William Street and a study for the
suitability of expanding “bicycle boulevards” within Area 7.
Focus the study on the areas north of William Street including
creating an on-street bikeway from the proposed Bankside
Trail to the existing Heritage Trail.

-

Implement Phase I of the Bankside Trail

-

Fall Hill Avenue / Washington Avenue one-way to two-way Implement the conversion
traffic conversion (see number 1 below) – Area 6
when these roads are set for
their next repaving under the
CIP Asphalt & Concrete
Program.

-

Implement the Canal Street Wharf in phases over the next FY 2022 - $10,000
three fiscal years. The three phases include:
FY 2023 - $30,000
o FY 2022 - Install first phase historic interpretation and FY 2024 - $40,000
utilize staff time to obtain site plan permits for other
improvements.
o FY 2023 - Construct stone walkways, water access, and
fencing.
o FY 2024 - Construct a trailhead with public art, and
historical interpretation.

Modify existing or pursue
new Transportation
Alternative Program funds.

The priorities recommended by the Planning Commission for FY 2020 should be carried forward.
However, due to the current fiscal circumstances, the Planning Commission should consider
placing these items for consideration in the CIP’s out years:
-

Fund an update of the City’s Comprehensive Plan

FY 2023 - $150,000

-

Fund the final Small Area Plan phase (Areas 4 and 9)

FY 2024 - $200,000

-

Fund engineering studies associated with the Small Area Plan FY 2024 - $100,000
process including a one-way to two-way traffic conversion
study for portions of Princess Anne Street, Caroline Street
south of Lafayette Boulevard and a study for the suitability of
traffic calming and pedestrian improvements in the
designated Walkable Urban Places.
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-

Construct Bankside Trail Phase II (south of the Riverfront Park) FY20XX - $3.50 million
and the Dixon Park Connector (the trail connecting the
Downtown to Dixon Park across Hazel Run
Expand Pedestrian Corridors by adding pedestrian street FY 20XX - $1.35 million
lighting along the William Street and Princess Anne Street
Corridors - Area 7
Expand brick sidewalks and pedestrian lighting through the FY 20XX - $2.50 million
Train Station Area (along Princess Anne to Dixon Street,
Caroline, and Sophia Streets) - Area 7
Add to public parking capacity by constructing a parking deck FY 20XX - $10 million
on the City owned parcel between Caroline, Frederick, and
Sophia Streets - Area 7

ATTACHMENTS
1. Table 1 and Table 2 of the City of Fredericksburg Status of Land Use Annual Report

APPENDIX
TABLE 1 – PLANNED TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS FY 20
Planned Transportation Improvements FY 20
C.P. Page
Funding Source

Project Name
#
Interstate Projects
1 Celebrate Virginia South Interchange and Ramps
2 Interstate 95 Northbound Off-Ramp at State Route 3
3 Interstate 95 VCR Trail Pedestrian Crossing
Roadway Projects
1 Lafayette Boulevard Roundabout at Kenmore Avenue and Safety Improvements
2 Lafayette Boulevard Reconfigure Roadway w. roundabouts south of St. Paul Street
3 U.S. Route 1 / State Route 3 / Spotsylvania Avenue Interchange Improvements
4 U.S. Route 1 STARS Operational Improvements - Princess Anne Street Intersection
5 U.S. Route 1 STARS Operational Improvements - Augustine Avenue Intersection Re-alignment
6 U.S. Route 1 STARS Operational Improvements – Fall Hill Avenue Intersection Improvements
7 William Street STARS Operational Improvements
8 Gateway Boulevard from William Street to Cowan Boulevard and Route 3 Intersection
9 Gateway Boulevard from Cowan Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue
10 Lansdowne Road / Dixon Street Widening to 4 Lanes from Route 2 to the south City limits
11 Lansdowne Road Intersection at Dixon Street
12 New Collector Street between Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard and Carl D. Silver Parkway
13 New Collector Street between Fall Hill Avenue and Cowan Boulevard
14 Stafford Avenue Reconstruction and Traffic Calming
15 Westwood Drive, Keeneland Road Traffic Calming
16 Sophia Street Traffic Calming
17 Evaluate the conversion of Washington / Fall Hill Ave one way pairs to two way
18 Amelia / William Street and Caroline / Princess Anne Street one way - two way conversions
Bridge Projects
1 U.S. Route 1 Hazel Run Bridge Replacement
2 U.S. Route 1 – Falmouth Bridge Replacement
3 Pedestrian Bicycle bridges over the Blue and Gray Parkway and U.S. Route 1
4 U.S. Route 1 Canal Bridge Replacement
Pedestrian / Bicycle / Transit / Trail Projects
1 Continue to a coordinated system of safe and interconnected bicycle / pedestrian trails
2 Expand FRED by Adding Capacity
Improved Pedestrian Crossings at State Route 3 and Gateway Intersection, as well as Greenbrier
3 and Westwood Shopping Center Intersections
4 Springwood Drive on-road bicycle lane
5 Pathways Plan Trails

Funding Status / Budget Page #

3-6
3-6
3-6

Federal
Federal / State
Federal / State / Local

Not funded
VDOT Funded / Construction Pending
Not funded

3-6
3-6
3-7
3-7 / 11(6)21
11(5)5 (Area 5)
11(6)21
3-7
3-6
3-6
3-7
3-7
3-7
3-7
11(5)5 (Area 5)
11(5)5 (Area 5)
11(7)8 (Area 7)
11(6)21 (Area 6)
11(7)8 (Area 7)

VDOT
VDOT
VDOT
VDOT
State
State
State / Local
State / Local / Private
State / Local / Private
State
State
Private Development
Private Development
State / Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

Listed in VDOT Six Year Improvement Plan FY 20-22
Study in Progress – Funding to be pursued
FY 21 Smart Scale Funding Application
Highway Safety Improvement Program
FY 21 Smart Scale Funding Application
Listed in Six Year Improvement Plan 2021-25
CIP FY 2021-22; Listed in Six Year Improvement Plan 2021-25
R.O.W. Acquired FY2018; CIP FY2020-21; FY 21 Smart Scale Application
Not funded
Not funded
Listed in Six Year Improvement Plan
To be considered at time of redevelopment
To be considered at time of redevelopment
Revenue Sharing Funds application pending
Not funded
Not funded
Study Completed – Implementation funding needed
Needs Study – Not funded

3-7
3-7
3-17
3-7

State
Federal / State
State / Local
VDOT

Completed
Preliminary Study Underway
Study Funded through FAMPO
State of Good Repair funds to be pursued

3-16
3-17
11(3)11 (Area 3)

Local
Federal / State / Local
State/ Local

199 (Area 10)
3-7

Local
State / Local

Pathways Improvements / Pedestrian Bridges --- CIP Page 8
On-Going
At grade to be considered with Gateway Blvd. Improvements; long term
planning for grade separation
Smart Scale Funds Available – PE FY 2020
To be considered as funding / opportunity allows

TABLE 2 – CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN FY 20
#
1

Riverfront Park

2

Public Acquisition of upstream Riparian Lands

4-14 - Policy 8

Not Listed

3

Enhance Trails with Amenities

4-14 - Policy 10

8

4

Dixon Park Community Center

4-15 - Initiative 2

Not Listed

N/A

5

Rehabilitate Old Walker Grant

4-15 - Initiative 3

Complete

Project complete and occupied.

Expand the School System Classroom Capacity / Expand the Student - Teacher Ratio

4-15 - Initiative 4

Not Listed

N/A

8

Construct the New Fire Station 3

4-15 - Initiative 5

Not Listed

N/A

9

Establish a new 100 - Acre park on Fall Hill

4-15 - Initiative 6

Not Listed

Parks Plan Development Underway

10

Establish 11 acre Smith Run Park

4-15 - Initiative 7

Not Listed

Parks Plan Development Underway

11

Develop Pocket Parks throughout the City

4-15 - Initiative 13

Not Listed

Parks Plan Development Underway

Retrofit Existing Stormwater Systems to comply with Total Maximum Daily Load
Requirements

5-16 - Policy 8
11(3)12 – Area 3
11(6)9 – Area 6

8

Pond “D” FY 2021

Ensure Neighborhood Infrastructure Needs are Met through the CIP

7-9 - Initiative 3

9

General Sewer System Improvements; NPS Farrell Lane Sewer
Line Work

6

12

13

Project Name

Table 2 - Capital Improvements Plan FY 20
Comp. Plan Page #
4-14 - Policy 6

CIP / Budget Page #
Underway

Funding Year / Notes
Construction Underway
N/A
Pathways Improvements / Pedestrian Bridges --- CIP Page 8

14

Reinstitute the Brick Sidewalk Program in the Historic District

8-11 - Initiative 14

Not Listed

N/A

15

Relocate Utilities Underground in the Historic District

8-11 - Initiative 14

Not Listed

N/A

16

Small Area Plans

10-4

Not Listed

N/A

17

Conversion of the Downman House to a Community Events Site

11(3)9 - Area 3 Plan

Not Listed

N/A

18

Route 3 / Interstate 95 Gateway Improvements

11(3)10 - Area 3 Plan

Not Listed

N/A

19

Route 1 / Princess Anne Street Gateway Improvements

11(6)-21 – Area 6 Plan

Not Listed

N/A

20

Evaluate a targeted streetscape program within Area 6

11(6)-21 – Area 6 Plan

Not Listed

N/A

21

Maintain and enhance pedestrian connections from neighborhoods in Area 6 to the River

11(6)-21 – Area 6 Plan

Not Listed

N/A

11(7)8 (Area 7)

Not Listed

N/A

8

Virginia Railway Express Parking Deck

